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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1. Scope of the Spectroscopic Studies on the Biomolecular
Recognition of Medicinally Important Ligands:
‘Biomolecular recognition’, a process by which biomolecules recognize and bind to their
targets, plays a crucial role to all biological processes [1-2]. It is usually driven by many
weak interactions like (i) the electrostatic interaction, (ii) the polarization of charge
distributions by the interacting molecules leading to induction and dispersion forces, (iii)
inter-atomic repulsion derived from Pauli-exclusion principle, (iv) “attractive force”
arising largely from the entropy of the solvent and termed the hydrophobic effect. As the
aqueous environment significantly reduces the impact of electrostatic and induction
interactions, the hydrophobic effect is often the driving force behind the formation of
specific biomolecule-target complexes [3]. In view of the fact that binding involves solvent
release from the binding site, the exploration of the behavior of water molecules associated
with a biomolecular target or any other molecule which can regulate the biomolecular
recognition is of significant interest. Besides, such biomolecular recognition is often
associated with conformational changes involving both binding and folding [4]. In this
regard, spectroscopy has evolved as an efficient tool for the exploration of the dynamics of
solvent molecules associated with biomolecules [5-6], ligands/biomolecular targets [7]
along with the changes associated with the binding and release of such ligands from the
biological macromolecules [8].
Recent developments in the exploration of biomolecular recognition and ligand
association have gained significance in the pharmacological applications [9]. For example,
binding of some plant alkaloids with biomolecules like DNA and RNA has shown to
produce anticancer activity [10-12]. One of the most widely consumed xanthine alkaloid
and a well known psychoactive stimulant is caffeine. Relatively higher consumption of the
1

molecule due to abundance of methylxanthines (mainly caffeine) in human diets, has
directed extensive research on the activity of the molecule in the cellular environments in
the recent past [13-14]. It is clearly demonstrated that caffeine has multiplicity of effects
on cells [15]. Particularly, it has been shown in a number of earlier studies that caffeine has
variety of roles on the molecular recognition of DNA by intercalating drugs [14, 16]. In
this regard, investigation on the mode of association/complexation of caffeine molecules
with the DNA intercalating drugs is significant for better understanding of the role of
caffeine molecules on the biomolecular recognition of those drugs by DNA. The activity of
such xanthine alkaloids as mood altering substance is within the central nervous system
where it acts as stimulant, perhaps by competitive blockage of endogenous adenosine at A1
and A2A receptors [17]. From the brief survey of the earlier studies it is clear that caffeine
can be used to host small ligands (drugs) and deliver/remove the same in a specific site of
adenosine receptor or DNA. Earlier, spectroscopic and molecular modelling studies of
caffeine complexes with other aromatic drugs reveal replacement of water molecules
solvating the drugs by the more hydrophobic caffeine molecules [14]. Therefore,
exploration of the dynamics of solvent relaxation around caffeine upon complexation with
other aromatic molecules is essential for the understanding of the mechanisms lying behind
such biomolecular recognition. As DNA-binding drugs reveal charge transfer (CT)
reaction upon -stacking with DNA base pairs [18-19], the possibility of CT reaction of
any drug upon complexation with caffeine molecule would be an interest for the molecular
understanding of the interaction of caffeine with the drug. Within the scope of the thesis,
we investigated the therapeutic benefits of caffeine, which has recently gained attention as
a promising agent in the fields of neurology [20], radiation biology [21] and cancer biology
[22].
The key focus of this thesis is to explore the photophysical properties of the
medicinally important ligands using steady-state and time resolved fluorescence
spectroscopic techniques for the fundamental understanding of their biomolecular
recognition. For example, we have explored the structural evolution of caffeine selfaggregation with temperature, since caffeine is consumed as low and high temperature
beverages. Besides, we have investigated femtosecond-resolved dynamics of aqueous
solvation within self-assembled dimeric structure of caffeine molecules employing
2

fluorescent

hydrophobic

ligands

like

4-(dicyanomethylene)-2-methyl-6-(p-

dimethylaminostyryl) 4H-pyran (DCM) and coumarin 500 (C500). In addition, we have
also focused on the consequence of the retarded dynamics of solvation on the photoinduced electron transfer (ET) or charge transfer (CT) reaction of a model probe, 2-(ptoluidino) naphthalene-6-sulfonate (TNS) encapsulated in the caffeine dimer. By
employing picosecond resolved Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) studies between
a DNA minor groove binder dye Hoeschst 33258 (H258, donor) and ethidium (Et,
acceptor), a model DNA-intercalator as well as a potential mutagen, the efficacy of
caffeine in dissociating Et molecule from nanometer sized biomimicking micelles of
different charges (cationic hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), neutral (polar)
Triton X-100 (TX-100) and anionic sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)) have been explored. In
addition, systematic investigation on caffeine induced dissociation of Et molecule from
various synthetic DNA in-vitro, and various cell lines in ex-vivo conditions has also been
reported in one of our works. In another study we have emphasized UVA radiation induced
ET reaction as one of the key aspects of a potential carcinogen, benzo[a]pyrene (BP) in the
presence of a wide variety of molecules covering organic para-benzoquinone (BQ),
biological macromolecules like calf-thymus DNA (CT-DNA), human serum albumin
(HSA) protein and inorganic zinc oxide (ZnO) nanorods (NRs). We have also revealed the
importance of the consideration of differential spectral overlap of the vibronic bands of BP
undergoing FRET as a consequence of dipole-dipole interaction with an organic molecule
in a biologically relevant confined environment. The experimental tools used for exploring
the biomolecular recognition involve femto- and picosecond-resolved solvent relaxation
dynamics. The different experimental techniques employed for the structural and
functional characterization of the biomolecules include steady state UV-vis absorption and
fluorescence, picosecond resolved fluorescence spectroscopy, Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR), NMR spectroscopy, circular dichroism, dynamic light scattering
(DLS), fluorescence microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
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1.2. Objective:
Biomolecular recognition is vital to cellular processes intervened by the formation
of complexes between biomolecular receptors and their ligands. Proper understanding of
biomolecular recognition is one of the most essential issues in modern molecular biology
and has direct application in drug discovery and design [23]. In this regard, exploration of
the biomolecular recognition of some mutagens or carcinogens by DNA can highlight the
pathways which can be targeted by some drugs to prevent the consequent mutation or
carcinogenesis. On the other hand, the use of plants for medicinal purpose is probably as
old as the history of mankind. Its use in the industrialized societies has led to the extraction
and development of several alkaloids/drugs from plants [24]. Therefore, upon exploring
the biomolecular recognition of some mutagens and carcinogens by DNA, the basic
insights into the role of plant alkaloids on such biomolecular recognition would be
imperative for the practical utilization of such alkaloids as drugs, which will be the key
objective of this thesis.
Among various plant alkaloids, caffeine being one of the most popularly consumed
drugs in the world has drawn attention in the field of modern research [25-26].
Investigations show that caffeine belongs to a class of chemicals that strongly enhance the
cytotoxic effect of ionizing radiation and other DNA damaging agents, at concentrations
that are not otherwise toxic for cells [13, 27]. It has also been established that caffeine
disrupts DNA damage activated cell cycle checkpoints [28-29] as well as can modulate the
binding of certain DNA damaging agents and reduces DNA directed toxicity [30-31]. The
considerable water solubilisation of caffeine makes it a potential candidate for in vivo
therapeutic applications and the consideration of the hydration dynamics of caffeine
molecules becomes necessary for the crucial understanding of the drug-caffeine interaction
in aqueous environment. In one of our studies [32], we have explored the hydration
dynamics associated with caffeine dimer, which plays a key role in the biomolecular
recognition of such xanthine alkaloids. It is well established that the solvent relaxation
time scales influence the dynamics of charge transfer (CT) reactions by exerting a time
dependent dielectric friction. In these cases the CT reaction rates are limited by the rate of
solvent relaxation around the concerned molecule [33-35]. The twisted intramolecular
4

charge transfer (TICT) dynamics of a model drug, 2-(p-toluidino) naphthalene-6-sulfonate
(TNS) in presence of caffeine has also been investigated to get an idea about the amount of
energy required to release such model drugs from the caffeine bound state emphasizing the
use of such xanthine alkaloids as a tool for targeted drug delivery.
The molecular recognition of DNA by certain drugs is known to get significantly
perturbed in presence of caffeine [13-14, 16, 36-37]. Sometimes, explanation of specific
role of caffeine in the molecular recognition of DNA in physiological milieu becomes
cumbersome [38]. In this regard small biomimetic systems including nanoscopic micelles
[39] could serve as an efficient mimic for the biological membranes, macromolecules and
are also useful in organizing the reactants at a molecular level [39]. Although there have
been many attempts to obtain a clear picture of the biomolecular recognition of DNA by
various drugs in presence of caffeine, to the best of our knowledge no attempt has been
made to use nanoscopic micelle for the better understanding of caffeine mediated
molecular recognition of DNA by small ligands/drugs. One of our studies [40] aimed to
look at the role of caffeine on the association of DNA binding drugs with the biomimetic
systems employing FRET techniques.
Spectroscopic studies on the caffeine mediated de-intercalation of Et, a potential
mutagen [41] from genomic DNA in solution at room temperature [42] highlights the
therapeutic use of caffeine in animal model. However, a detail molecular picture of the deintercalation mechanism and the universal application of such xanthine alkaloids in the
extraction of Et from the nucleus of various cell lines are some of the issues that left
unattended and have been addressed by us in one of our studies [43]. As caffeine is
consumed through both hot and cold beverages, the effect of temperature on the efficacy of
caffeine molecules to de-intercalate such mutagens from DNA is of significant interest and
has also been investigated.
Reactions involving electron transfer (ET) and reactive oxygen species (ROS) play
a pivotal role in carcinogenesis and cancer biochemistry [44]. ET reactions are well known
for their importance in DNA damage [45] and recent findings suggest the role of ultrafast
ET in inducing single strand and double strand breaks in DNA through reductive DNA
damage [46]. One of the most potent carcinogens to which people are frequently exposed
5

[47-49] is benzo[a]pyrene (BP), a polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH). In one of our
studies [50], we emphasized UVA radiation induced ET reaction as one of the key aspects
of BP in the presence of a wide variety of molecules covering organic para-benzoquinone
(BQ), biological macromolecules like calf-thymus DNA (CT-DNA), human serum
albumin (HSA) protein and inorganic zinc oxide (ZnO) nanorods (NRs). Physical
consequences of BP association with CT-DNA have also been investigated. In addition, a
BP-anchored ZnO NR-based photodevice has been designed to look into the electron
donating property of BP by measuring wavelength dependent photocurrent.
BP being a pyrene derivative belongs to a class of PAHs and have several
appealing photophysical properties which make it suitable for using as effective
fluorescence probe [51-54]. The differential behavior of the individual vibronic bands, in
the emission spectra of pyrene and its derivatives like BP, in response to change in
temperature [55], polarity and refractive index [56] of the host solvent is well known while
reports on such behavior of these bands while undergoing dipolar interactions with
different molecules was lacking in the literature and has been investigated in one of our
studies [57]. In our study we have emphasized the importance of the consideration of
differential spectral overlap of the vibronic bands of BP undergoing FRET as a
consequence of dipole-dipole interaction with an organic molecule in a confined
environment. Our study may find importance in the FRET analysis of biologically relevant
pyrene class of molecules.
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1.3. Summary of the Work Done:
I. Exploration of Molecular Details of a Model Medicinally Important
Xanthine-Alkaloid Molecule, Caffeine in Aqueous Solution and Origin of
its Interaction with Other Biologically Relevant Dyes/Drugs:
A. Probing the Interior of Self-Assembled Caffeine Dimer at Various Temperatures
[32]:
Caffeine (1,3,7-trimethylxanthine) is in a class of molecules with conjugated planar ring
systems, which has shown variety of roles on the molecular recognition of DNA by
intercalating drugs. In the present study we have exploited the dimeric nature of caffeine to
host some hydrophobic molecules like DCM, C500 and TNS. Besides, exploration of the
hydration dynamics associated with caffeine dimer, which plays a key role in the
biomolecular recognition of such xanthine alkaloids suggests that weakly structured water
molecules are associated with those dimers. The observed dynamical nature of water
molecules associated with caffeine dimer makes it a suitable subject for biomolecular
interaction where the bound water molecules can be displaced in presence of its receptor
molecule facilitating the hydrophobic interaction. Furthermore our exploration of twisted
intramolecular charge transfer (TICT) dynamics of TNS in presence of caffeine highlights
the amount of energy required to release such model drugs from the caffeine bound state
which may find significance in the use of such xanthine alkaloids as a tool for drug
delivery.

II. Interaction of Caffeine with a Model Fluorogenic Potent Mutagen
Embedded in Various Biomimetic Self-Assemblies in Aqueous Medium:
A. Caffeine Mediated Detachment of Mutagenic Ethidium from Various Nanoscopic
Micelle: An Ultrafast

Study [40]:

Small biomimetic systems including nanoscopic micelles serve as a functional mimic for
the biological membranes and macromolecules. In the present study we have explored the
efficacy of caffeine in dissociating ethidium (Et) molecule, a model DNA-intercalator as
7

well as a potential mutagen, from nanometer sized micelles of various charges. By using
steady-state and picosecond resolved spectroscopic techniques, we have demonstrated the
detachment of Et from various biomimicking micelles of different charges (cationic
hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), neutral (polar) Triton X-100 (TX-100)
and anionic sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)) revealing the specificity of caffeine molecule
for carrying out such dissociation. The picosecond resolved Förster resonance energy
transfer (FRET) studies between a DNA minor groove binder dye Hoeschst 33258 (H258,
donor) and Et (acceptor) have been employed to investigate the alteration in their
association in presence of caffeine in the molecular level. We have applied a kinetic model
developed by Infelta and Tachiya to understand the kinetics of energy transfer and the
distribution of acceptor molecules in the micellar surface. Finally, our fluorescence
micrographs of squamous epithelial cells validate the alteration of FRET efficiency
between the donor and the acceptor due to the release of the latter in the presence of
caffeine.

III. Spectroscopic Studies on the Interaction of Caffeine Molecules with a
Potential Mutagen in DNA in vitro and ex vivo Conditions:
A. Ultrafast Spectroscopic Study on Caffeine Mediated Dissociation of Mutagenic
Ethidium from Synthetic DNA and Various Cell Nuclei [43]:
In this study we have used steady-state and picosecond resolved fluorescence spectroscopy
and time gated fluorescence microscopy in order to investigate the detachment of
mutagenic Et from synthesized DNA of specific sequences in vitro and various types of
cell lines including squamous epithelial cells collected from the inner lining of the human
mouth, A549 (lung carcinoma), A375 (human skin), RAW (macrophage) and Vero
(African green monkey kidney epithelium) cells in ex vivo conditions. Time-resolved
fluorescence studies are consistent with a mechanism where caffeine-Et complex formation
in bulk solution drives the dissociation of DNA-bound Et. In addition, temperature
dependent picosecond resolved studies show the caffeine-Et complex to be stable over a
wide range of temperature, within and beyond the normal physiological limit. A
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combination of NMR spectroscopy and DLS experiments allowed us to propose a
molecular model of caffeine-Et complex.

IV. Spectroscopic Studies on a Model Food Carcinogen in Various
Restricted Environments: Exploration of the Molecular Basis for the
Carcinogenic Activity:
A. UVA Radiation Induced Ultrafast Electron Transfer from a Food Carcinogen
Benzo[a]Pyrene to Organic Molecules, Biological Macromolecules and Inorganic
Nano Structures [50]:
Electron transfer (ET) reactions are important for their implications in both oxidative and
reductive DNA damages. In the present study, we have highlighted the UVA radiation
induced ET reaction as one of the key aspects of a potential food carcinogen,
benzo[a]pyrene (BP), in the presence of a wide variety of molecules, biological
macromolecules and inorganic nanostructures. The temperature-dependent steady-state,
picosecond-resolved fluorescence lifetime and anisotropy studies reveal the effect of
temperature on the perturbation of such ET reaction from BP to biological
macromolecules, highlighting the temperature-dependent association of the carcinogen
with those macromolecules. Furthermore, the electron donating property of BP has been
established by measuring substantial wavelength-dependent photocurrent in BP-anchored
ZnO NR-based photodevice which offers new physical insights for the carcinogenic study
of BP.

V. Ultrafast Spectroscopic Studies on the Nonradiative Energy Transfer
from Various Vibronic Bands of the Food Carcinogen Benzo[a]pyrene in
Various Biologically Relevant Environments in Aqueous Medium:
A. A Potential Carcinogenic Pyrene Derivative under Förster Resonance Energy
Transfer to Various Energy Acceptors in Nanoscopic Environments [57]:
Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET), which is also known as “spectroscopic ruler”, is
very often used to measure the distance between two sites on a macromolecule. In this
9

study, we demonstrated that picosecond resolved Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET)
from various vibronic bands in BP to be strongly dependent on the spectral overlap of an
energy acceptor in a confined environment. Our study on the dipolar interactions between
BP and different acceptors ethidium (Et), acridine orange (AO) and crystal violet (CV) at
the surface of a model anionic micelle reveals the Förster distance (R0) and the rate of
energy transfer to be dependent on the individual spectral overlap of the vibronic bands of
BP with the absorption spectra of different energy acceptors. The differential behaviour of
the vibronic bands has been found to be comparable with that of different dyes (quantum
dots; QDs) in a ‘dye-blend’ (mixture) under FRET to an energy acceptor. We have also
shown that consideration of differential FRET from vibronic bands of BP and from the
QDs in the ‘dye-blend’ is equally acceptable in the theoretical frameworks including
‘Infelta-Tachiya’ model and donor-acceptor (D-A) distribution analysis in the nanoenvironments.

1.4. Plan of Thesis:
The plan of the thesis is as follows:
Chapter 1: This chapter gives a brief introduction to the scope and motivation behind the
thesis work. A brief summary of the work done is also included in this chapter.
Chapter 2: This chapter provides an overview of the dynamical, steady-state and
theoretical tools, the structural aspects of biologically important systems (DNAs, proteins)
and probes used in the research.
Chapter 3: Details of instrumentation, data analysis and experimental procedures have
been discussed in this chapter.
Chapter 4: In this chapter, dimeric nature of caffeine showing efficacy in hosting
hydrophobic molecules has been reported. Besides, the hydration dynamics associated with
caffeine dimer have been explored. In addition, twisted intramolecular charge transfer
(TICT) dynamics of TNS in presence of caffeine have also been demonstrated.
Chapter 5: The efficacy of caffeine in dissociating ethidium (Et) molecule, from
nanometer sized micelles of various charges has been reported in this chapter by
employing FRET techniques and kinetic models developed by Infelta and Tachiya.
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Chapter 6: In this chapter, the caffeine mediated detachment of mutagenic Et from
synthesized DNA of specific sequences in vitro and various types of cell lines including
squamous epithelial cells collected from the inner lining of the human mouth, A549 (lung
carcinoma), A375 (human skin), RAW (macrophage) and Vero (African green monkey
kidney epithelium) cells in ex vivo conditions have been reported.
Chapter 7: In this chapter, we report the strong affinity of the carcinogen BP, under UVA
radiation, to donate electrons to different class of molecules like para-benzoquinone (BQ),
biological macromolecules like calf-thymus DNA and human serum albumin (HSA) and
inorganic nano structures like zinc oxide (ZnO) nanorods (NRs) suggesting ET reaction as
one of its vital characteristics responsible for its carcinogenic activity.
Chapter 8: This chapter deals with the importance of the consideration of differential
spectral overlap of the vibronic bands of BP undergoing FRET as a consequence of dipoledipole interaction with an organic molecule in a confined environment.
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Chapter 2
An Overview of Steady-State, Dynamical, Theoretical
Tools and Systems

In order to investigate the various processes involved in the course of study on
biomolecular recognition of medicinally important ligands, different steady-state,
dynamical and theoretical tools have been employed. These include solvation dynamics,
fluorescence anisotropy, determination of activation energy using Arrhenius theory,
Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET), P(r) distribution from FRET, kinetic model
developed by Infelta and Tachiya, densimetric and acoustic measurements, twisted
intramolecular charge transfer (TICT) and photoinduced electron transfer (PET). In this
chapter, we have included a brief discussion about the above mentioned dynamical tools.
Overviews of the various systems and the probes used in the studies have also been
provided.

2.1.

Steady-State and Dynamical Tools:

2.1.1. Solvation Dynamics: Almost all biological macromolecules, proteins (enzymes)
and DNAs are inactive in the absence of water. Hydration of a protein/enzyme/DNA is
particularly important for their structural stability and function, especially their recognition
by ligand molecules. This role of hydration in enzymatic activity and molecular
recognition of biomolecules [1-4] have recently been reviewed in a number of
publications.
(i) Theory: Solvation dynamics refer to the process of reorganization of solvent dipoles
around a dipole created instantaneously or an electron/proton injected suddenly in a polar
liquid. In order to understand the meaning and scope of solvation dynamics, let us first
visualize the physical essence of the dynamical process involved for a solute molecule in a
polar solvent [5-7]. A change in the probe (solute) is made at time t=0, by an excitation
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pulse, which leads to the creation of a dipole. This dipole gives rise to an instantaneous
electric field on the solvent molecules. The interaction of permanent dipoles of the solvent
with the instantaneously created electric field, shifts the free energy minimum of the
solvent to a non-zero value of the polarization. The solvent motion is crucial (Figure 2.1).
Since the probe is excited instantaneously (a Franck-Condon transition as far as the nuclear
degrees of freedom are concerned), the solvent molecules at t=0 find themselves in a
relatively high-energy configuration. Subsequently, the solvent molecules begin to move
and rearrange themselves to reach their new equilibrium positions (Figure 2.2). The
nuclear motion involved can be broadly classified into rotational and translational motions.
When the solvent is bulk water, rotational motion would also include hindered rotation,
libration, while translation would include the intermolecular vibration due to the extensive

Figure 2.1. Schematic illustration of solvation of an ion (or dipole) by water. The neighboring
molecules (numbered 1 and 2) can either rotate or translate to attain the minimum energy
configuration. On the other hand, distant water molecule 3 can only rotate to attain minimum
energy configuration. The field is shown as E0. The springs connected to the molecules are meant
to denote hydrogen bonding.
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hydrogen bonding. The two specific motions, libration and intermolecular vibration, are
relatively high in frequency and are expected to play a dominant role in the initial part of
solvation [8]. The molecular motions involved are shown schematically in Figure 2.1, and
in Figure 2.3 we show a typical solvation time correlation function. For clarity, we
approximate the motions responsible for the decay in different regions.
A simple way to address the dynamics of polar solvation is to start with the
following expression for the solvation energy, Esolv(t) [9],
E solv ( t )  

1
dr E 0 (r)  P(r, t )
2

(2-1)

where E0(r) is the instantaneously created, position-dependent electric field from the ion or
the dipole of the solute and P(r,t) is the position and time-dependent polarization.

Figure 2.2. Schematic representation of the potential energy surfaces involved in solvation
dynamics showing the water orientational motions along the solvation coordinate together with
instantaneous polarization P. In the inset we show the change in the potential energy along the
intramolecular nuclear coordinate. As solvation proceeds the energy of the solute comes down
giving rise to a red shift in the fluorescence spectrum. Note the instantaneous P, e.g., P(∞), on the
two connected potentials.
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The latter is defined by the following expression,
P(r,t) =  d ()  (r,,t)

(2-2)

where () is the dipole moment vector of a molecule at position r, and  (r,,t) is the
position, orientation and time-dependent density. Therefore, the time dependence of the
solvation energy is determined by the time dependence of polarization that is in turn

Figure 2.3. (a) A typical solvation time correlation function for water is shown here. The time
correlation function exhibits three distinct regions: The initial ultrafast decay, an intermediate
decay of about 200 fs and the last slow decay with time constant of 1 ps. The physical origin of
each region is indicated on the plot itself; see text. (b) Green’s function G(X,t│X0) for population
relaxation along the solvation coordinate (X) is plotted against time in femtosecond. In G, X0 is the
initial position at t=0. This figure shows the position and time dependence of the population
fluorescence intensity. At early times (when the population is at X1) there is ultrafast rise followed
by an ultrafast decay. At intermediate times (when the population is at X2) there is a rise followed
by a slow decay as shown by the green line. At long times when the population is nearly relaxed
(position X3, red line) we see only a rise.
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determined by the time dependence of the density. If the perturbation due to the probe on
dynamics of bulk water is negligible, then the time dependence of polarization is dictated
by the natural dynamics of the liquid.
The theoretical analysis of the time-dependent density is usually carried out using a
molecular hydrodynamic approach that is based on the basic conservation (density,
momentum and energy) laws and includes the effects of intermolecular (both spatial and
orientational) correlations. The latter provides the free energy surface on which solvation
proceeds. The equation of motion of the density involves both orientational and
translational motions of the solvent molecules. The details of the theoretical development
are reported in literature [5]; here we shall present a simple physical picture of the
observed biphasic solvation dynamics.
Within linear response theory, the solvation correlation function is directly related
to the solvation energy as,

C(t) 

E(0)  E( t )
E

2



E ( t )  E ( )
E(0)  E()

(2-3)

where E is the fluctuation of solvation energy from the average, equilibrium value. Note
that the equality in equation (2-3) indicates the direct relation for the average of the
fluctuations over the equilibrium distribution (left) and the non-equilibrium function (right)
which relates to observables; without E   the correspondence is clear, and E   is
rigorously the result of the equilibrium term in the numerator and for normalization in the
denominator.
The ultrafast component in the solvation time correlation function (see Figure 2.3
(a)), originates from the initial relaxation in the steep collective solvation potential. The
collective potential is steep because it involves the total polarization of the system [5-6].
This initial relaxation couples mainly to the hindered rotation (i.e., libration) and the
hindered translation (i.e., the intermolecular vibration), which are the available high
frequency modes of the solvent; neither long amplitude rotation nor molecular translation
are relevant here. The last part in the decay of the solvation correlation function involves
larger amplitude rotational and translational motions of the nearest neighbor molecules in
the first solvation shell. In the intermediate time, one gets contributions from the
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moderately damped rotational motions of water molecules. In a sense, with the above
description one recovers the famous Onsager’s “inverse snow-ball” picture of solvation
[10]. The slowest time constant is ~1 ps, which is determined by the individual rotational
and translational motions of the molecules in the “first solvation shell” nearly close to the
probe. The femtosecond component is dominated by the high frequency hindered
rotational and translational (vibration) [8, 11-12] polarization.
Figure 2.2 shows a schematic of the solvation potential and the orientational
motions for the water molecules involved. From the shape of the potential, it can be seen
that the transient behavior for the population during solvation should be a decay function
on the blue edge of the spectrum and a rise function on the red edge. These wavelengthdependent features can be explained nicely within a generalized model of relaxation in
which a Gaussian wave packet relaxes on a harmonic surface. The relaxation is nonexponential and a Green’s function can describe the approach of the wave packet along the
solvation coordinate, X, to its equilibrium value. For the general non-Markovian case it is
given by [13],

G(X, t X 0 ) 
where X 2

 [X  X C(t)]2 
0

exp 
2
2
2
2
2
X
[
1

C
(t)]


2 X [1  C (t)]

1

(2-4)

is the equilibrium mean square fluctuation of the polarization coordinate in

the excited state surface, C(t) is the solvation correlation function described in equation (23) and X0 is the initial value of the packet on the solvation coordinate. Equation (2-4)
describes the motion of the wave packet (polarization density) beginning at t=0 (X0) as a
delta function and according to the solvation time correlation function. As t∞, C(t)0
and we recover the standard Gaussian distribution. Initially, (t→0), the exponential is
large, so the decay is ultrafast, but at long times, the relaxation slows down, ultimately to
appear as a rise. In Figure 2.3 (b), we present calculations of G(X,t|X0) at different
positions along the solvation coordinate giving decays at X1 and X2, but with different time
constants, and a rise at X3, as demonstrated experimentally.
(ii) Experimental Methods: In order to study solvation stabilization of a probe in an
environment, a number of fluorescence transients are taken at different wavelengths across
the emission spectrum of the probe. As described earlier, blue and red ends of the emission
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spectrum are expected to show decay and rise, respectively in the transients. The observed
fluorescence transients are fitted by using a nonlinear least square fitting procedure to a
function
t


 X(t)   E(t' )R(t  t' )dt'


0



(2-5)

comprising of convolution of the IRF (E(t)) with a sum of exponentials
N


 R(t)  A   Bi exp - t  i 
i 1



(2-6)

with pre-exponential factors (Bi), characteristic lifetimes (i) and a background (A).
Relative concentration in a multi-exponential decay is finally expressed as;

n 

Bn

B
i 1

(2-7)

.

N

i

The relative contribution of a particular decay component (fn) in the total fluorescence is
defined as,
fn 

τ n Bn
N

B τ

 100.

(2-8)

i i

i 1

The quality of the curve fitting is evaluated by reduced chi-square (0.9-1.1) and residual
data. The purpose of the fitting is to obtain the decays in an analytical form suitable for
further data analysis.
To construct time resolved emission spectra (TRES) we follow the technique
described in references [14-15]. As described above, the emission intensity decays are
analyzed in terms of the multi-exponential model,
N

I, t     i   exp  t i  

(2-9)

i 1

where i() are the pre-exponential factors, with i()=1.0. In this analysis we compute a
new set of intensity decays, which are normalized so that the time-integrated intensity at
each wavelength is equal to the steady-state intensity at that wavelength. Considering F()
to be the steady-state emission spectrum, we calculate a set of H() values using,
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H() 

F()

(2-10)



 I(, t)dt

0

which for multiexponential analysis becomes,
H() 

F()
  i ( )  i (  )

(2-11)

i

Then, the appropriately normalized intensity decay functions are given by,





I' ( , t) = H( )I( , t ) =   ' ( )exp - t/  
N

i =1

i

i

(2-12)

where i()=H()i(). The values of I(,t) are used to calculate the intensity at
any wavelength and time, and thus the TRES. The values of the emission maxima and
spectral width are determined by nonlinear least-square fitting of the spectral shape of the
TRES. The spectral shape is assumed to follow a lognormal line shape [14],
 
2 
   ln( + 1)   
I( )  I exp  ln2
 
0
b
 
 


 

with  

(2-13)

2b(   max )
 1 where I0 is amplitude, max is the wavenumber of the emission


 sinh(b) 
maximum and spectral width is given by,    
 . The terms b and Δ are
 b 

asymmetry and width parameters, respectively and equation (2-9) reduces to a Gaussian
function for b=0.
The time-dependent fluorescence Stokes shifts, as estimated from TRES are used to
construct the normalized spectral shift correlation function or the solvent correlation
function C(t) and is defined as,
C (t ) 

 (t )  ()
 (0)  ()

(2-14)

where,  (0) ,  (t ) and  () are the emission maxima (in cm-1) of the TRES at time zero, t
and infinity, respectively. The  () value is considered to be the emission frequency
beyond which insignificant or no spectral shift is observed. The C(t) function represents
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the temporal response of the solvent relaxation process, as occurs around the probe
following its photoexcitation and the associated change in the dipole moment.

2.1.2. Fluorescence Anisotropy: Anisotropy is defined as the extent of polarization of the
emission from a fluorophore. Anisotropy measurements are commonly used in
biochemical applications of fluorescence. It provides information about the size and shape
of proteins or the rigidity of various molecular environments. Anisotropy measurements
have also been used to measure protein-protein associations, fluidity of membranes and for
immunoassays of numerous substances. These measurements are based on the principle of
photoselective excitation of those fluorophore molecules whose absorption transition
dipoles are parallel to the electric vector of polarized excitation light. In an isotropic
solution, fluorophores are oriented randomly. However, upon selective excitation, partially
oriented population of fluorophores with polarized fluorescence emission results. The
relative angle between the absorption and emission transition dipole moments determines
the maximum measured anisotropy (r0). The fluorescence anisotropy (r) and polarization
(P) are defined by,
r

I II  I 
I II  2I 

(2-15)

P

I II  I 
I II  I 

(2-16)

where I II and I  are the fluorescence intensities of vertically and horizontally polarized
emission when the fluorophore is excited with vertically polarized light. Polarization and
anisotropy are interrelated as,

and

r

2P
3 P

(2-17)

P

3r
2r

(2-18)

Although polarization and anisotropy provides the same information, anisotropy is
preferred since the latter is normalized by total fluorescence intensity ( I T  I II  2I  ) and
in case of multiple emissive species anisotropy is additive while polarization is not.
Several phenomena, including rotational diffusion and energy transfer, can decrease the
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measured anisotropy to values lower than maximum theoretical values. Following a pulsed
excitation the fluorescence anisotropy, r(t) of a sphere is given by,
rt   r0 exp  t 

(2-19)

where r0 is the anisotropy at time t=0 and  is the rotational correlation time of the sphere.
(i) Theory: For a radiating dipole, the intensity of light emitted is proportional to the
square of the projection of the electric field of the radiating dipole onto the transmission
axis of the polarizer. The intensity of parallel and perpendicular projections are given by,
I II ,    cos 2 

(2-20)

I  ,    sin 2  sin 2 

(2-21)

where  and  are the orientational angles of a single fluorophore relative to the z and yaxes, respectively (Figure 2.4 (a)). In solution, fluorophores remain in random distribution
and the anisotropy is calculated by excitation photoselection. Upon photoexcitation by
polarized light, the molecules having absorption transition moments aligned parallel to the
electric vector of the polarized light have the highest probability of absorption. For the
excitation polarization along z-axis, all molecules having an angle  with respect to the yaxis will be excited. The population will be symmetrically distributed about the z-axis. For
experimentally accessible molecules, the value of  will be in the range from 0 to 2 with
equal probability. Thus, the  dependency can be eliminated.
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Consider a collection of molecules oriented relative to the z-axis with probability f().
Then, measured fluorescence intensities for this collection after photoexcitation are,
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where f()d is the probability that a fluorophore is oriented between  and +d and is
given by,

f d  cos 2  sin d

(2-27)

k is the instrumental constant. Thus, the anisotropy (r) is defined as,

r

3 cos 2   1
2

(2-28)

Figure 2.4. (a) Emission intensity of a single fluorophore (blue ellipsoid) in a coordinate system.
(b) Schematic representation of the measurement of fluorescence anisotropy.
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when =54.7 i.e. when cos2=1/3, the complete loss of anisotropy occurs. Thus, the
fluorescence taken at =54.7 with respect to the excitation polarization is expected to be
free from the effect of anisotropy and is known as magic angle emission. For collinear
absorption and emission dipoles, the value of <cos2> is given by the following equation,
2

cos  
2

 cos

2

f d

0
2

(2-29)

 f d
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Substituting equation (2-27) in equation (2-29) one can get the value of <cos2>=3/5 and
anisotropy value to be 0.4 (from equation (2-28)). This is the maximum value of
anisotropy obtained when the absorption and emission dipoles are collinear and when no
other depolarization process takes place. However, for most fluorophores, the value of
anisotropy is less than 0.4 and it is dependent on the excitation wavelength. It is
demonstrated that as the displacement of the absorption and emission dipole occurs by an
angle  relative to each other, it causes further loss of anisotropy (reduction by a factor 2/5)
[15] from the value obtained from equation (2-28). Thus, the value of fundamental
anisotropy, r0 is given by,
r0 

2  3 cos 2   1 
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(2-30)

For any fluorophore randomly distributed in solution, with one-photon excitation, the value
of r0 varies from -0.2 to 0.4 for  values varying from 90° to 0°.
(ii) Experimental Methods: For time resolved anisotropy (r(t)) measurements (Figure 2.4
(b)), emission polarization is adjusted to be parallel and perpendicular to that of the
excitation polarization. Spencer and Weber [16] have derived the relevant equations for the
time dependence of I II t  (equation (2-31)) and I  t  (equation (2-32)) for single
rotational and fluorescence relaxation times,  and f, respectively,
I II t   exp  t  f 1  2r0 exp  t 

(2-31)

I  t   exp  t  f 1  r0 exp  t 

(2-32)

The total fluorescence is given by,
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Ft   I II t   2I  t   3 exp  t  f   F0 exp  t  f 

(2-33)

The time dependent anisotropy, r(t) is given by,

r t  

I II t   I  t 
 r0 exp  t 
I II t   2I  t 

(2-34)

F(t) depends upon f and r(t) only upon  so that these two lifetimes can be separated. This
separation is not possible in steady-state measurements. It should be noted that the degree
of polarization (P) is not independent of f and is therefore not as useful as r. For reliable
measurement of r(t), three limiting cases can be considered,
(a)

If f < , the fluorescence decays before the anisotropy decays, and hence only r0
can be measured.

(b)

If  < f, in contrast to steady-state measurements,  can be measured in principle.
The equations (2-31) and (2-32) show that the decay of the parallel and
perpendicular components depends only upon . The experimental disadvantage of
this case is that those photons emitted after the lapse of a few rotational correlation
times,  can not contribute to the determination of , but can be avoided with a
good signal-to-noise ratio.

(c)

If   f, then it becomes the ideal situation since almost all photons are counted
within the time (equal to several rotational relaxation times) in which r(t) shows
measurable changes.

For systems with multiple rotational correlation times, r(t) is given by,
rt   r0  i e t i

(2-35)

i

where   i  1 . It should be noted that the instrument monitoring the fluorescence,
i

particularly the spectral dispersion element, responds differently to different polarizations
of light, thus emerging the need for a correction factor. For example, the use of diffraction
gratings can yield intensities of emission, which depend strongly upon orientation with
respect to the plane of the grating. It is necessary when using such instruments to correct
for the anisotropy in response. This instrumental anisotropy is usually termed as G-factor
(grating factor) and is defined as the ratio of the transmission efficiency for vertically
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polarized light to that for horizontally polarized light ( G  I II I  ). Hence, values of
fluorescence anisotropy, r(t) corrected for instrumental response, would be given by [17],

r t  

I II t   GI  t 
I II t   2GI  t 

(2-36)

The G-factor at a given wavelength can be determined by exciting the sample with
horizontally polarized excitation beam and collecting the two polarized fluorescence
decays, one parallel and other perpendicular to the horizontally polarized excitation beam.
G-factor can also be determined following longtime tail matching technique [17]. If  < f,
it can be seen that the curves for I II t  and I  t  should become identical. If in any
experiment they are not, it can usually be assumed that this is due to a non-unitary Gfactor. Hence normalizing the two decay curves on the tail of the decay eliminates the Gfactor in the anisotropy measurement.

2.1.3. Arrhenius Theory of Activation Energy: The dynamics of solvation at a
biomolecular interface can be exploited to give information about the energetics of the
participating water molecules [9]. Water present at the surface of biomolecules or
biomimicking systems can broadly be distinguished as bound type (water hydrogen bonded
to the interface) and bulk type water (Figure 2.5). In the water layer around the protein
surface, the interaction with water involves hydrogen bonding to the polar and charged
groups of the surface. The strength of this bonding varies from group to group. When
strongly bonded to the protein, the water molecules cannot contribute to solvation
dynamics because they can neither rotate nor translate. But the hydrogen bonding is
transient, and there is a dynamic equilibrium between the free and the bound water
molecules. The potential of interaction can be represented by a double-well structure to
symbolize the processes of bond breaking and bond forming. In general, the bonded water
molecules become free by translational and rotational motions. The experimental
observations of a biphasic behavior of hydration indicated the presence of bound and free
water in the surface layer.
bound ↔ free (rotating and translating)
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The slow component of the solvation, is related to the rate constant for bound to free water
interconversion kbf as,

1
 solv

 k bf

k T 
 B e
h

G 0bf
RT

(2-37)

where, Gbf° is the binding energy for bound to free water interconversion, kB is the
Boltzmann constant, T, the absolute temperature and h is the Planck constant. This
dynamic equilibrium is found to be dependent on external parameters like temperature,
pressure etc. The temperature dependence of the solvation follows the Arrhenius equation
and yields the activation energy needed for the conversion of bound and free forms [18].

Figure 2.5. Schematic representation of different types of water molecules present at various
bimolecular interfaces and the corresponding activation energy barrier.

2.1.4. Förster Resonance Energy Transfer: Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is
an electrodynamic phenomenon involving the non-radiative transfer of the excited state
energy from the donor dipole (D) to an acceptor dipole (A) in the ground state (Figure 2.6
(a)). FRET has got wide applications in all fluorescence applications including medical
diagnostics, DNA analysis and optical imaging. Since FRET can measure the size of a
protein molecule or the thickness of a membrane, it is also known as “spectroscopic ruler”
[19]. FRET is very often used to measure the distance between two sites on a
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macromolecule. Basically, FRET is of two types: (a) Homo-molecular FRET and (b)
Hetero-molecular FRET. In the former case the same fluorophore acts both as energy
donor and acceptor, while in the latter case two different molecules act as donor and
acceptor.
Each donor-acceptor (D-A) pair participating in FRET is characterized by a
distance known as Förster distance (R0) i.e., the D-A separation at which energy transfer is
50% efficient. The R0 value ranges from 20 to 60 Å. The rate of resonance energy transfer
(kT) from donor to an acceptor is given by [15],
1  R0 
kT 


D  r 

6

(2-38)

where D is the lifetime of the donor in the absence of acceptor and r is the donor to
acceptor (D-A) distance. The rate of transfer of donor energy depends upon the extent of
overlap of the emission spectrum of the donor with the absorption spectrum of the acceptor
(J()), the quantum yield of the donor (QD), the relative orientation of the donor and
acceptor transition dipoles (2) and the distance between the donor and acceptor molecules
(r) (Figure 2.6 (b)). In order to estimate FRET efficiency of the donor and hence to
determine distances between donor-acceptor pairs, the methodology described below is
followed [15]. R0 is given by,





R 0  0.211  2 n 4 Q D J 

16

(in Å)

(2-39)

where n is the refractive index of the medium, QD is the quantum yield of the donor and
J() is the overlap integral. 2 is defined as,
κ 2  cos T  3 cos  D cos  A   sinθ D sinθ A cosφ  2cosθ D cosθ A 
2

2

(2-40)

where T is the angle between the emission transition dipole of the donor and the
absorption transition dipole of the acceptor, D and A are the angles between these dipoles
and the vector joining the donor and acceptor and  is angle between the planes of the
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Figure 2.6. (a) Schematic illustration of the Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) process. (b)
Dependence of the orientation factor 2 on the directions of the emission and absorption dipoles of
the donor and acceptor, respectively.

donor and acceptor (Figure 2.6 (b)).2 value can vary from 0 to 4. For collinear and
parallel transition dipoles, 2=4; for parallel dipoles, 2=1; and for perpendicularly oriented
dipoles, 2=0. For donor and acceptors that randomize by rotational diffusion prior to
energy transfer, the magnitude of 2 is assumed to be 2/3. However, in systems where there
is a definite site of attachment of the donor and acceptor molecules, to get physically
relevant results, the value of 2 has to be estimated from the angle between the donor
emission and acceptor absorption dipoles [20]. J(), the overlap integral, which expresses
the degree of spectral overlap between the donor emission and the acceptor absorption, is
given by,


F

D

J ( ) 

() A ()4 d

0

(2-41)
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()d

where FD() is the fluorescence intensity of the donor in the wavelength range of  to
+d and is dimensionless. A() is the extinction coefficient (in M-1cm-1) of the acceptor
at . If  is in nm, then J() is in units of M-1cm-1nm4.
Once the value of R0 is known, the efficiency of energy transfer can be calculated.
The efficiency of energy transfer (E) is the fraction of photons absorbed by the donor
which are transferred to the acceptor and is defined as,

or

E

k T r 
  k T r 

(2-42)
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(2-43)
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The transfer efficiency is measured using the relative fluorescence intensity of the donor,
in absence (FD) and presence (FDA) of the acceptor as,

FDA
FD

E  1

(2-44a)

For D-A systems decaying with multiexponential lifetimes, E is calculated from the
amplitude weighted lifetimes     i  i of the donor in absence (D) and presence (DA)
i

of the acceptor as,
E  1

 DA
D

(2-44b)

The D-A distances can be measured using equations (2-43), (2-44a) and (2-44b). The
distances measured using equations (2-44a) and (2-44b) are revealed as RS (steady-state
measurement) and RTR (time-resolved measurement), respectively. In one of the studies
from our group [21], we have shown that the energy transfer efficiency E, calculated from
steady-state experiment (equation 2-44a) might be due to re-absorption of donor emission,
but not due to dipole-dipole interaction (FRET).
(i) Distance Distribution in Donor-Acceptor Systems: Distance distribution between
donor and acceptor can be estimated according to the procedure described in the literature
[15, 22]. The observed fluorescence transients of the donor in absence of acceptor in a
micelle can be fitted using a nonlinear least-squares fitting procedure (software
SCIENTIST) to the following function,
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t

ID (t)   E(t )P(t   t)dt 

(2-45)

0

which comprises the convolution of the instrument response function (IRF) ((E(t)) with
exponential ( P(t)   Di exp(t / Di ) ). The convolution of the distance distribution
i

function P(r) in the fluorescence transients of donor in presence of acceptor in the system
under studies (micelle) is estimated using the same software (SCIENTIST) in the
following way.
The intensity decay of donor-acceptor pair, spaced at a distance ‘r’, is given by
6
 t
t  R0  
I DA (r , t )    Di exp  

  
i
  Di  Di  r  

(2-46)

and the intensity decay of the sample considering P(r) is given by,
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(2-47)
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Where P(r) consist of the folowing terms:
P(r ) 

In this equation r is the mean of the Gaussian with a standard deviation of σ. Usually
distance distributions are described by the full width at half maxima. This half width is
given by hw= 2.354σ.
2.1.5. ‘Infelta-Tachiya’ Model (Kinetic Model): In some of our studies [23-24] we have
employed a kinetic model developed by Infelta and Tachiya for better understanding of the
distribution of energy acceptors (quenchers) around the micelles. The decay of excited
probes in a micelle may be described by the following kinetic model [23]:
k0
Pn* 
Pn

(2-49)

q
Pn* 
Pn

(2-50)

nk
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where Pn* and Pn stand for a micelle containing n quencher molecules with and without an
excited probe, respectively. k0 is the total decay constant of the excited state in absence of a
quencher. kq is the rate constant for quenching of an excited probe in a micelle containing
one quencher molecule. In this kinetic model, it is assumed that the distribution of the
number of quenchers attached to one micelle follows a Poisson distribution, [25] namely,

p(n)  (m n / n!) exp( m)

(2-51)

where m is the mean number of quenchers in a micelle.

m  k  [ A] / k 

(2-52)

where k+ is the rate constant for entry of a quencher molecule into a micelle, while k- is the
rate constant for exit of a quencher molecule from a micelle containing one quencher
molecule. “A” stands for a quencher molecule in the aqueous phase. Based upon the above
model, the equation for the total concentration P*(t) of excited probes at time t is given by
[23]:
2

k q k  [ A]
k k [ A]
P (t )  P (0) exp[ (k 0  0  )t 
{1  exp[ (k   k q )t ]}]
k  kq
k  (k   k q ) 2
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*

(2-53)

If k- is much smaller than kq, equation (2-53) reduces to,
P* (t )  P* (0) exp{k0t  m[1  exp( k q t )]}

(2-54)

The observed fluorescence transients can be fitted using a nonlinear least squares fitting
t

procedure (software SCIENTISTTM) to a function ( X (t )   E (t ' ) P(t  t ' )dt ') comprising of
0

the convolution of the instrument response function (IRF) ( E (t )) with exponential

P t   P 0exp  k t  m1  exp  k t .
*

*

0

q

The purpose of this fitting is to obtain the

decays in an analytic form suitable for further data analysis.
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In case of quantum dots (QDs), along with the quencher/acceptor (in case of energy
transfer process), there exist some unidentiﬁed traps that further cause quenching of the
lifetime of excited QD probe, which are also taken into account. If the distribution of the
number of unidentiﬁed traps around the donor QDs follows a Poisson distribution with the
average number (mt), the decay curves of the excited state of QDs in solvent in absence
and presence of acceptor are described by: [26]

P* (t ,0)  P* (0) exp{k0t  mt [1  exp( kqtt )]}

P* (t , m)  P* (0) exp{k0t  mt [1  exp( kqtt )]  m[1  exp(kqt )]}

(2-55)
(2-56)

where the quenching rate constant (kqt) by unidentiﬁed traps may be different from that (kq)
by acceptor.
In one of our studies [23], we have also employed extended Infelta-Tachiya kinetic
model as described by the following equation [27],







P* (t )  P * (0) exp  t   exp  t  1

(2-57)

Where γ, µ, and β are functions of the rate constants of probe migration (k), quenching
(kq), and quencher exchange either by micelle collision (ke) or via the aqueous phase (k-)
and are explicitly defined as,

  k0  k  ma2 k q / 

(2-58)

  mkq2 /  2

(2-59)

  k q  a2

(2-60)

a2  k e M   k 

(2-61)
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In the expressions (2-58)-(2-61), k0, m and [M] stand for the deactivation rate constant of
the excited probe in absence of quencher, the average number of quenchers per micelle,
and the micelle concentration, respectively.

2.1.6. Adiabatic Compressibility: Adiabatic compressibility, (s) of a solution (w0=5) can
be determined by measuring the solution density (s) and the sound velocity (us) and
applying the Laplace’s equation,

s 

1
 s u s2

(2-62)

The apparent specific volume of solubilized water v is given by,

v 

1
 solv



 solv   s
c w  solv

(2-63)

where cw is the concentration of the water molecules in the micellar solution, solv and s
are the densities of the solvent and the solution respectively. The partial apparent adiabatic
compressibility (k) of the solubilized is obtained from the following relation,
 k   s (2 v  2[u ] 

1
 solv

)

(2-64)

[u] is the relative specific sound velocity increment given by,

[u ] 

u s  u solv
u solvc w

(2-65)

usolv and uw are the sound velocities in solvent and solubilized water respectively.

2.1.7. Twisted Intramolecular Charge Transfer: While interpretation of solventdependent emission spectra appears simple, this is a very complex topic. The complexity is
due to the variety of interactions that can result in spectral shifts. The theory for general
solvent effects is often inadequate for explaining the detailed behavior of fluorophores in a
variety of environments. The Jablonski diagram for solvent effects should also reflect the
possibility of specific solvent-fluorophore interactions that can lower the energy of the
excited state. In addition to specific solvent-fluorophore interactions, many fluorophores
can form an internal charge transfer (ICT) state, or a twisted intramolecular charge transfer
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(TICT) state (Figure 2.7). For instance, suppose the fluorophore contains both an electrondonating and an electron-accepting group. Such groups could be amino and carbonyl
groups, respectively, but numerous other groups are also known. Following excitation
there can be an increase in charge separation within the fluorophore. If the solvent is polar,
then a species with charge separation (the ICT state) may become the lowest energy state.
In a nonpolar solvent the species without charge separation, the so called locally excited
(LE) state, may have the lowest energy. Hence, the role of solvent polarity is not only to
lower the energy of the excited state due to general solvent effects, but also to govern
which state has the lowest energy. In some cases, formation of the ICT state requires
rotation of groups on the fluorophore to form the TICT state. Formation of ICT states is
not contained within the theory of general solvent effects. Some probes display charge
transfer in the excited state. In a highly viscous environment, the molecule cannot distort
as needed for charge transfer, and the decay is radiative. In a less viscous environment, the
molecule displays internal rotation and charge transfer, which results in radiation-less
decay.

Figure 2.7. Effect of solvent polarity on the energies of LE and ICT states [28].
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2.1.8. Photoinduced Electron Transfer: There are several mechanisms for quenching of
a fluorophore such as intersystem crossing or the heavy atom effect, electron exchange or
Dexter interactions, photoinduced electron transfer (PET), and FRET. In PET, a complex
is formed between the electron donor (DP) and the electron acceptor (AP). The subscript P
is used to identify the quenching as due to a PET mechanism. This charge transfer complex
can return to the ground state without emission of a photon, but in some cases, exciplex
emission is observed. Finally, the extra electron on the acceptor is returned to the electron
donor. The direction of electron transfer in the excited state is determined by the oxidation
and reduction potential of the ground and excited states. Upon excitation the electron donor
transfers an electron to the acceptor with a rate kP, forming the charge transfer complex
[DP+ AP–]* (Figure. 2.8). This complex may emit as an exciplex (hE) or be quenched and
return to the ground state. The important part of this process is the decrease in total energy
of the charge transfer complex. The energy decreases because the ability to donate or
accept electrons changes when a fluorophore is in the excited state. Excitation provides the
energy to drive charge separation. DP and AP do not form a complex when both are in the
ground state because this is energetically unfavorable. The energy released by electron
transfer can also change if the ions become solvated and/or separated in a solvent with a
high dielectric constant.

Figure 2.8. Energy diagram for photoinduced electron transfer (PET). The excited molecule is
assumed to be the electron donor. andE are emission from the fluorophore and exciplex,
respectively.
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2.2. Systems:
2.2.1. Organized Assemblies (Biomimetics): Amphiphilic molecules like surfactant,
aggregates to form macromolecular assemblies like micelles and reverse micelles, which
very often resemble the structural properties of biomolecules. In the following section, we
will discuss about these entities.
A. Micelles: Micelles are spherical or nearly spherical aggregates of amphiphilic surfactant
molecules formed in aqueous solution above a concentration known as critical micellar
concentration (CMC). Micelles are formed above a critical temperature called “Kraft
point” which is different for different surfactants. Micellar aggregates have diameter
varying within 10 nm and the aggregation number, i.e., the number of surfactant molecules
per micelle, ranges from 20 to 200. Israelachvili et al. [29] have proposed that surfactant
molecular packing considerations are determinant in the formation of large surfactant
aggregates. In particular, it is considered that the surfactant packing parameter  (=/l,
where  is the surfactant molecular volume, is the area per polar head, and l is the length
of hydrophobic part) gives a good idea of the shape of aggregates which will form
spontaneously [29]. It is considered that normal or direct rod-like micelles are formed
when 2<<3 [30]. Micelles can be both neutral (triton X-100) and ionic (sodium dodecyl
sulfate, SDS (anionic) and hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide, CTAB (cationic)). The
structure of a typical micelle is schematically shown in Figure 2.9. The core of a micelle is
essentially “dry” and consists of the hydrocarbon chains with the polar and charged head
groups projecting outward toward the bulk water. The stern layer, surrounding the core,
comprises of the ionic or polar head groups, bound counter ions and water molecules.
Between the stern layer and the bulk water there is a diffused Guoy-Chapman (GC) layer,
which contains the free counter ions and water molecules. In non-ionic polyoxyethylated
surfactants e.g. triton X-100 (TX-100), the hydrocarbon core is surrounded by a palisade
layer, which consists of the polyoxyethylene groups hydrogen-bonded to water molecules
[31]. Small angle X-ray and neutron scattering have provided detailed information on the
structure of the CTAB micelles [32-33]. According to these studies, CMC and aggregation
number of CTAB micelle are 0.8 mM and 52 respectively and the thickness of the stern
layer is 6-9 Å [32-35]. The overall radius of CTAB micelle is about 50 Å. For TX-100
micelle, the CMC, thickness of the palisade layer and overall radius of the hydrophobic
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core are reported to be 0.1 mM, 51 Å and 25-27 Å, respectively and that of SDS micelles
are 8.6 mM [36], 33 Å [37] and 5 Å, respectively [38].

Figure 2.9. Schematic representation of the structure of a micelle.

2.2.2. Proteins: Human Serum Albumin: Human serum albumin (HSA) is a multidomain protein (Figure 2.10) forming the major soluble protein constituent (60 % of the
blood serum) of the blood circulatory system [39]. HSA (molecular weight 66,479 Da) is a
heart-shaped tridomain protein with each domain comprising of two identical subdomainsA and B with each domain depicting specific structural and functional characteristics [40].
HSA having 585 amino acid residues assumes solid equilateral triangular shape with sides
~80 Å and depth ~30 Å [41]. Its amino acid sequence comprises of 17 disulfide bridges
distributed over all domains, one free thiol (Cys34) in domain-I and a tryptophan residue
(Trp214) in domain-IIA. About 67 % of HSA is -helical while the rest of the structure
being turns and extended polypeptides [41]. Each domain contains 10 principle helices
(h1-h10). Subdomains-A and B share a common motif that includes h1, h2, h3 and h4 for
subdomain-A, and h7, h8, h9, h10 for subdomain-B. The non-existence of disulfide linkage
connecting h1 and h3 in subdomain-IA is an exception. HSA is engaged with various
physiological functions involving maintenance of osmotic blood pressure, transportation of
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Figure 2.10. X-ray crystallographic structure (PDB code: 1N5U) of HSA depicting the different
domains.

a wide variety of ligands in and out of the physiological system. The protein binds various
kinds of ligands [42] including photosensitizing drugs [43] and the principal binding
regions are located in subdomains–IIA and IIIA of which IIIA binding cavity is the most
active one [41] and binds digitoxin and ibuprofen. Extremely hydrophobic probes are
reported to reside in the subdomain IIIA of the protein even at its thermally unfolded states
[44].

2.2.3. Deoxyribonucleic Acids (DNAs): Nucleic acids form the central molecules in
transmission, expression and conservation of genetic information. DNA serves as carrier of
genetic information [45]. The classic example of how biological function follows from
biomolecular structure comes from the elucidation of double helical structure of DNA by
Watson and Crick [46]. DNAs are polynucleotides with each nucleotide comprising of
deoxyribose sugar, purine and pyrimidine bases and phosphate groups. The main bases
whose intermolecular hydrogen bonding holds the DNA strands together are adenine,
guanine, thymine and cytosine. There are generally three forms of DNA: the A, B and Z43

form. Native DNA, however, exists in B-form. Native DNA is about a metre long and
comprises of hundreds of base pairs. The distance between two base pairs in B-DNA is 3.4
Å [47]. In about 4 M NaCl, B-form is converted into Z-form. DNA structures consist of
major and minor grooves and intercalation spaces through which DNA interacts with
ligands. There are two modes of interaction of DNA with ligands: (i) intercalation, where
the planar polycyclic heteroaromatic ligands occupy the space in between the base pairs of
DNA and interact through  interaction (Figure 2.11) [48], and (ii) groove binding
where the ligands bind in the major and minor grooves of DNA [49]. The water molecules
at the surface of DNA are critical to the structure and to the recognition by other
molecules, proteins and drugs [1].

Figure 2.11. Schematic representation of ethidium (Et) intercalated in DNA. The DNA structure
having sequence CGCGAATTCGCG was made by employing the WEBLAB VIEWERLITE program
and the structure of Et was drawn using commercially available ChemBio3D (from
CambridgeSoftTM) ultra software.

2.2.4. Molecular Probes: In this section we will discuss about the different probe
molecules that have been used in the course of study.
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A. 4-[6'-(4-Methylpiperazino)-6,2'-bi[1H-benzimidazole]-2-yl]phenol, Hoechst 33258
(H258): The commercially available probe H258 is widely used as fluorescent cytological
stain of DNA. Since it has affinity for the double stranded DNA, H258 can affect
transcription/translation, and block topomerase/helicase activities. The dye is also used as a
potential antihelminthic drug. X-ray crystallographic and NMR studies of the dye bound to
a dodecamer DNA shows that the dye is bound to A-T rich sequence of the DNA minor
groove. The binding constant of the dye to double stranded DNA at low [dye]:[DNA] ratio
is found to be 5x105 M-1. In addition to DNA, the probe H258 can also bind to the surface
of SDS micelles [23, 50].
B. 4',6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI): The dye DAPI is another commercially
available fluorescent cytological stain for DNA. Studies on the DAPI-DNA complexes
show that the probe exhibits a wide variety of interactions of different strength and
specificity with DNA [51].
C. Coumarin 500 (C500): The solvation probe C500 is sparingly soluble in water and
shows reasonably good solubility in isooctane. In bulk water the absorption peak (400 nm)
is significantly red shifted compared to that in isooctane (360 nm). The emission peak of
C500 in bulk water (500 nm) also shows a 90 nm red shift compared to that in isooctane
(excitation at 350 nm). The significantly large solvochromic effect (solvation) in the
absorption and emission spectra of C500 makes the dye an attractive solvation probe for
microenvironments. The photophysics of the probe have also been studied in detail [52].
D. 2-p-toluidinonaphthalene-6-sulfonate (TNS): TNS is a well known probe for many
biological systems [53] (see Figure 2.12). In aqueous solution, the emission quantum yield
of TNS is very small (0.001) with emission peak at ~490 nm and the lifetime is also very
short (60 ps) [54]. TNS has multiple absorption peaks at 270, 320 and 360 nm. Its molar
extinction coefficient at 350 nm is 6640 M-1cm-1. On binding to the less polar interior of
the organized media, the emission intensity increases markedly by about 200 fold with
huge blue shift [53]. The fluorescence enhancement of TNS in organized media is
attributed to suppression of the main nonradiative pathway, namely, twisted intramolecular
charge transfer (TICT) in the relatively nonpolar interior of the organized assemblies [55].
E. Ethidium (Et): Ethidium (Et) is a well known fluorescent probe (Figure 2.12) for
DNA, which readily intercalates into the DNA double helix [56]. Compared to the case of
45

Figure 2.12. Schematic representation of the probes used in the course of study.
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bulk water, the emission intensity and lifetime of Et increase nearly 11 times when Et
intercalates into the double helix of DNA. This remarkable fluorescence enhancement of
Et is utilized to study the motion of DNA segments, significantly enhanced quenching of
DNA bound Et by various agents, and the interaction of DNA with surfactants and drug
[57]. Apart from DNA, Et can also bind to biomimetic systems like micelles [20, 23].
F. 4-(dicyanomethylene)-2-methyl-6-(p-dimethylamino-styryl) 4H-pyran (DCM): The
laser dye DCM, is completely insoluble in water, and has selective binding affinity to the
micellar surface [58]. The dye is completely hydrophobic (nonpolar) in the ground state.
However, UV excitation increases dipole moment of the probe making it polar and hence
increases its hydrophilicity in the excited state. Thus the excited DCM diffuses from the
micellar surface (relatively nonpolar) towards polar bulk water phase revealing a
fluorescence emission signature (temporal line width) of the excursion through multiple
environments in the excited state [59].
G. Acridine Orange (AO): The fluorescent cationic dye AO can bind to both DNA and
RNA through intercalation and electrostatic interaction respectively [60]. Besides, AO is
also known to interact with SDS micelle through both hydrophobic and electrostatic
interactions as the hydrophobic aromatic rings of the AO molecule remain within the
hydrophobic core of the SDS micelle, and the charged intracyclic imino group and the two
terminal polar amino groups remain outward directed toward the stern layer [61-63].
H. Crystal Violet (CV): CV has a positively charged ammonium ion and three aromatic
rings (Figure 2.12), used as a staining material. It can bind to the negatively charged
phosphate backbone of DNA and negatively charged amino acids of proteins. It is highly
soluble in water and other polar solvents. Its concentration is determined using extinction
coefficient, M-1cm-1 at nm [64]. The interaction of CV probe molecules on
SDS micelle has been investigated previously and concluded to reside at the surface of the
micelle [65].
I. Benzo[a]pyrene (BP): It is a potent environmental carcinogen which can bind to DNA,
extremely hydrophobic and belongs to the class of polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)
[66]. Being a pyrene derivative it is characterized by a high quantum yield near unity in
micellar solutions [24] along with multiple vibronic bands in its emission spectrum [66].
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Chapter 3
Instrumentation and Sample Preparation
In this chapter the details of instrumental setup and sample preparation techniques used in
our studies have been described.
3.1. Instrumental Setups:
3.1.1. Steady-State UV-Vis Absorption and Emission Measurement: Steady-state UVVis absorption and emission spectra of the probe molecules were measured with Shimadzu
UV-2450 spectrophotometer and Jobin Yvon Fluoromax-3 fluorimeter, respectively.
Schematic ray diagrams of these two instruments are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2.

Figure 3.1. Schematic ray diagram of an absorption spectrophotometer. Tungsten halogen (W1)
and Deuterium lamps (D2) are used as light sources in the visible and UV regions, respectively. M,
G, L, S, PMT designate mirror, grating, lens, shutter and photomultiplier tube, respectively. CPU,
A/D converter and HV/Amp indicate central processing unit, analog to digital converter and Highvoltage/Amplifier circuit, respectively.
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Figure 3.2. Schematic ray diagram of an emission spectrofluorimeter. M, G, L, S, PMT and PD
represent mirror, grating, lens, shutter, photomultiplier tube and reference photodiode,
respectively.

3.1.2. Circular Dichroism (CD) Measurement: CD is a form of spectroscopy based on
the differential absorption of left and right-handed circularly polarized light. It can be used
to determine the structure of macromolecules (including the secondary structure of proteins
and the handedness of DNA). The CD measurements were done in a JASCO
spectropolarimeter with a temperature controller attachment (Peltier) (Figure 3.3). The CD
spectra were acquired using a quartz cell of 1 cm path length. For proteins, the typical
concentration used for CD measurements were within 10 M. The secondary structural
data of the CD spectra were analyzed using CDNN and K2D deconvolution program.
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The working principle of CD measurement is as follows: when a plane polarized
light passes through an optically active substance, not only do the left (L) and right (R)
circularly polarized light rays travel at different speeds, cL ≠ cR, but these two rays are
absorbed to different extents, i.e., AL ≠ AR. The difference in the absorbance of the left and
right circularly polarized light, i.e., A = AL–AR, is defined as circular dichroism [1]. CD
spectroscopy follows Beer-Lambert law. If I0 is the intensity of light incident on the cell,
and I, that of emergent light, then absorbance is given by,
I 
A  log10  0   εcl
I

(3-1)

where, A is proportional to concentration (c) of optically active substance and optical path
length (l). If ‘c’ is in molesL-1 and ‘l’ is in cm, then ε is called the molar absorptivity or
molar extinction coefficient. In an optically active medium, two absorbances, A L and AR
are considered, where AL  log10 I0 IL  and AR  log10 I0 IR  . At the time of incidence on
the sample, intensity of left and right circularly polarized light are same, i.e. I0 = IL = IR.
Any dicrograph passes periodically changing light through the medium, oscillating
between left and right circular polarization, and the difference in absorbances are recorded
directly [2].

I 
I 
I 
ΔA  AL  AR  log10  0   log10  0   log10  R 
 IL 
 IR 
 IL 
ΔA  Δεcl

or

(3-2)
(3-3)

As seen from equation 3.2, I0 does not appear in this final equation, so there is no need for
a reference beam. The instruments are, therefore, of single beam type. Most of the CD
spectropolarimeters, although they measure differential absorption, produce a CD spectrum
in units of ellipticity () expressed in millidegrees versus , rather than A versus . The
relation between ellipticity and CD is given by,



2.303  180  A L  A R 
degrees
4

(3-4)

To compare the results from different samples, optical activity is computed on a molar or
residue basis. Molar ellipticity, [] is defined as,

θ  θ

cl
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(3-5)

where, ‘’ is in degrees, ‘c’ is in molesL-1 and ‘l’ is in cm. The unit of molar ellipticity is
deg M−1 cm−1.

Figure 3.3. Schematic ray diagram of a Circular Dichroism (CD) spectropolarimeter. M1, M2, P1,
S, PMT, CDM, O-ray and E-ray represent concave mirror, plain mirror, reflecting prism, shutter,
photomultiplier tube, CD-modulator, ordinary ray and extraordinary ray, respectively.

3.1.3. Time-Correlated Single Photon Counting (TCSPC) Technique: All the
picosecond-resolved fluorescence transients were recorded using TCSPC technique. The
schematic block diagram of a TCSPC system is shown in Figure 3.4. TCSPC setup from
Edinburgh instruments, U.K., was used during fluorescence decay acquisitions. The
instrument response functions (IRFs) of the laser sources at different excitation
wavelengths varied between 60 ps to 80 ps. The fluorescence from the sample was
detected by a photomultiplier after dispersion through a grating monochromator [3]. For all
transients, the polarizer in the emission side was adjusted to be at 54.7° (magic angle) with
respect to the polarization axis of excitation beam. For 290-300 nm laser excitation, we
have used a femtosecond-coupled TCSPC setup in which the sample was excited by the
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Figure 3.4. Schematic ray diagram of a time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC)
spectrophotometer. A signal from microchannel plate photomultiplier tube (MCP-PMT) is
amplified (Amp) and connected to start channel of time to amplitude converter (TAC) via constant
fraction discriminator (CFD) and delay. The stop channel of the TAC is connected to the laser
driver via a delay line. L, M, G and HV represent lens, mirror, grating and high voltage source,
respectively.
third harmonic laser beam (290-300 nm) of the 870-900 nm (0.5 nJ per pulse) using a modelocked
Ti-sapphire laser with an 80 MHz repetition rate (Tsunami, Spectra-Physics), pumped by a 10 W
Millennia (Spectra-Physics) followed by a pulse-peaker (rate 8 MHz) and a third harmonic
generator (model 3980, Spectra-Physics). The third harmonic beam was used for excitation of the
sample inside the TCSPC instrument (IRF = 70 ps) and the second harmonic beam was collected
for the start pulse.

3.1.4.

Femtosecond-Resolved

Fluorescence

Upconversion

Technique:

The

femtosecond-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy was carried out using a femtosecond
upconversion setup (FOG 100, CDP, Figure 3.5) in which the sample was excited at 385
nm, using the second harmonic of a mode-locked Ti-sapphire laser with 80 MHz repetition
rate (Tsunami, Spectra Physics), pumped by 10 W Millennia (Spectra Physics). The
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fundamental beam was passed through a periscopic arrangement (P) (Figure 3.5) before
getting frequency doubled in a nonlinear crystal, NC1 (1 mm BBO,  = 25°,  = 90°). This
beam was then sent into a rotating circular cell of 1 mm thickness containing the sample
via a dichroic mirror (DM), a polarizer and a mirror (M6). The resulting fluorescence
emission was collected, refocused with a pair of lenses (L4 and L5) and mixed with the
fundamental beam (770 nm) coming through a delay line to yield an upconverted photon
signal in a nonlinear crystal, NC2 (0.5 mm BBO (-barium borate),  = 10°,  = 90°). The
upconverted light was dispersed in a double monochromator and detected using photon
counting electronics. A cross-correlation function obtained using the Raman scattering
from water displayed a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 165 fs. The femtosecond
fluorescence decays were fitted using a Gaussian shape for the exciting pulse.

Figure 3.5. Schematic diagram of a femtosecond fluorescence upconversion experimental setup. A
BBO crystal (NC1) is used for second harmonic generation, which provides a pump beam in the
UV region. Another BBO crystal (NC2) generates the upconversion signal of pump and probe
beams. L and M indicate lenses and mirrors, respectively. M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, and M7 are IR
mirrors whereas M6 is a UV mirror. DM is dichroic mirror, and P is periscope.

3.1.5. Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) Measurement: DLS, also known as photon
correlation spectroscopy (PCS) or quasi-elastic light scattering (QELS) is one of the most
popular techniques used to determine the hydrodynamic size of the particle. DLS
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measurements were performed on a Nano S Malvern instrument, (U.K.) employing a 4
mW He-Ne laser (λ = 632.8 nm) and equipped with a thermostatted sample chamber. The
instrument allows DLS measurements in which all the scattered photons are collected at
173o scattering angle (Figure 3.6). The instrument measures the time dependent
fluctuation in intensity of light scattered from the particles in solution at a fixed scattering
angle [4]. The ray diagram of the DLS setup is shown in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6. Schematic ray diagram of dynamic light scattering (DLS) instrument. The avalanche
photo diode (APD) is connected to preamplifier/amplifier assembly and finally to correlator. It has
to be noted that lens and translational assembly, laser power monitor, size attenuator, laser are
controlled by the computer.
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It has been seen that particles in dispersion are in a constant, random Brownian
motion and this causes the intensity of scattered light to fluctuate as a function of time.
The correlator used in a DLS instrument constructs the intensity autocorrelation function
G(τ) of the scattered intensity,

Gτ   It It  τ 

(3-6)

where τ is the time difference (the sample time) of the correlator. For a large number of
monodisperse particles in Brownian motion, the correlation function (given the symbol
G) is an exponential decaying function of the correlator time delay τ,

Gτ  A1  Bexp  2Γτ 

(3-7)

where A is the baseline of the correlation function, B is the intercept of the correlation
function. Γ is the first cumulant and is related to the translational diffusion coefficient as,
Γ = Dq2, where q is the scattering vector and its magnitude is defined as,

 4πn   θ 
sin  
q  
 λ0   2 

(3-8)

where n is the refractive index of dispersant, λ0 is the wavelength of the laser and θ, the
scattering angle. For polydisperse samples, the equation can be written as,
2
Gτ   A 1  B g1 τ  



(3-9)

where the correlation function g(1)(τ) is no longer a single-exponential decay and can be
written as the Laplace transform of a continuous distribution G() of decay times,


g 1 τ    GΓ exp  Γτ dΓ

(3-10)

0

The scattering intensity data in DLS were processed using the instrumental software to
obtain the hydrodynamic diameter (dH) and the size distribution of the scatterer in each
sample. In a typical size distribution graph from the DLS measurement, X-axis shows a
distribution of size classes in nm, while the Y-axis shows the relative intensity of the
scattered light. The diffusion coefficient (D) can be calculated using dH of the particle by
using the Stoke-Einstein relation,
D

k BT
3πηd H
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(3-11)

where kB, T, dH, η are Boltzmann constant, temperature in Kelvin, hydrodynamic diameter
and viscosity, respectively.
3.1.6. Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Measurement: FTIR spectroscopy is a
technique that can provide very useful information about functional groups in a sample. An
infrared spectrum represents the fingerprint of a sample with absorption peaks which
correspond to the frequencies of vibrations between the bonds of the atoms making up the
material. Because each different material is a unique combination of atoms, no two
compounds produce the exact same infrared spectrum. Therefore, infrared spectroscopy
can result in a positive identification (qualitative analysis) of all different kinds of material.
In addition, the size of the peaks in the spectrum is a direct indication of the amount of
material present. The two-beam Michelson interferometer is the heart of FTIR

Figure 3.7. Schematic of Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectrometer. It is basically a
Michelson interferometer in which one of the two fully-reflecting mirrors is movable, allowing a
variable delay (in the travel-time of the light) to be included in one of the beams. M, FM and BS1
represent the mirror, focussing mirror and beam splitter, respectively. M5 is a moving mirror.

spectrometer. It consists of a fixed mirror (M4), a moving mirror (M5) and a beam-splitter
(BS1), as illustrated in Figure 3.7. The beam-splitter is a laminate material that reflects and
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transmits light equally. The collimated IR beam from the source is partially transmitted to
the moving mirror and partially reflected to the fixed mirror by the beam-splitter. The two
IR beams are then reflected back to the beam-splitter by the mirrors. The detector then sees
the transmitted beam from the fixed mirror and reflected beam from the moving mirror,
simultaneously. The two combined beams interfere constructively or destructively
depending on the wavelength of the light (or frequency in wavenumbers) and the optical
path difference introduced by the moving mirror. The resulting signal is called an
interferogram which has the unique property that every data point (a function of the
moving mirror position) which makes up the signal has information about every infrared
frequency which comes from the source. Because the analyst requires a frequency
spectrum (a plot of the intensity at each individual frequency) in order to make
identification, the measured interferogram signal cannot be interpreted directly. A means
of “decoding” the individual frequencies is required. This can be accomplished via a wellknown mathematical technique called the Fourier transformation. This transformation is
performed by the computer which then presents the user with the desired spectral
information for analysis. FTIR measurements were performed on a JASCO FTIR-6300
spectrometer (transmission mode). Each spectrum consists of 100 scans (1500−4000 cm−1)
acquired at 0.5 cm−1 resolution.
3.1.7. Density and Sound Velocity Measurement: The density and sound velocity
measurements were done in DSA 5000 from Anton Paar. The instrument measures density
and sound velocity with accuracies of 10-6 g cm-3 and 10 cm s-1 respectively. The density
and velocity are measured according to the following measuring principle. A U-shaped
glass tube of known volume and mass is filled with the liquid sample and excited
electronically by a Piezo element (Figure 3.8). The U-tube is kept oscillating continuously
at the characteristic frequency f. Optical pick-ups record the oscillation period P as P = 1/f.
This frequency is inversely proportional to the density, ρ of the filled-in sample. The
reference oscillator speeds up the measurements when aiming at various measuring
temperatures. The density is calculated as,

ρ  A  P2  B
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(3-12)

where A and B are parameters. Once the instrument has been adjusted with air and water,
the density of the sample can be determined. Hence related parameters can be calculated
from the density.

Figure 3.8. Schematic representation of the density and sound velocity measurement setup.

3.1.8. Viscosity Measurement: The viscosities of the mixtures were measured by an
automated micro viscometer (AVMn) from Anton Paar (Austria). The viscosities of the
sample are measured by Höppler falling ball principle. The basic concept is to measure the
elapsed time required for the ball to fall under gravity through a sample-filled tube inclined
at an angle. The tube is mounted on a pivot bearing which quickly allows rotation of the
tube by 180 degrees, thereby allowing a repeat test to run immediately. Several
measurements are taken and the average time is converted into a final viscosity value in
centipoise (cP).
The dynamic viscosity in Höppler falling ball method is calculated by the
following equation:

η  t ρ1  ρ2 K  F

(3-13)

where: η is the dynamic viscosity [mPa.s]; t travelling time of the ball [s]; ρ 1 density of the
ball [g cm-3]; ρ2 density of the sample [g cm-3]; K ball constant [mPa·cm3 g-1]; F working
angle constant.
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Figure 3.9. Schematic representation of the automated micro viscometer.

3.1.9. Refractive Indices Measurement: Refractive indices of the solutions were
measured by using a Rudolph J357 automatic refractometer. The instruments measures the
refractive indices using sodium D-line of wavelength 589.3 nm with accuracies ±0.00004.

Figure 3.10. Schematic representation of the refractometer.

The measurement of the refractive index of the sample is based on the determination of the
critical angle of total reflection. A light source, usually a long-life LED, is focused onto a
prism surface via a lens system. Due to the focusing of light to a spot at the prism surface,
a wide range of different angles is covered. As the measured sample is in direct contact
with the measuring prism. Depending on its refractive index, the incoming light below the
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critical angle of total reflection is partly transmitted into the sample, whereas for higher
angles of incidence the light is totally reflected. This dependence of the reflected light
intensity from the incident angle is measured with a high-resolution sensor array. From the
video signal taken with the CCD sensor the refractive index of the sample can be
calculated.
3.2. Sample Preparation: In this section the different sample preparation methods have
been discussed.
3.2.1. Chemicals Used: The chemicals, spectroscopic probes, and biomolecules (DNAs
and proteins) were procured from the following sources. All the aqueous solutions were
prepared using double distilled water. The chemicals phosphate buffer (disodium hydrogen
phosphate, monosodium hydrogen phosphate), benzo[a]pyrene (BP), hoechst 33258
(H258), crystal violet (CV), 2-(p-toluidino) naphthalene-6-sulfonate (TNS), acridine
orange (AO), zinc nitrate hexahydrate, Zn(NO3)2·6H2O and hexamethylenetetramine,
C6H12N4 were obtained from Sigma/Aldrich. Caffeine (99.99%), Merocyanine 540,
hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), para-benzoquinone (BQ) and platinum
chloride, H2PtCl6·H2O were obtained from Fluka. The fluorescent probes 4(dicyanomethylene)-2-methyl-6-(p-dimethylamino-styryl)-4H-pyran

(DCM),

coumarin

500 (C500) were purchased from Exciton. 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) was
obtained from Molecular Probes. Sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) and Triton X-100 (TX100) were acquired from Fisher Scientific and Romil respectively. Three quantum dots
(QDs), namely Lake Placid Blue (LPB; crystal diameter 1.9 nm; QD480), Birch yellow
(Bir-yellow; crystal diameter 3.2 nm; QD570), and Maple red-orange (Map-red; crystal
diameter 5.2 nm; QD625) having emission maxima at 480, 570 and 625 nm respectively in
toluene were purchased from Evident Technology, USA. Dioxane, dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO), diethyl ether, heptane, dimethyl formamide (DMF) and acetonitrile were
obtained from Spectrochem while ethanol, methanol, ethylene glycol, acetone, benzene
and zinc acetate dihydrate, Zn(CH3COO)2·2H2O were obtained from Merck. The
biomolecules Calf thymus-DNA (CT-DNA) and Human serum albumin (HSA) were
obtained from Sigma/Aldrich. The puriﬁed (reverse phase cartridge) synthetic DNA
oligonucleotides of 12 bases (dodecamer) with sequence CGCGAATTCGCG were
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obtained from TriLink. All the chemicals and the biomolecules were of highest purity
available and used without further purification.
3.2.2. Preparation of Micellar Solutions: The micellar solutions were prepared by
dissolving surfactant salts in double distilled water. Micellar solutions of the probe were
prepared by adding known concentrated aqueous probe solution to micellar solution of
desired concentration with simultaneous stirring of the mixture for an hour. In all the
FRET experiments, the concentrations of micelles were much higher than that of the
acceptors to ensure that no more than one acceptor is held by one micelle. In order to
prevent homomolecular energy transfer between donor molecules and to ensure efficient
energy transfer between the donor and acceptor in the micellar solution, the concentration
of the donor molecules was kept low. Furthermore, in the micellar solution
[donor]/[micelle] ratio was maintained in a way that avoids the existence of multiple
donors in the same micelle [5].
3.2.3. Preparation of Synthetic and Genomic DNA solutions: To reassociate the single
strand DNA into self-complimentary ds-DNA [(CGCGAATTCGCG)2] thermal annealing
was performed as per the methodology prescribed by the vendor. All the DNA samples
were prepared in 0.05 M phosphate buffer to maintain its double helix structure [6]. In the
spectroscopic studies, DNA concentration is expressed in terms of base pair concentration.
The nucleotide concentrations were determined by absorption spectroscopy using the
average extinction coefﬁcient per nucleotide of the DNA (6600 M-1cm-1at 260 nm) [7].
3.2.4. Preparation of Dye-DNA Complex: In order to prepare dye-DNA complexes,
aqueous solution of the dyes Et were added to the synthetic oligonucleotides and stirred for
1 hour to ensure complete complexation of the dye. BP-DNA complexes were prepared as
per the methodology reported previously [8] by Geacintov et al. In the fluorescence
experiments of BP and CT-DNA, concentration of BP was 1 M while that of CT-DNA
was 1 mM. For steady state and time resolved studies the [dye]:[DNA] ratio was kept low
to ensure complete complexation of the probe [9].
3.2.5. Preparation of BP-Protein Complex: Human serum albumin (HSA) solutions were
all prepared in 0.01 M phosphate buffer. The concentration of protein in the solutions were
determined by absorption spectroscopy using the average extinction coefficient of 36,500
M-1 cm-1 at 280 nm [10]. The concentrations of BP and HSA used in the fluorescence
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experiments were 1 M and 200 M respectively [11] and the solution of the BP-HSA
complex was allowed to stir for 6 hours before performing experiments.
3.2.6. Sample Preparation for Cellular Studies: Squamous epithelial cells were collected
from human mouth, spreaded on glass slides and stained with Et solution followed by
thorough destaining under phosphate buffer saline (PBS). A549 (lung carcinoma), A375
(human skin), RAW (macrophage) and Vero (African green monkey kidney epithelium)
cells were grown in Ham’s F-10 medium, 10% bovine fetal serum, 2 mM glutamine, 25
U/ml penicillin, and 25 U/ml streptomycin at 37°C with 5% CO2, as described previously
[12].
3.2.7. Preparation of BP-ZnO Based Photodevice: Detailed processes for the
hydrothermal growth of the single crystalline ZnO NRs are described in our previous
reports [13-14]. Briefly, a 1 mM Zinc acetate dihydrate, Zn(CH3COO)2·2H2O, solution in
isopropanol was used to prepare the ZnO seed layer on a fluorinated tin oxide (FTO)
substrate followed by annealing in air at 350°C for 5 h. A 20 mM aqueous solution of zinc
nitrate hexahydrate, Zn(NO3)2·6H2O, and hexamethylenetetramine, C6H12N4 (Aldrich),
was used as a precursor solution for ZnO NR growth and the seeded FTO substrates were
dipped into it at 90°C for 40 h. As-grown ZnO NRs on the FTO substrates were then taken
out from the precursor solution and rinsed with deionized (DI) water several times to
remove unreacted residues from the substrate. Finally, the substrates with ZnO NRs were
annealed at 350°C for 1 h in air and dipped into 3.9 mM DMSO solution of BP and kept in
the dark. After 24 h the photoelectrodes were removed from the BP solution and rinsed
several times with DMSO in order to remove weakly adsorbed dye molecules. Since BP
does not have any functional group through which it can bind to inorganic NRs, the only
possible way of binding is physisorption. Platinized FTO glass was used as a counter
electrode where a thin platinum layer was deposited on FTO-coated glass substrates by
thermal decomposition of platinum chloride, H2PtCl6·H2O, at 385°C for 15 min. The
counter electrode was then placed on top of the photoelectrode and a single layer of 50 m
thick surlyn 1702 (Dupont) was used as a spacer between the two electrodes. The
photodevices were then sealed and filled with the liquid electrolyte, consisting of 0.5 M
lithium iodide (LiI), 0.05 M iodine (I2) and 0.5 M 4-tert-butylpyridine (TBP) in acetonitrile
(ACN), through two small holes (= 1 mm) drilled on the counter electrode. Finally, the
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two holes were sealed by surlyn to prevent electrolyte leakage. A control ZnO NR
photoelectrode without BP was also prepared for comparison.
3.2.8. Sample Preparation for NMR Experiments: The samples were prepared in HPLC
water and

1

H-NMR experiments were performed using a Bruker DRX 500 MHz

spectrometer. 1H-signals were assigned either by comparing with literature [15] or by
performing TOCSY and NOESY / ROESY experiments using standard protocols.
3.2.9. Molecular Modeling Studies: For the molecular modeling studies, we have
followed the procedure as reported earlier for the calculation of caffeine hetero-dimer with
a number of DNA-intercalating dyes [16]. We have used commercially available
ChemBio3D (from CambridgeSoftTM) ultra software. The force field employed for these
calculations is MM2 with default parameters provided with the software. Conjugate
gradient methods were used to search for geometry-optimized structures with a
convergence criterion of 0.0001 kcal/Å. The minimized energy values of the various
complexes as investigated in our studies (caffeine-caffeine, caffeine-DCM, caffeine-C500,
and caffeine-TNS) are obtained by first geometry optimizing each component of the
complex in vacuum. These geometry-optimized components were then brought together in
a face to face orientation and to within van der Waals radii and re-optimized. Relative
binding energies were determined by subtracting the sum of the geometry-optimized
energies of the isolated components from the total energy obtained for the geometryoptimized complex. In general the lowest energy conformation is that in which the caffeine
is oriented directly over the conjugated rings of the various dyes with an average face to
face distance of 3.5 Å. It must be pointed out that the orientation of the caffeine relative to
the dyes in the geometry-optimized complexes is not unique. For example, small
displacement (~1 Å) and rotation of the caffeine by 180 degree relative to a dye ring
system does not significantly alter the relative binding energy. The relative binding
energies derived from molecular mechanics methods can be further deconvoluted into
individual components that makeup the total energy. However, we have recognized that the
dominant force in the formation of such complexes appears to be van der Waals
interactions resulting in maximal ring overlap between the two molecules of the
complexes.
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3.2.10. Quantum Yield (QD) Calculation: QD, the quantum yield of BP in the micellar
solution, was calculated according to the equation [17],

 I
Q  QR 
 IR

 ODR

 OD

2
 n
 2
 nR





(3-14)

where Q and QR are the quantum yield of BP in SDS micelle and reference (Hoechst 33258
in SDS), I and IR are the integrated fluorescence intensities of BP and reference, OD and
ODR are the optical densities of BP and reference at the excitation wavelength, and n and
nR are the refractive indices of BP and reference solutions. The absolute quantum yield of
Hoechst 33258 [18] in SDS was taken to be 0.54. Refractive indices of the solutions were
measured by using Rudolph J357 automatic refractometer. The quantum yield of BP in
SDS micelle has been found to be near unity and relative QD of BP in SDS micelle at
different emission peaks has been calculated upon deconvoluting the BP emission at its
emission peaks around 410, 430 and 455 nm and has been calculated to be 0.45, 0.43 and
0.10 respectively.
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Chapter 4
Exploration of Molecular Details of a Model Medicinally
Important Xanthine-Alkaloid Molecule, Caffeine in
Aqueous Solution and Origin of its Interaction with
Other Biologically Relevant Dyes/Drugs:
4.1. Introduction:
Caffeine (1,3,7-trimethylxanthine) is in a class of molecules with conjugated planar ring
systems that constitute the most widely distributed naturally occurring methylxanthines
and regularly consumed by human beings from various dietary sources (e.g. coffee, tea,
cola beverages, chocolates). Relatively higher consumption of the molecule due to
abundance of methylxanthines (mainly caffeine) in human diets, has directed extensive
research on the activity of the molecule in the cellular environments in the recent past [12]. It is clearly demonstrated that caffeine has multiplicity of effects on cells. Particularly,
it has been shown in a number of earlier studies that caffeine has variety of roles on the
molecular recognition of DNA by intercalating drugs [2-3]. For example, when combined
with a wide range of DNA-damaging agents (e.g. mitomycin C, cytophosphamide,
cisplatinum, hydroxyl urea), caffeine enhances cell killing [4-6]. On the other hand another
set of studies have indicated that caffeine can diminish the cytotoxic/cytostatic effects of
doxorubicin, ethidium bromide [7-10] and reverses cytotoxic effect of the antitumor agent
mitoxantrone, eilipticine and doxorubicin analogues [11]. The rational answer of the
obvious question from the earlier studies that why does caffeine potentiate toxic effects in
one group of drugs while having opposite effect on others, would be the specific molecular
interaction of caffeine with individual drug molecule underlying in the “interceptor” action
of caffeine [2-3]. For the physiological activity of the drugs in presence of caffeine another
mechanism of action called “protector”, has been proposed, in which there is competition
between caffeine and another aromatic drug for the binding sites on DNA [3, 11]. The
activity of the molecule as mood altering substance is within the central nervous system
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where it acts as stimulant, perhaps by competitive blockage of endogenous adenosine at A1
and A2A receptors [12].
From the brief survey of the earlier studies it is clear that caffeine can be used to
host small ligands (drugs) and deliver/remove the same in a specific site of adenosine
receptor or DNA. In other words the molecular basis of use of the well known molecules
as drug delivery/recovery system needs some attention. It is well known that specific
interaction of a molecule/macromolecule with each other in aqueous solutions heavily
depends on hydration of the molecule/macromolecules [13]. In this regard caffeine should
be considered as an interesting system because of the simultaneous presence of –CH3 and –
OH groups on its structure (Scheme 4.A). The structure of the molecule limits the
solubility in water because of the self association of the molecule by hydrophobic
interaction and it is also responsible for complexation with other drug molecules in
aqueous solutions. A detail NMR followed by molecular modelling studies confer that
most stable self aggregation of caffeine is its dimeric form [14-15]. Earlier, spectroscopic
and molecular modelling studies of caffeine complexes with other aromatic drugs reveal
replacement of water molecules solvating the drugs by the more hydrophobic caffeine
molecules [2]. The studies have also concluded that caffeine could make complex with
drugs via - type of interaction. In a recent Monte Carlo simulation study similar binding
mechanism of caffeine with DNA-base pairs has been proposed [16].
It has to be noted that the most of the DNA-binding drugs reveal charge transfer
(CT) reaction upon -stacking with DNA base pairs [17-18]. Thus the possibility of CT
reaction of any drug upon complexation with caffeine molecule would be an interest for
the molecular understanding of the interaction of caffeine with the drug. It is well
established that the solvent relaxation time scales influence the dynamics of charge transfer
reactions by exerting a time dependent dielectric friction. In these cases the CT reaction
rates are limited by the rate of solvent relaxation around the concerned molecule [19-21].
However, till date no attempt has been made to explore the dynamics of solvent relaxation
around caffeine upon complexation with other aromatic molecules. The dynamics of CT of
small molecules upon complexation with caffeine also remain unexplored and are the
motives of the present study.
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Scheme 4.A. The molecular structure of caffeine and the fluorescent probes DCM, C500,
and TNS along with their complexes with caffeine dimer.
In the present study, we have explored the structure of caffeine aggregation by DLS
and FTIR techniques. Temperature dependent DLS studies followed by densimetric and
sonometric measurements of the caffeine molecules in aqueous solutions explore the
structural evolution of caffeine self-aggregation with temperature. These studies are of
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particular interest as caffeine is consumed as low and high temperature beverages. Here we
have also explored the details of the complexation (solubilisation) of caffeine with a
hydrophobic (completely insoluble in water) model probe 4-(dicyanomethylene)-2-methyl6-(p-dimethylaminostyryl) 4H-pyran (DCM), a well known fluorescent reporter for the
relaxation of solvent molecules, in water. Our molecular modeling on the complexation of
DCM with caffeine molecules reveals that two caffeine molecules make stack geometry in
order to encapsulate DCM inside the dimeric structure (Scheme 4.A). We have measured
solvation response of water molecules around the probe DCM at 80oC in the host caffeine
dimer with limited number of water molecules and compared the time scales of the
solvation with bulk water at elevated temperature. In order to establish the general nature
of the solvation dynamics (independent of probe), we have used another well known
solvation probe coumarin 500 (C500), where similar complexation geometry with the
caffeine molecules has been modelled. Polarization gated fluorescence upconversion and
time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) have been employed to confirm the
geometrical restriction of the probes under investigation. In order to investigate the
consequence of the slower solvation of water molecules and restricted geometry on the
photo-induced charge transfer reaction, we have studied twisted intramolecular charge
transfer (TICT) of the probe 2-(p-toluidino) naphthalene-6-sulfonate (TNS) in the dimer at
various temperatures. Our detail experimental evidences clearly establish caffeine dimer as
an excellent host of small molecules, which could be useful to the further research on the
application of the well consumed beverage as a potential carrier of drug for targeted
delivery system.

4.2. Results and Discussion:
4.2.1. Probing the Interior of Self-Assembled Caffeine Dimer at Various
Temperatures [22]:
4.2.1.1. Characterization of caffeine dimer in aqueous solution. As shown in Table 4.1
and Scheme 4.A, our molecular modeling studies reveal a stable stacked dimer of caffeine
molecules with stabilization energy of ~ 10 kcal/mole. Our estimated value of the
stabilization energy is close proximity of the reported value of 39.9 kJ/mole (~ 9.5
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kcal/mole) from the molecular modeling (using Gaussian package) and X-ray
crystallographic studies [23]. As a direct evidence of the formation of caffeine aggregates,
we perform temperature and concentration dependent DLS measurements of aqueous
caffeine solution (Figure 4.1). High concentration of caffeine in aqueous solution (0.9 M)
is reached at a high temperature of 80oC. We observe a hydrodynamic diameter of ~ 1 nm
with no signature of any larger sized aggregates, and this feature does not show any
significant change with the variation of temperature from 5o to 80oC (Figure 4.1). A similar
size distribution is observed when the concentration of the solution is increased from 45
mM to 900 mM. Since the radius of caffeine molecule is 3.76 Å [24] the observed
hydrodynamic diameter of ~ 1 nm in caffeine solution does not support the probability of
formation of large caffeine aggregate over the studied temperature and concentration
range.
To reconfirm the self-association of caffeine, we also carry out FTIR and
densimetric measurements, and the results are shown in Figure 4.2. Figure 4.2 (a) shows
the FTIR transmittance spectra for caffeine at different concentrations. The spectrum is in
good agreement with previously reported studies [14, 25]. The major information of
caffeine stretching is confined in the 1700-1640 cm-1 region in which two major peaks are
obtained, one in the 1692-1700 cm-1 region (band 1) due to the stretching of the isolated
carbonyl, and the other one in the 1641-1647 cm-1 region (band 2), due to the stretching of
the conjugated carbonyl. Less intense bands are produced in the 1570 cm-1 region due to
C=N and C=C stretching vibrations of the purine ring. As can be observed from Figure 4.2
(a), negligible change in the peak position of band 1 and band 2 occurs with increase in the
caffeine concentration indicating the presence of no higher order aggregates [25]. It can
also be noted here that in case of stacked dimers of caffeine, full hydration of the carbonyl
group is hindered due to steric hindrance, which may in turn cause a wavenumber shift of
C=O stretching mode by ~20 cm-1. Thus the present result concludes the presence of the
dimers with relatively lower hydration of caffeine which corroborates the compressibility
studies (see later). Our observation complies with earlier studies [14] involving theoretical
Monte Carlo simulation, FTIR and NMR spectroscopies revealing that caffeine molecules
associate to form stacked dimers in water that are energetically more favourable than
monomers.
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Figure 4.1. Hydrodynamic diameter (as obtained from DLS measurements) of 130.5 mM aqueous
caffeine solution at three different temperatures. DLS measurements of caffeine solution with three
different concentrations at 25oC are shown in the inset.

In order to understand the nature of hydration in caffeine aggregates, we perform
density and sound velocity measurements and the results are depicted in Figure 4.2 (b) and
Table 4.2. As observed from Figure 4.2 (b) and Table 4.2, the apparent molar volume (v)
decreases with increasing concentration of caffeine. However, the concentration vs. v plot
does not produce a good linear fit generally observed for many small ionic compounds. We
attempt to fit the curves in a polynomials of concentration (c),
n

v  v0   S v c i
i 1

(4-1)

i

and found the v0 values as 8.192 x 10-4, 8.326 x 10-4, 8.478 x 10-4 and 8.602 x 10-4 m3 kg-1
at 10, 20, 30 and 40oC, respectively, which are relatively large compared to the small
solute molecules but are considerably close to the values reported for large organic
molecules [26]. The departure from linear behavior of caffeine molecules strongly suggests
its association behavior in aqueous solution as has been found from the FTIR and DLS
measurements.
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The ultrasonic velocity and adiabatic compressibility () decreases with increasing
caffeine concentration (Figure 4.2 (c) and Table 4.2), a trend similar to that observed for
electrolyte solutes [27-28] in which increasing electrolyte concentration makes more water
molecules to electrorestrict resulting in a decrease in the fraction of bulk water in the
solution. This is unusual for a neutral molecule like caffeine to show a negative d/dc
slope. However, the slope d/dc is very small for caffeine indicating a low hydration
number associated with caffeine, similar to that reported earlier [24]. It is known that d/dc
is negative for structured water while it is positive for the non-structured one. A small
negative value of d/dc thus indicates that the hydration water molecules are rather weakly
attached to the caffeine dimers.
Table 4.1: Summary of molecular modeling of caffeine-dye complexes. Error ±7%
E¥ (kcal/mole)

Total Energy* (E)

Complex Energy#

(kcal/mole)

(kcal/mole)

CAF-CAF

55.56

45.53

-10.03

CAF-DCM

51.91

40.7

-11.21

CAF-DCM-CAF

79.69

57.48

-22.21

CAF-C500

46.89

36.18

-10.71

CAF-C500-CAF

74.67

52.91

-21.68

CAF-TNS (Phenyl side)

28.58

20.85

-7.73

CAF-TNS (Naphthalene side)

28.58

18.41

-17.32

CAF-TNS-CAF (Both CAF are in

56.36

39.04

-17.32

56.36

29.29

-27.07

56.36

28.07

-28.29

Complex

Phenyl side)
CAF-TNS-CAF (One CAF is in
Phenyl side another is in
Naphthalene side)
CAF-TNS-CAF (Both CAF are in
Naphthalene side)
CAF=Caffeine
*Mathematical sum of energy (E) for each molecule in the complex.
#Total energy calculated for various configurations of the molecular complexes.
¥Difference between mathematical sum of energies of individual molecules and calculated energies
of each complex.
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Figure 4.2. (a) FTIR spectra of caffeine solutions at different concentrations (10 mM, 50 mM and
80 mM). The broken line indicate C=O stretch frequencies. (b) Partial molar volume of caffeine as
a function of caffeine concentration in solution at different temperatures. The broken lines are
polynomial fits. (c) Adiabatic compressibility of aqueous caffeine solution as a function of caffeine
concentration at different temperatures. The broken lines are linear fits.
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Table 4.2: Apparent molar volume (v) and adiabatic compressibility () of caffeine solutions
at different temperatures. Error ±7%
[Caffeine]
mM

Density
(g cm-3)

0
20
40
60
80
100

1.000841
1.001634
1.002533
1.003482
1.004383
1.005299

0
20
40
60
80
100

0.999320
1.000079
1.000956
1.00188
1.002754
1.003647

0
20
40
60
80
100

0.996749
0.997474
0.998334
0.999240
1.000094
1.000966

0
20
40
60
80
100

0.993308
0.994007
0.994851
0.995737
0.996571
0.997422

Sound velocity
(m s-1)
Temp. = 10oC
1448.87
1450.99
1451.87
1452.88
1454.08
1455.36
Temp. = 20oC
1483.72
1485.43
1486.20
1486.98
1487.98
1489.04
Temp. = 30oC
1510.31
1511.56
1512.21
1512.84
1513.64
1514.54
Temp. = 40oC
1529.91
1530.85
1531.36
1531.87
1532.61
1533.23

v x 104
(m3kg-1)

 x 1010
(Pa-1)

7.9516
7.8152
7.7269
7.7136
7.6979

4.7596
4.7420
4.7320
4.7209
4.7089
4.6963

8.0513
7.8992
7.8082
7.7949
7.7771

4.5456
4.5317
4.5230
4.5141
4.5041
4.4937

8.1598
7.9855
7.8878
7.8725
7.8540

4.3878
4.3802
4.3726
4.3642
4.3553
4.3878

8.2555
8.0676
7.9687
7.9529
7.9346

4.3011
4.2928
4.2863
4.2796
4.2719
4.2648

4.2.1.2. Complexation of caffeine dimer with 4-(dicyanomethylene)-2-methyl-6-(pdimethylaminostyryl) 4H-pyran (DCM): Dynamics of solvation. The molecular
modeling studies on the caffeine-DCM complexation (Table 4.1, Scheme 4.A) confirm that
ternary complex of two molecules of caffeine and one DCM molecule (22.21 kcal/mole) is
much stable compared to the hetero dimer of caffeine and DCM (11.21 kcal/mole), which
has almost similar stabilization energy of caffeine dimer. DCM, being completely
insoluble in water, can be solubilized only within some self organized assemblies in
aqueous solution [29]. We monitor the solubility of DCM in caffeine solution as a function
of caffeine concentration by measuring the optical density of DCM at the absorption
maximum (Figure 4.3 (a)). From the plot it is evident that the solubility of DCM increases
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linearly beyond 40 mM, and at 140 mM caffeine concentration 1µM DCM can be
solublized in the solution. Therefore it can be concluded that 1.4x105 molecules of caffeine
are involved to solubilize 1 molecule of DCM. Two different conditions can give rise to
such result. Firstly, if caffeine forms a large aggregate with critical concentration of 40
mM and secondly, if there is a hetero-association of caffeine with DCM at high caffeine
concentration. The probability of caffeine forming large aggregate with critical
concentration of 40 mM can be ruled out from the DLS experimental result where we
found no signature of aggregate formation in the solution of 140 mM caffeine with
dissolved DCM (data not shown). The relatively high solubility of DCM in caffeine
solution compared to its water-insolubility strongly suggests the self-association of
caffeine providing a hydrophobic environment wherein DCM can be solublized. Since
DCM has been found to be completely insoluble in aqueous solution of sucrose, urea and
guanidine hydrochloride even at a high concentration of 6 M each, the result clearly
signifies the entrapment of the probe within caffeine dimers rather aqueous solution with
perturbed hydrogen bonding networks.
Figure 4.3 (b) shows the relative emission intensity of DCM in aqueous caffeine
solution as a function of caffeine concentration and the inset shows the corresponding
emission spectra. The Figure shows significant increase in the emission intensity beyond
40 mM caffeine concentration which corroborates the absorption results (Figure 4.3 (a)). In
aqueous solution of caffeine, the only probable location of hydrophobic DCM is some
hydrophobic pocket. Thus the increase in emission intensity is exclusively due to the
relocation of DCM molecule in the hydrophobic environment of low order caffeine
aggregates. Earlier studies show that the emission maximum of DCM is produced at 636
nm in micelles [30]. In microemulsion system the DCM emission peak is blue shifted
compared to that in micelles and suffers a progressive red shift from 570 nm to 625 nm
with increasing water content of the microemulsion [31]. The present observation of the
peak at ~635 nm reveals a hydrophobic environment around DCM molecule which is more
or less comparable to that in micelles and large microemulsions, which in turn is close to
that obtained in highly polar solvents (like methanol, ethyl acetate, acetonitrile) [32-33].
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Figure 4.3. (a) Solubility of DCM at different caffeine concentrations as obtained from absorption
measurements. The corresponding absorption spectra are shown in the inset. (b) Relative
fluorescence intensity of DCM at its emission maxima in various caffeine concentrations. The inset
shows the corresponding fluorescence spectra.

We now focus on the dynamics of water molecules (solvation) associated with the
caffeine dimers. Figure 4.4 (a) depicts the picosecond resolved fluorescence transients of
DCM in 146 mM caffeine aqueous solution at 25oC. As observed from the Figure, the
fluorescence transients at the blue end (580 nm), peak (630 nm) and at the red end (690
nm) do not differ considerably and there is no rise component in the red end, a situation
markedly different from the other self-aggregated systems like micelles [30]. The
transients can be fitted biexponentially with time components of ~350 ps and ~800 ps,
resulting in an average lifetime of ~750 ps. It has to be noted that the convolution cis-trans
isomerization dynamics of the probe DCM, [34] which is evident in the nonpolar solvents
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could be of potential concern in the solvation time scales. However, later works on the
exploration of solvation dynamics using the probe DCM have accounted a consequent
strong coupling between the locally excited (LE) and charge transfer (CT) states [35]
(~300 fs) in bulk polar solvents rather the isomerization dynamics [36]. The absence of
considerable difference in the wavelength dependent fluorescence transients rules out the
existence of any slow solvation dynamics, which is typical for aggregates like micelles.
This result identifies the hydrated water molecules to be loosely bound to the caffeine
dimers as has previously been inferred from compressibility measurements. Identical result
is obtained at 80oC using a high caffeine concentration of 900 mM (data not shown),
concluding that the nature of aggregation and hydration dynamics does not change with
temperature as has been observed from the DLS measurements (Figure 4.1). In order to
study the geometrical restriction on the encapsulated DCM, in other word to investigate the
change in the overall hydrodynamic diameter of the caffeine-DCM complex in aqueous
solution, we measure the time resolved fluorescence anisotropy of DCM at 25oC in 146
mM caffeine solution (Figure 4.4 (a), inset). The transient can be fitted single
exponentially with a time constant of 0.31 ns which is almost similar to that in ethanol
(0.27 ns) but faster than that in micelles [30],thus corroborates with the other experimental
results ruling out the possibility of formation of higher order aggregates of caffeine in
solution. The rotational relaxation time, τr of the probe is related to the local microviscosity
m experienced by the probe molecule through the Stokes–Einstein–Debye equation
(SED) [37-38],

 r   mVh / k BT

(4-2)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and Vh is the hydrodynamic
volume of the probe. Using the r value in Eq. (4-2), the hydrodynamic volume of the
probe is found to be 1.11x10-27 m3 in ethanol and 1.39x10-27 m3 in caffeine solution. The
slightly higher hydrodynamic volume of the probe in the latter system assures the
interaction of the probe with the caffeine molecules and simultaneously confirms the
absence of higher order aggregates of caffeine in aqueous solution. To have a detailed
understanding of the microenvironment around DCM at higher temperatures, we measure
temperature dependence of the rotational relaxation dynamics. It is observed that r
decreases gradually with increasing temperature indicating that the probe experiences less
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rotational hindrance at higher temperature (Table 4.3). The ease of rotation with increasing
temperature can be related to an activation energy barrier crossing model and the
microviscosity changes with temperature following the relation [39]

  E* 

 m   exp 
RT


0
m

(4-3)

Where E* is the activation energy for the viscous flow. The plot of ln (m) against 1/T
(Figure 4.4 (b)) can be linearly fitted within an experimental error of ±1.5%. Aqueous
micellar solutions show a relatively large deviation from linear behavior (±10%) of
temperature dependent microviscosity, which can be explained by the presence of higher

Figure 4.4. (a) Picosecond resolved fluorescence transients of DCM in 146 mM caffeine solution
at 25oC shown at three characteristic wavelengths of 580 nm (blue triangles), 630 nm (green
circles) and 690 nm (red diamonds). The Instrument response function (IRF) is shown for
comparison (Excitation at 409 nm). The solid lines are exponential fittings. The insets shows time
resolved anisotropy, r(t) of DCM in the corresponding solution. The solid line is exponential fit. (b)
Plot of ln(m) against 1/T for caffeine solution. The solid line is a linear fit.
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Table 4.3: Temperature-dependent rotational relaxation time constants (r) of DCM in 146
mM aqueous caffeine solution (r0 defines anisotropy at time t = 0). Error ±7%
Temperature (oC)
06
14
23
33
43
55
66

r0
0.25
0.24
0.25
0.23
0.23
0.20
0.20

r (ps)
484
413
314
240
171
143
109

order aggregates in the solution in the close proximity of Kraft temperature [39]. The
relatively strong linear behavior in the caffeine system confirms the low order selfassociated stacked caffeine dimers. The obtained E* value of 3.7 kcal mol-1 is comparable
to that of the bulk water (3.9 kcal mol-1), but considerably smaller than micellar systems
[39].
To ascertain the dynamical states of water molecules associated with the caffeine
dimer, we measure the femtosecond resolved fluorescence spectra of DCM in caffeine
solution. In order to ensure high signal to noise ratio, we measure the transients at 80oC
where the caffeine solubility is high enough (900 mM) to provide high signal from the
fluorophore. We have also checked the stability of the probe at such elevated temperature
in our system and found it to be highly stable. Figure 4.5 (a) depicts the femtosecond
resolved transients in the blue end (560 nm), peak (620 nm) and in the red end (700 nm).
As can be observed from the Figure, the transient in the blue end can be fitted
triexponentially with three decay components of 0.46 ps (86%), 22.7 ps (11%) and 519 ps
(3%). On the other hand, the red end transient exhibits a distinct rise component of 0.94 ps
with a decay component of 510 ps. This is a clear indication of the solvation of the dye and
we construct the TRES (see Figure 4.5 (b), inset) as per the procedure described in the
methodology. From the time dependent Stokes shift we measure the solvent correlation
function, C(t) and plot it against time (Figure 4.5 (b)). The curve is well fitted
biexponentially with time constants of 0.6 ps (82%) and 5.85 ps (18%) (Table 4.4) with a
considerable Stokes shift of 800 cm-1. It should be noted here that we miss a considerable
fraction of Stokes shift due to our limited instrumental resolution, and we determined the
loss in the dynamic Stokes shift using the procedure developed by Fee and Maroncelli
[40], where (0) can be calculated by the following equation:
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p
p
np
np
 em
(0)   abs
 [ abs
 em
]

(4-4)

p
np
np
where  abs
,  abs
, and  em
are the absorption peak in polar solvent, absorption peak in

nonpolar solvent, and emission peak in nonpolar solvent, respectively. In the present study,
we use dioxane as the nonpolar solvent with absorption and emission maxima of DCM at
455 and 554 nm, respectively. Aqueous solution of caffeine is used as the polar solvent in
which DCM produces an absorption peak at 480 nm. We calculate a 34% loss in the

Figure 4.5. (a) Femtosecond resolved fluorescence transients of DCM in 900 mM caffeine at 80oC
at three characteristic wavelengths. (b) Solvation correlation function, C(t) of the corresponding
sample. The solid line is exponential fit. The bigger inset shows the time-resolved emission spectra
(TRES) along with the anisotropy (smaller inset) of the same sample.
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dynamical Stokes shift within the experimental time resolution. The observed C(t) decay is
much slower than that of the pure water [41] (126 fs (20%) and 880 fs (35%)) wherein
about half of the solvation process occurs in a time scale of experimental time resolution of
30 fs. A previous femtosecond-resolved study from our group shows that the solvation
time scale of C500 in water is 0.3 and 0.7 ps at room temperature and it reduces to 0.3 ps at
55oC. In presence of a large ion like guadinium hydrochloride the process becomes slower
with time constants of 0.5 and 2.1 ps at room temperature and 0.8 ps at 55oC. All these
time scales are however, faster than those observed for caffeine solutions even at elevated
temperature confirming the structured nature of the hydrated water molecules in caffeine
solution with respect to an ionic solution. On the other hand these time scales are rather
comparable [42] or faster [43] in reverse micelles or micelles [30] confirming our finding
that caffeine is aggregated as dimers in aqueous solution and with a rather weakly
structured water network around it. The smaller inset inside Figure 4.5 (b) inset shows
fluorescence anisotropy of DCM at 80oC in 900 mM caffeine solution. The transient can be
fitted single exponentially with a time constant of 0.33 ns (Table 4.4) which is close to the
one obtained for the probe in 146 mM caffeine at 25oC. Since DCM is extremely insoluble
in water and its solubility in aqueous caffeine solution is only possible due to its
confinement inside caffeine dimer, the rotational time constant obtained for the probe
actually signifies the time required for rotation of the caffeine in dimeric form. In view of
the fact that the anisotropic time scale is much longer compared to the obtained solvation
time scales of the same sample it can be concluded that the solvation time scales obtained
reflects the dynamics of the bound water around the caffeine dimer and not due to the
dynamics of caffeine dimer close to one another at such a high concentration (900 mM).

4.2.1.3. Complexation of caffeine dimer with coumarin 500 (C500): General picture of
the dynamics of solvation for caffeine dimer. To confirm the solvation time scales
around caffeine dimer at room temperature we repeated the femto second resolved
experiment using another solvation probe C500 which unlike DCM is sparingly soluble in
water. Since solubility of C500 in 100 mM caffeine solution is high enough to provide
good signal from the fluorophore we did not use high caffeine concentration. Molecular
modeling studies (Table 4.1 and Scheme 4.A) on the association of C500 with caffeine
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also reveal stacked ternary complex of two caffeine molecules and one C500 molecule. We
have also checked the stability of the probe at such elevated temperature in our system and
found it to be highly stable just like DCM as mentioned before. Since C500 was dissolved
in 100 mM caffeine we were able to check the results both at room temperature and at
80oC. Figure 4.6 (a) depicts the femtosecond resolved transients at room temperature in the
blue end (450 nm), peak (500 nm) and in the red end (600 nm). As can be observed from
the Figure, the transient in the blue end can be fitted triexponentially with three decay
components of 0.65 ps (82%), 4.35 ps (15%) and 5 ns (3%). On the other hand, the red end
transient exhibits a distinct rise component of 0.67 ps with decay components of 57 ps and
5 ns. This is a clear indication of the solvation of the dye and we construct the TRES (see
Figure 4.6 (b), inset) as per the procedure described in chapter 2 (section 2.2.1). From the
time dependent Stokes shift we measure the solvent correlation function, C(t) and plot it
against time (Figure 4.6 (b)). The curve is well fitted biexponentially with time constants
of 0.8 ps (59%) and 5.42 ps (41%) (Table 4.4). The recovery of similar solvation time
scales even after changing the solvation probe reconfirms the dynamical nature of water
molecules associated with caffeine dimer. The smaller inset inside Figure 4.6 (b) inset
shows fluorescence anisotropy of C500 at 20oC in 100 mM caffeine solution. The transient
can be fitted single exponentially with a time constant of 55 ps (Table 4.4). The solvation
time scales obtained at 80oC using C500 are found to be 0.44 ps (94%) and 25 ps (6%)
(data not shown). The lack of significant weight of the slower component in the dynamics
indicates the release of the probe C500 from the caffeine dimer to the solvent (water).
Since the concerned probe C500 is sparingly soluble in water and with temperature its

Table 4.4: Femtosecond-resolved solvation correlation functions C(t) for DCM and C500 in
aqueous caffeine solution at different temperatures(T) along with the corresponding
rotational relaxation time constants (r). Error ±7%
Aqueous caffeine solution
containing probe

T(oC)

C(t) in ps

r (ps)

DCM

80

1
0.6 (82%)

2
5.85 (18%)

330

C500

20

0.8 (59%)

5.42 (41%)

55

80

0.44 (94%)

25 (6%)

41
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solubility increases, the solvation time scales thus obtained reflects the nature of dynamics
of water molecules associated with the probe C500 and not with the caffeine dimer.

Figure 4.6. (a) Femtosecond resolved fluorescence transients of C500 in 100 mM caffeine at 20oC
at three characteristic wavelengths. (b) Solvation correlation function, C(t) of the corresponding
sample. The solid line is exponential fit. The bigger inset shows the time-resolved emission spectra
(TRES) along with the anisotropy (smaller inset) of the same sample.

4.2.1.4. TNS (2-(p-toluidino) naphthalene-6-sulfonate) in caffeine dimer: Excited state
ultrafast charge transfer in the confinement. In order to investigate the consequence of
the geometrical restriction of guest molecules in the caffeine dimer and the relatively
slower dynamics of solvation in the interior of the dimer, we have studied excited state
charge transfer reaction of a model probe TNS in the microenvironment. Upon UV
excitation TNS undergoes a twisted intramolecular charge transfer (TICT) reaction, which
significantly depends on the local solvation and geometrical restriction on the probe [44].
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By observing the picosecond to nanosecond dynamics of population and polarizationanalyzed anisotropy for the TNS-caffeine complex, we can also elucidate the nature of
local solvation and polarity in the interior of the caffeine dimer. As shown in Table 4.1 and
Scheme 4.A, our molecular modeling reveals most stable complex of TNS with caffeine
molecules to be ternary aggregate of two molecules of caffeine and one molecule of TNS
in stacked geometry. It is evident that the stacking of the caffeine molecules in the close
proximity of naphthalene ring offers more stabilization compared to other complex
geometry.
Interaction of caffeine with TNS was studied by NMR spectroscopy. The aromatic
resonances of TNS are shown in the bottommost panel of Figure 4.7 (a). A complete
assignment of all resonances was possible using standard 2D correlation experiments. Each
resonance is annotated with atom numbers consistent with Figure 4.7 (b). All protons
showed upfield shifts upon addition of caffeine as shown in Figure 4.7 (a) and 4.7 (c). The
titration data were fitted with the following equation [45]
obs  0 

 sat 
1 K M [C]T  [T]T  
2K M [T]T 

1 K M [C]T  [T]T   4K M2 [C]T [T]T
2





(4-5)

where obs, 0 and sat stand respectively for TNS chemical shifts at a given caffeine


concentration, in absence of caffeine and change in chemical shift in presence of large
excess of caffeine; KM, [C]T and [T]T stand for caffeine-TNS association constant, total
caffeine and TNS concentrations, respectively. The naphthyl ring protons (except for
position 3) showed an average KM value of 57.4 ± 5.7 M-1 while the phenyl protons and H3
of the naphthyl ring showed a slightly lower KM. These two groups of protons are also
clearly different from each other when one considers the observed change in the chemical
shift at 50 mM caffeine as depicted in Figure 4.7 (b), the naphthyl protons showed almost
double the amount of upfield shift compared to that of the phenyl group (and H3). The
observed upfield shifts indicate stacking interaction between TNS and caffeine. The greater
effect felt by the naphthyl ring also indicates that caffeine mainly stacks on the naphthyl
ring, which corroborates with our molecular modeling studies mentioned before. The odd
behavior of the H3 proton (low net upfield shift), when compared to the behavior of all
other naphthyl protons, can be explained if one considers a concomitant change in the twist
of the TNS molecule upon caffeine binding. The H3 proton, closest to the phenyl ring,
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experiences paramagnetic shielding / de-shielding effect of the phenyl ring, the exact
nature of which will depend on the relative orientation of the naphthyl/phenyl rings. Upon
caffeine binding, while all naphthyl protons feel uniform upfield shift, the H3 proton will
feel an additional effect from the phenyl ring that will depend upon how the relative
orientation of the naphthyl/phenyl ring (twist) changes upon complexation with caffeine.
In summary, NMR experiments show the following: i) TNS binds caffeine with a KM ~ 57
M-1, ii) the mechanism of binding is stacking between caffeine and the TNS naphthyl ring,
iii) stacking is accompanied by a change of the twist angle in the TNS molecule.

Figure 4.7. (a) NMR spectra (aromatic region) of 2 mM TNS in absence and presence of caffeine
(caffeine signals are capped by a double bar) at 27 C and pH 7.2. The resonances are annotated
(see atom numbering shown in panel b). (b) A cartoon of TNS molecule. The relative sizes of the
blue (phenyl ring) and the red (naphthyl ring) circles correspond to the relative change in chemical
shift of TNS protons upon addition of 50 mM caffeine (see panel c). (c) Change in chemical shift of
TNS protons upon caffeine titration. Association constants (KM) obtained by fitting the titration
data with Eq. (4-5) are indicated within parenthesis (in units of M-1).

Figure 4.8 (a) shows the steady state emission spectra of TNS (λex = 375 nm) in
water in absence and presence of caffeine. TNS is almost non-fluorescent in water
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(quantum yield, f = 0.001) with a very short fluorescence life time (f = 60 ps) [46]. The
extremely low quantum yield (0.001) in water [41, 46], indicates that the CT state
dynamics are dominated by non-radiative processes, for instance, the fast intersystem
crossing as proposed in the literature [47]. As evident from the Figure 4.8 (a) the
fluorescence intensity of the probe shows a linear enhancement with increase in caffeine
concentration. The remarkable sensitivity of TNS is due to the non-radiative twisted
intramolecular charge transfer (TICT) process whose rate increases very rapidly with the
polarity of the medium [47-48]. The dramatic enhancement of the fluorescence intensity of
TNS in presence of caffeine is due to the relocation of TNS molecules in the hydrophobic
interior of caffeine dimers, which in turn makes the TNS molecules more rigid, retarding
the TICT process in a manner comparable to cyclodextrin (CD) cavity or the micellar
aggregates [49-51]. The binding constant (KM) of TNS with caffeine has been calculated
from its steady state emission spectroscopy using the relation suggested by Almgren et al.,
[52]
I  I0
1
 1
It  I0
K M [M ]

(4-6)

where I∞, It and I0, denote, respectively, the emission intensities at infinite caffeine
concentration, at an intermediate caffeine concentration and in the absence of caffeine,
[M], the caffeine concentration. We plot (I∞-I0)/(It-I0) against. 1/[M] which produces good
linear fit (Figure 4.8 (b)) and KM calculated to be 57 M-1 which exactly coincides with the
one calculated from our NMR experiments. The binding constant of TNS with Triton X100 (TX) micelles [46] has been reported earlier as 3.5 x 105 M-1 while that with cyclodextrins (CD) [53-54] is 2 x 103 M-1. The observed binding constant of TNS with
caffeine is orders of magnitude less compared to those with micelles and cyclodextrins,
and consequently model drugs could faster be released from the caffeine dimer compared
to the other hosts. The free energy change (∆G0) associated with the complex formation
between TNS and caffeine using the equation can be obtained as,
G 0   RT ln K M

(4-7)

and the ∆G0 value obtained for the present system is -2.4 kcal mol-1 which is comparable to
the activation energy of viscous flow (see later).
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Picosecond resolved fluorescence of TNS in presence of caffeine is presented in
Figure 4.9. The time resolved emission studies lend further support to the contention that
TICT process of TNS gets retarded in presence of caffeine due to the confinement of the
probe within the caffeine dimer because of which the lifetime of the fluorophore increases.
Figure 4.9 indicates that while in aqueous solution lifetime of TNS is extremely short (60
ps) [46], in presence of caffeine the fluorescence decay of TNS becomes much slower. The
average lifetime of the fluorophore (Table 4.5) increases from 60 ps in water to 168 ps and
270 ps in presence of 8 and 66 mM caffeine, respectively. The linear enhancement in the

Figure 4.8. (a) Emission spectra of 50 M TNS in absence and presence different caffeine
concentration (λex=375nm). (b) Almgren plot (see text) of TNS (50M) for various caffeine
concentrations.

lifetime of the fluorophore with increase in the caffeine concentration finds analogy with
previous studies [49-51, 54] Thermodynamic Study on the Effects of P-Cyclodextrin
Inclusion with Anilinonaphthalenesulfonates where it has been reported that the lifetime of
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TNS increases ~40 fold in presence of 15 mM -CD compared to water. As seen in case of
CD cavity and micellar aggregates,[49, 51] the twisting motion of the probe gets restricted
in presence of caffeine which results in the blockage of the nonradiative TICT process,
leading to the enhancement of fluorescence lifetime. To get more insight on the restriction
of the probe in caffeine dimer, we measure the time resolved fluorescence anisotropy of
TNS in water and in presence of 100 mM caffeine (Figure 4.9, inset). In water the transient
can be fitted single exponentially with the time constant of 89 ps while it is 318 ps in
presence of 100 mM caffeine. Applying SED (Eq. (4-2)) as mentioned before, the
hydrodynamic volume of the probe found to be 0.4 x 10-27 m3 in water and 1.45 x 10-27 m3
in presence of 100 mM caffeine. The increase in the hydrodynamic volume of the probe
provides evidence of the heteroassociation of the fluorophore with caffeine dimer [14]
which corroborates with the molecular modeling studies represented in Scheme 4.A and
Table 4.1 and the NMR results as has been mentioned before.

Figure 4.9. Picosecond resolved fluorescence transients of TNS in water (○) and in presence of 8
mM (□) and 66 mM (∆) caffeine. The inset shows the fluorescence anisotropy of TNS in water (○)
and in presence of 100 mM (∆) caffeine.

The temperature dependent fluorescence transient of TNS in presence of 100 mM
caffeine is depicted in Figure 4.10 (a) and Table 4.6. The average lifetime (< ai i
where i represents the lifetime and ai represents the relative contribution of the ith
component) of the fluorophore when associated with caffeine decreases from 355 ps to 192
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ps as temperature rises from 6oC to 75oC. Rise in temperature leading to the dissociation of
TNS-caffeine complex releases TNS into the water facilitating the non-radiative TICT
process which results faster fluorescence decay of the probe as observed. The result is in
good agreement with the temperature dependent time resolved fluorescence anisotropy of
TNS in 100 mM caffeine (Figure 4.10 (a) inset). The rotational time constant of TNS
decreases from 363 ps at 9oC to 80 ps at 81oC (Table 4.7). The ease of rotation of TNS
with rise in temperature reconfirms release of TNS into water from caffeine bound state
due to thermal dissociation of TNS-caffeine complex. The temperature dependence of the
average lifetime of the fluorophore can be exploited to obtain the activation energy of
Table 4.5: Change in fluorescence lifetime of TNS with increase in caffeine concentration.
[Caffeine] mM

1(ps)

2(ps)

3(ps)





0


60 (100%)

8

39 (46%)

242 (48%)

567 (6%)

168

15

39 (40%)

236 (46%)

519 (14%)

197

28

39 (37%)

251 (47%)

567 (16%)

223

37

39 (35%)

237 (43%)

549 (22%)

236

46

42 (36%)

258 (45%)

594 (19%)

244

58

46 (35%)

262 (43%)

608 (22%)

263

66

50 (37%)

287 (43%)

640 (20%)

270

Average lifetime
<t> (ps)
60

represents the time constant and the numbers in the parenthesis represent relative contribution of
the component. Error ±7%

the TICT process of the fluorophore through the Arrhenius equation [55]. Figure 4.10 (b)
shows the Arrhenius plot for TNS in 100 mM caffeine and activation energy (Eact) has
been estimated as 1.8 ± 0.3% kcal mol-1, the activation energy thus obtained reflects the
energy barrier for the transition of the locally excited (LE) state to the CT state of the
probe TNS. In contrast to the nearly barrierless twisting motion of the probe in pure water,
the energy barrier of such motion of the probe increases upon binding to caffeine as has
been observed upon binding to protein [44] due to the lower micropolarity on binding sites.
In order to estimate microviscosities we have used the simple SED (Eq. (4-2)).
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Microviscosity is the friction experienced by a probe molecule at the microscopic scale; it
is an important parameter for characterizing the local environment because modest changes
in local viscosity lead to variation in physical as well as chemical properties. The
microviscosity changes with temperature following the relation mentioned before in Eq.
(4-3). The plot of ln m against 1/T (Figure 4.10 (c)) can be linearly fitted within the
experimental error of ± 1%. The E* value is estimated to be 3.7 kcal mol-1 which exactly
corroborates with the E* value obtained using DCM (mentioned before) in place of TNS
and thus confirms that both DCM and TNS shares similar microenvironment around them
in aqueous caffeine solution i.e both of them are confined within the caffeine dimer
(Scheme 4.A, Table 4.1). It has to be noted here that the activation energy estimated for the
transition of LE state to the CT state of the probe TNS is lower compared to that of the
viscous flow which indicates that the CT state of the probe is stabilized by labile water
molecules at higher temperature even before the probe dissociates from the caffeine dimer.
The activation energy of the viscous flow along with the change in free energy associated
with the complexation of TNS with caffeine gives us an idea about the amount of energy
that is required to release the probe from the caffeine bound state, which is noteworthy for
choosing caffeine as a tool for targeted drug delivery.
Table 4.6: Change in fluorescence lifetime of TNS in presence of 100 mM caffeine with rise in
temperature (T).
T (oC)

1 (ps)

2 (ps)

3 (ps)

6

1069 (13.7%)

432 (42.2%)

60 (44.1%)

Average lifetime
<> (ps)
355

16

1069 (8.7%)

432 (48.6%)

60 (42.7%)

329

24

1069 (5.8%)

432 (50.5%)

60 (43.7%)

306

34

1099 (4.8%)

388 (57.1%)

54 (38.1%)

295

46

761 (7.5%)

330 (56%)

43 (36.5%)

257

65

1294 (1.6%)

299 (57.6%)

23 (40.8%)

202

75

1141 (1.7%)

259 (63.9%)

22 (34.4%)

192

represents the time constant and the numbers in the parenthesis represent relative contribution of
the component. Error ±7%
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Figure 4.10. (a) Temperature dependent fluorescence transients of TNS-caffeine complex at 6oC
(□) and 75oC (○). The inset shows the anisotropy of TNS in presence of caffeine at 9 oC (∆), 44oC
(□) and 81oC (○). (b) The plot of ln (1/ against 1/T for TNS-caffeine solution. The solid line is the
corresponding numerical fit of the Arrhenius equation (see text). (c) The plot of ln m against 1/T
for TNS-caffeine solution. The solid line is the corresponding numerical fit of Arrhenius type plot
(see text).
Table 4.7: Temperature-dependent rotational relaxation time constants (r) of TNS in 100
mM aqueous caffeine solution (r0 defines anisotropy at time t = 0). Error ±7%
Temperature (oC)
9
15
23
30
44
53
62
71
81

r0
0.35
0.35
0.30
0.35
0.30
0.30
0.26
0.29
0.27
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r (ps)
363
321
262
203
165
123
105
93
80

4.3. Conclusion:
In the present study we have exploited the dimeric nature of caffeine to host some
hydrophobic molecules like DCM, C500 and TNS. The results of the molecular modeling
calculations provide a mechanistic model of confinement of such molecules within the
caffeine dimer that is consistent with the in vitro studies involving NMR experiments. We
have explored the hydration dynamics associated with caffeine dimer, which plays a key
role in the biomolecular recognition of such xanthine alkaloids. The DLS studies
associated with FTIR, sonometric, densimetric and steady state optical experiments clearly
reveal the dimeric nature of the caffeine molecules in aqueous solution which is consistent
with the previously reported studies. While the sonometric/densimetric studies explore the
static picture of hydration around the caffeine dimers, picosecond/femtosecond resolved
experiments demonstrate the key time scales associated with the dynamics of hydration.
The femtosecond resolved fluorescence study at 80oC reveals solvation of the probe with
time scales of 0.6 ps and 5.85 ps, which are slower than that in bulk water but faster than
micelles or reverse micelles confirming the weakly structured nature of the hydrated water
molecules. The dynamics of water molecules as revealed by C500 show solvation time
scale of 0.3 and 0.7 ps at room temperature and it reduces to 0.3 ps at 55 oC. In presence of
a large ion like guadinium hydrochloride the process becomes slower with time constants
of 0.5 and 2.1 ps at room temperature and 0.8 ps at 55 oC. All these time scales are
however, faster than those observed for caffeine solutions even at elevated temperature
confirming the structured nature of the hydrated water molecules in caffeine solution with
respect to an ionic solution. Our polarization gated picosecond resolved experiment on the
confined DCM and TNS in the caffeine dimer at various temperature explores the
activation energy (E*) for the viscous flow and has been found to be comparable to that of
bulk water, which further suggests that very weakly structured water molecules are
associated with the caffeine dimers. Very slow water dynamics being a characteristic of
strongly bonded water molecules, would have prevented the interaction of such xanthine
alkaloids with biomolecules whereas very fast dynamical nature of bound water would not
have allowed the formation of caffeine dimer itself. The observed dynamical nature of
water molecules associated with caffeine dimer makes it a suitable subject for
biomolecular interaction where the bound water molecules can be displaced in presence of
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its receptor molecule facilitating the hydrophobic interaction. Our observations may find
the relevance in the exploration of such biomolecular recognition of the most widely
consumed caffeine molecules in physiologically relevant environments. Furthermore our
exploration of TICT dynamics of TNS in presence of caffeine gives us an idea about the
amount of energy required to release such model drugs from the caffeine bound state and
this may find significance in further investigation of the use of such xanthine alkaloids as a
tool for targeted drug delivery.
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Chapter 5
Interaction of Caffeine with a Model Fluorogenic
Potent Mutagen Embedded in Various Biomimetic
Self-Assemblies in Aqueous Medium:
5.1. Introduction:
The molecular recognition of DNA by small ligands/drugs in presence of caffeine, a
xanthine alkaloid, in aqueous solution is well known [1-3]. Earlier it is shown that the
intercalation of novantrone, ellipticine, doxorubicin and ethidium bromide to DNA is
significantly perturbed in presence of caffeine [2, 4-5]. Other studies also reveal similar
observations [6-8]. A detail spectroscopic investigation from our laboratory [9]
demonstrates the efficacy of caffeine in the removal of Et from synthetic selfcomplimentary oligonucleotides and from different cell lines. The significant alteration of
molecular recognition of DNA in caffeine solution has been concluded to depend on the
‘protector’ and ‘interceptor’ properties of caffeine [4-5, 10]. In the ‘protector’ mode of
activity, there is a strong competition between caffeine and aromatic drug for the binding
sites on DNA whereas in the ‘interceptor’ mode of its activity, caffeine forms heterocomplexes with a number of aromatic DNA intercalators, which account for the observed
changes of biological activity of these drugs in the presence of caffeine. Sometimes,
explanation of specific role of caffeine in the molecular recognition of DNA in
physiological milieu becomes cumbersome [10]. In this regard small biomimetic systems
including nanoscopic micelles [11] could serve as an efficient mimic for the biological
membranes, macromolecules and are also useful in organizing the reactants at a molecular
level [11]. For example, cationic hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) micelle
may act as a good mimic of histone protein [12], neutral (polar) Triton X-100 (TX-100)
micelle may mimic a protein cavity [13] and anionic sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) micelle
can serve as a good alternative of the DNA surface [14-15]. Till date, however, no attempt
has been made to use nanoscopic micelle for the better understanding of caffeine mediated
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molecular recognition of DNA by small ligands/ drugs and is the motive of our present
study.
In the present study we have used ethidium (Et) bromide salt as model ligand
probe, which is a well known DNA intercalator [16-17] and a potential mutagen [18]. The
micelles used in our study are cationic CTAB, neutral (polar) TX-100 and anionic SDS
with distinct hydrodynamic diameter as measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS)
experiment. The probe Et shows distinct spectroscopic signature, particularly excited state
lifetime in various biologically relevant environments. We have used steady state and
picosecond resolved fluorescence spectroscopy in order to investigate the detachment of Et
from various self-organized micelles. In the case of DNA mimicking SDS micelles we
have used another probe Hoechst 33258 (H258) as energy donor to Et acceptor at the
surface and employ FRET (Förster resonance energy transfer) for the analysis of
fluorescence quenching of the donor H258. Standard FRET analysis on the donor-acceptor
(D-A) pair at the SDS micelle shows significant perturbation on the energy transfer
efficiency upon addition of caffeine in the solution. Further analysis of the experimental
results employing both the general and extended version of well known ‘Infelta-Tachiya
model’ distinctly reveals change in acceptor distribution at the micellar surface in the
presence of caffeine in the aqueous solution. We have used DLS in order to confirm the
structural integrity of the micelles in the caffeine solution. Furthermore, we have employed
fluorescence microscopy to monitor the said perturbation in FRET efficiency on squamous
epithelial cell nuclei in presence of caffeine.

5.2. Results and Discussion:
5.2.1. Caffeine Mediated Detachment of Mutagenic Ethidium from Various
Nanoscopic Micelle: An Ultrafast

Study [19]:

5.2.1.1. Caffeine mediated detachment of Et from various self-organized micelles.
Figure 5.1 (a) shows the fluorescence transients of the mutagenic ethidium (Et) in various
micellar systems of different charge nature in absence and presence of caffeine. Both Et
and CTAB being cationic, ionic interaction between the two will not be favoured but the
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Figure 5.1. (a) Fluorescence transients of Et in SDS, CTAB and TX-100 micellar systems and (b)
diameter size of those micelles, in presence and absence of caffeine.

possibility of hydrophobic interaction between them cannot be ruled out. This was the
reason behind our selection of cationic CTAB and neutral (polar) TX-100 micelles. As
evidenced from our lifetime results (Table 5.1), beyond the critical micelle concentration
(CMC) of CTAB, Et interacts with the micelles to some extent which is only possible
through its interior binding. Et in the cationic CTAB micelles reveals fluorescence
lifetimes of 1.4 ns (51%) and 2.5 ns (49%). However, on addition of caffeine in the
solution, the lifetime values become 1.9 ns (14%) and 7.2 ns (86%) revealing a major
slower component (7.2 ns), characteristic of Et-caffeine complexation (Table 5.2). The
faster component is close to the lifetime of Et in water which is ~1.5 ns [16]. In the case of
anionic SDS micelles significant detachment of Et in the caffeine solution is also evident
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Table 5.1:he fluorescence lifetime components 1 and 2 represent fluorescence lifetimes of
the sample while r represents rotational relaxation time constants of the same and r0 defines
anisotropy at time t=0. Figures in parentheses show relative contribution. Error ±5%
Ethidium
in

Fluorescence lifetime
1 (ns)
ns)

Water

1.6 (100%)

100 mM caffeine

2.3 (15%)

0.2 mM CTAB

1.6 (100%)

0.2 mM CTAB + 100
mM caffeine

1.7 (13%)

0.4 mM CTAB

1.6 (100%)

0.4 mM CTAB + 100
mM caffeine

1.7 (14%)

0.6 mM CTAB

1.6 (100%)

0.6 mM CTAB + 100
mM caffeine

1.8 (15%)

2 mM CTAB

7.0 (85%)

Fluorescence anisotropy
r0
r (ns)

0.110
0.24
0.210

0.23

0.100

0.30

0.170

0.34

0.110

0.35

0.180

0.34

0.110

0.32

6.9 (85%)

0.160

0.37

1.1 (34%)

1.9 (66%)

0.100

0.32

2 mM CTAB + 100 mM
caffeine

1.8 (14%)

6.9 (86%)

0.170

0.38

20 mM CTAB

1.2 (45%)

2.1 (55%)

0.110

0.32

20 mM CTAB + 100
mM caffeine

1.8 (14%)

6.9 (86%)

0.180

0.35

40 mM CTAB

1.2 (40%)

2.0 (60%)

0.120

0.29

40 mM CTAB + 100
mM caffeine

1.7 (14%)

6.9 (86%)

0.190

0.33

80 mM CTAB

1.4 (68%)

2.7 (32%)

0.120

0.33

80 mM CTAB + 100
mM caffeine

1.7 (14%)

6.9 (86%)

0.190

0.32

6.9 (87%)

7.0 (86%)

(Figure 5.1 (a) and Table 5.2). Our SDS concentration dependent absorption studies along
with the time resolved fluorescence and anisotropy measurements on Et both in absence
and presence of caffeine (Figure 5.2 and Table 5.3) is in good agreement with the model
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Table 5.2: The lifetime components of ethidium (Et) in aqueous solvent and in micellar
compartments with and without caffeine: represents the time constant in ns and the figures
in the parenthesis represent relative contribution of the component. Surfactant as well as
caffeine concentrations maintained at 100 mM. Error ±5%
Sample

1 (ns)

2 (ns)

Et in water
Et in aqueous caffeine solution
Et in CTAB
Et in CTAB + caffeine
Et in SDS
Et in SDS + caffeine
Et in TX-100
Et in TX-100 + caffeine

1.6 (100%)
7.0 (84.5%)
1.4 (51%)
1.9 (14%)
1.46 (5%)
2.06 (12%)
1.21 (16%)
1.45 (10%)

2.3 (15.5%)
2.46 (49%)
7.2 (86%)
5.15 (95%)
7.25 (88%)
5.37 (84%)
6.77 (90%)

Figure 5.2. Absorption of ethidium (Et) at different concentrations of SDS with (broken line) and
without (bold line) caffeine.

where Et attaches to SDS micelles with its positively charged moiety towards the
negatively charged head group of the SDS micelles and hydrophobic part inside the
micelles. From the difference in optical density (O.D) value of Et in SDS micelles in
absence and presence of caffeine we calculated the amount of Et released from the micelles
by caffeine taking the molar extinction coefficient of Et in SDS micelles as 4120 M-1 cm-1
at 476 nm. It has been found that from 25 M micelle-bound EtBr, 18.5 M of Et gets
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released from the micelles by caffeine while 6.5 M Et still remains attached to the
micelles. As evidenced from the UV-vis absorption spectra along with the fluorescence
lifetime and anisotropy measurements of Et at different concentrations of neutral (polar)
surfactant TX-100 (Figure 5.3 and Table 5.4), Et neither binds to TX-100 monomers nor to
TX-100 micelles at lower concentrations (8.2 x 10-3 mM micellar concentration). However,
at high micellar concentration (1mM), we observe bathochromic shift in the absorption
peak of Et compared to that in water which reflects association of Et with TX-100 micelles
positioning the quarternary Nitrogen of Et towards the hydrophilic head group of the
micelles i.e towards the ethylene oxide part and hydrophobic part being buried inside. The
proposed model corroborates with the fluorescence anisotropy results (Table 5.4) where we
find longer rotational time constant of Et at 100 mM TX-100 concentration. However,
detail analysis of the absorption and time resolved spectroscopy results show that caffeine

Figure 5.3. Absorption of ethidium (Et) at different concentrations of TX-100 with (broken line)
and without (bold line) caffeine.
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Table 5.3: he fluorescence lifetime components 1 and 2 represent fluorescence lifetimes of
the sample while r1 and r2 represent rotational relaxation time constants of the same and r 0
defines anisotropy at time t=0. Figures in parentheses show relative contribution. Error ±5%
Ethidium

Fluorescence lifetime

in

1 (ns)

Water

1.6 (100%)

100 mM caffeine

2.3 (15%)

2 mM SDS
2 mM SDS + 100

ns)

Fluorescence anisotropy
r1 (ns)

r2

r0

0.110

0.24

7.0 (85%)

0.210

0.23

1.6 (89%)

0.08(11%)

0.070 (100%)

0.38

1.7 (11%)

6.6 (89%)

0.180 (100%)

0.31

4 mM SDS

1.8 (83%)

0.13 (17%)

0.09 (100%)

0.37

4 mM SDS + 100

1.8 (13%)

6.8 (87%)

0.18 (100%)

0.29

6 mM SDS

2.4 (87%)

0.64 (13%)

0.28 (100%)

0.23

6 mM SDS + 100

1.2 (6%)

6.1 (94%)

0.18 (100%)

0.29

10 mM SDS

1.1 (5%)

4.7 (95%)

1.0 (57%)

0.09 (43%)

0.27

10 mM SDS + 100

1.3 (6%)

6.4 (94%)

1.6 (47%)

0.19 (53%)

0.25

20 mM SDS

1.4 (9%)

4.7 (91%)

3.4 (34%)

0.39 (66%)

0.24

20 mM SDS + 100

1.5 (8%)

6.4 (92%)

1.3 (46%)

0.08 (54%)

0.32

40 mM SDS

1.4 (10%)

4.8 (90%)

2.3 (40%)

0.36 (60%)

0.19

40 mM SDS + 100

1.7 (10%)

6.5 (90%)

2.1 (46%)

0.22(54%)

0.29

80 mM SDS

1.4 (9%)

4.8 (91%)

2.2 (42%)

0.38 (58%)

0.27

80 mM SDS + 100

1.6 (10%)

6.3 (90%)

2.9 (37%)

0.39 (63%)

0.33

100 mM SDS

1.4 (9%)

4.8 (91%)

1.9 (44%)

0.23 (56%)

0.22

100 mM SDS + 100

1.5 (9%)

6.2 (91%)

2.9 (43%)

0.35 (57%)

0.32

mM caffeine

mM caffeine

mM caffeine

mM caffeine

mM caffeine

mM caffeine

mM caffeine

mM caffeine
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fails to detach Et from TX 100 micelles unlike SDS and CTAB micelles. Our DLS studies
on differently charged micellar systems (Figure 5.1 (b)) show the structural integrity of the
micelles both in absence and presence of caffeine. Since the hydrodynamic radii of the
micelles remain similar even after the addition of caffeine, it can be concluded that
caffeine molecules are not associated with the micelles. In order to show the detachment of
Et at the molecular level from the anionic SDS micelles, which is considered to be mimic
of the DNA surface [14], we have employed Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET)
from another ligand H258 on the surface of the micelles to the bound Et. The FRET which
is known to be molecular ruler [20] is an effective technique to find out the distance
between two ligands, donor and acceptor, having overlap of the emission and absorption
spectrum of the donor and acceptor respectively. Figure 5.4 shows that there is sufficient
spectral overlap between the emission spectrum of the H258 and the absorption spectrum

Figure 5.4. The spectral overlap of H258 emission and Et absorption in (a) 20 mM SDS in absence
and (b) presence of 100 mM caffeine.
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Figure 5.5. The temporal decay of H258 (0.2 M), H258-Et ([Et] = 155 M) and H258-Et-caffeine
([caffeine] = 100 mM) in (a) 20 mM SDS and that of H258-caffeine in (b) SDS and water. The
emission spectra of H258, H258-Et and H258-Et-caffeine in (inset (a)) SDS. All the samples are
excited at ex = 375 nm and fluorescence transients monitored at em = 470 nm.

of the Et in SDS micelles both in absence and presence of caffeine. As shown in the
Figure, J(λ), the overlap integral, which expresses the degree of spectral overlap between
the donor emission and the acceptor absorption changes in presence of caffeine.
The minor groove binder H258 shows single exponential fluorescence decay of
3.38 ns in SDS micelles (Figure 5.5 (a), Table 5.5). Previous work from our group [15]
finds the location of H258 on the surface of SDS micelles and not in the interior of it based
on steady state emission and time resolved anisotropy studies of the probe in the micellar
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environment. Presence of Et (acceptor) in the solution makes the decay faster (867 ps
(17%) and 98 ps (2%)) (Table 5.5), revealing simultaneous binding of H258 and Et in the
micellar surface with average distance of 2.16 nm, consistent with earlier studies [17]. The

Figure 5.6. The spectral overlap of C500 emission and Et absorption in (a) 20 mM SDS (at 70oC).

Figure 5.7. The temporal decay of C500 in SDS micelles at 70oC in presence and absence of
acceptor Et ([Et] = 155 M) and caffeine ([caffeine] = 100 mM) in 20 mM SDS. The
corresponding emission spectra are given in inset.
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fast time component 3 listed in Table 5.5 is around IRF however, within the resolution of
our TCSPC setup. The binding of Et on the surface of SDS micelles is also reasonable
from the time resolved studies reported earlier [21] where the fluorescence lifetime and
relative quantum yield of Et, bound to SDS, are shown to be intermediate between those in
water and in alcohol reflecting that Et binds to the surface of anionic SDS micelles due to
its inherent positive charge. Upon addition of caffeine in solution the fluorescence decay
becomes faster apparently revealing closer association of H258 and Et (1.94 nm). Relative
enhancement of the Et emission (steady state) in H258 coated SDS micelles in presence of
caffeine (inset Figure 5.5 (a)) is also in the favour of the above conclusion. However, upon
the addition of caffeine, FRET between H258 and Et is interrupted as Et is released from
Table 5.4:The fluorescence lifetime components 1 and 2 represent fluorescence lifetimes of
the sample while r1 and r2 represent rotational relaxation time constants of the same and r0
defines anisotropy at time t=0. Numbers in parentheses show relative contribution. Error
±5%

Ethidium
in
Water

Fluorescence lifetime
1 (ns)
ns)
1.6 (100%)

100 mM caffeine

2.3 (15%)

0.1 mM TX-100

1.6 (100%)

0.1 mM TX-100 +
100 mM caffeine
1 mM TX-100

2.0 (16%)

7.0 (85%)
7.0 (84%)

1.6 (100%)

Fluorescence anisotropy
r0
r1 (ns)
r2 (ns)
0.110
0.24
0.210

0.23

0.108

0.35

0.175

0.36

0.103

0.33
0.30

1 mM TX-100 +
100 mM caffeine
100 mM TX-100

1.9 (15%)

6.9 (85%)

0.196

1.1 (16%)

4.5 (84%)

0.053 (81%)

1.51 (19%)

0.38

100 mM TX-100
+ 100 mM
caffeine

1.6 (15%)

6.5 (85%)

0.08 (80%)

1.17 (20%)

0.37

the micelles in presence of caffeine and such interruption results in the increase in the
fluorescence intensity of H258 band. As shown in Figure 5.5 (b) and Table 5.5,
fluorescence decay of H258 in the micelles becomes faster upon addition of caffeine as a
consequence of partial detachment of H258 from the micellar surface. Thus, the fate of the
H258-Et complex upon addition of caffeine is found to be inconclusive from the standard
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FRET analysis. We have repeated our experiment with another donor coumarin 500
(C500) which does not interact with caffeine at high temperature (~ 70oC) as has been
reported by our earlier studies [22], however, both caffeine dimer as well as caffeine-Et
complex has been reported by us to be stable even at high temperatures at around 70oC [9].
Hence, we repeated the experiments with the donor coumarin 500 (C500) at 70oC (Figure
5.6 and 5.7, Table 5.6) and found that in absence of caffeine 33% donor molecules
participate in FRET with 87% energy transfer efficiency (E) whereas in presence of
caffeine only 19% donor molecules participate in FRET with E as 80% which is due to the
caffeine mediated release of acceptor Et molecules from the SDS micelles. The donoracceptor distance (r) also increases from 2.89 nm to 3.16 nm in presence of caffeine.
Table 5.5: The lifetime components of H258 in various environments: represents the time
constant in ns and the numbers in the parenthesis represent relative contribution of the
component. [H258] = 0.2 M, [SDS] = 20 mM, [Et] = 155 M and [caffeine] = 100 mM. Error
±5%
Sample
H258 in SDS
H258 in SDS + Et
H258 in SDS + Et + caffeine
H258 in SDS + caffeine
H258 in water
H258 in water + Et
H258 in water + Et + caffeine
H258 in water + caffeine

1 (ns)
3.38 (100%)
3.38 (81%)
3.38 (80%)
3.38 (91%)
3.82 (95%)
3.82 (69%)
3.82 (34%)
3.82 (31%)

2 (ns)

3 (ns)

0.87 (17%)
0.55 (17%)
0.36 (9%)
0.14 (5%)
0.49 (21%)
0.14 (13%)
0.81 (55%)

0.1 (2%)
0.08 (3%)

0.09 (10%)
0.78 (53%)
0.16 (14%)

Table 5.6: The lifetime components of C500 at 70oC in various environments: represent the
time constants in ns and the numbers in the parenthesis represent relative contribution of the
components. Error ±5%
Sample

1 (ns)

C500 in SDS
C500 in SDS + Et
C500 in SDS + Et + caffeine
C500 in SDS + caffeine
C500 in water

4.33 (100%)
4.33 (67%)
4.33 (81%)
4.33 (100%)
3.34 (100%)
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2 (ns)
0.56 (33%)
0.84 (19%)

5.2.1.2. Application of kinetic models in the investigation of caffeine mediated
dissociation of Et from SDS micelles. For better understanding of the fate of the
association between H258 and Et in presence of caffeine, it is essential to know the
distribution of Et molecules around the micelles before and after the addition of caffeine,
because this is a governing factor for efficient energy transfer. In this regard, we applied
the kinetic model developed by Infelta and Tachiya as mentioned in chapter 2 section
2.1.5. In one of our systems, along with the Et quencher molecules, there exist some
caffeine molecules that also causes quenching of the lifetime of the excited probe (H258)
due to its partial release from the micelle and these are also taken into account. If the
distribution of the number of caffeine mediated detached donor molecules from the
micellar surface follows Poisson distribution with the average number (mc), the decay
curve of the excited state of H258 in micelle in presence of caffeine without and with the
Et molecules are described by [23],

P* (t )  P* (0) exp{k0t  mc [1  exp( k qct )]}

(5-1)

P* (t )  P* (0) exp{k0t  mc [1  exp(k qct )]  m[1  exp(kq t )]}

(5-2)

where the quenching rate constant (kqc) by caffeine molecules may be different from that
(kq) by Et molecules. We have determined the values of the parameters mc, kqc, k0, m, and
kq by fitting the equations (2-54), (5-1) and (5-2) to the decay curves in the absence and
presence Et and caffeine molecules (Figure 5.8 and Table 5.7). We have also employed
extended Infelta-Tachiya kinetic model as described in chapter 2 under section 2.1.5. The
quenching parameters k0, m, and kq derived from the extended Infelta-Tachiya model
(Figure 5.8 inset and Table 5.8) found to be comparable with those derived from the
generalized version of Infelta-Tachiya model.
Figure 5.8 shows the time resolved fluorescence transients of H258 in absence and
presence of caffeine and Et molecules, fitted with equations (2-54), (5-1) and (5-2)
whereas Figure 5.8 inset shows the same fitted with equation (2-57). As evident from the
figure, the models describe the decay curves reasonably well. The quenching parameters
are summarized in Table 5.7 and Table 5.8. Upon fitting the decay curves of H258 with the
kinetic models mentioned before, it is clear that the distribution of Et molecules on the
micellar surface changes significantly after the addition of caffeine. As summarized in
Table 5.7 and Table 5.8, the mean number of Et molecules associated with the micelle (m)
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reduces after the addition of caffeine. Thus caffeine shows efficiency in the detachment of
Et from the micellar surface. The quenching rate constant (kq) due to the acceptor (Et)
molecules increases in presence of caffeine revealing closer association between the
remaining Et and H258 molecules on the micellar surface which is consistent with the
results obtained from FRET study and steady state emission spectroscopy as mentioned
before. However, standard FRET analysis failed to monitor the detachment of the bound Et
molecules from the micellar surface in presence of caffeine quantitatively. We have also
employed Infelta-Tachiya model on our FRET study using C500 as the donor which does
not interact with caffeine molecules at the experimental conditions [22](Figure 5.9 and
Table 5.9). The results clearly show decrease in the mean number of Et molecules
associated with the micelle upon addition of caffeine due to the caffeine mediated release
of Et from the SDS micelle. Furthermore, we determine the equilibrium constant for
solubilization of Et in SDS micelles before and after the addition of caffeine. The total
concentrations [M] and [Q] of micelles and Et introduced in solution are related through
the following equation,
m[M ]  [ A]  [Q]

(5-3)

m  k  [ A] / k 

(5-4)

where [A] is the concentration of Et in the aqueous phase. Elimination of [A] from equation
(5-3) and (5-4) yields,

K  k / k   m /([Q]  m[M ])

(5-5)

where K is the equilibrium constant (k+/k-) for the solubization of Et in micelles and
calculated to be 2.3 x 104 and 3.3 x 103 M-1 in absence and presence of caffeine
respectively. K has been calculated for different concentrations of Et in absence of caffeine
and has been found to be similar. The significant decrease in the value of equilibrium
constant (K) for solubization of Et in micelles upon addition of caffeine confirms the
efficacy of caffeine molecules in the detachment of Et from the biomimetic systems like
micelles.
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Table 5.7: Values of the quenching parameters using the simplified version of the kinetic
model developed by Infelta-Tachiya
System

k0 (ns-1)

m

kq (ns-1)

mc

kqc (ns-1)

Micelle bound H258
Micelle bound H258 + Et
Micelle bound H258 + Et + caffeine

0.31
0.31
0.31

0.66
0.31

1.08
5.34

0.89

1.11

Figure 5.8. Time resolved fluorescence decay curves of H258 in SDS micelles in absence and
presence of caffeine and Et. The bold lines represent the fitting of the curves by the generalized
version as well as the extended version (inset) of the kinetic models developed by Infelta and
Tachiya (see text).

Figure 5.9. Time resolved fluorescence decay curves of C500 in SDS micelles in absence and
presence of caffeine and Et. The bold lines represent the fitting of the curves by the generalised
version of the kinetic models developed by Infelta and Tachiya.
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Table 5.8: Values of the quenching parameters using the extended version of the kinetic
model developed by Infelta-Tachiya
System

k0 (ns-1)

k (ns-1)

m

kq (ns-1)

Micelle bound H258
Micelle bound H258 + Et
Micelle bound H258 + Et + caffeine

0.31
0.31
0.31

0.17

0.82
0.69

0.57
2.92

Table 5.9: Values of the quenching parameters using the simplified version of the kinetic
model developed by Infelta-Tachiya: Error ±5%
System

k0

m

kq

Micelle bound C500
Micelle bound C500 + Et
Micelle bound C500 + Et + caffeine

0.23
0.23
0.23

0.35
0.02

0.70
0.70

5.2.1.3. Interruption in FRET due to caffeine mediated expulsion of Et from epithelial
cells: A fluorescence microscopic view. Significant perturbation of FRET efficiency from
the donor H258 to the acceptor Et has been revealed even from our cellular studies. Figure
5.10 shows the fluorescence micrographs of the squamous epithelial cells stained with both
the donor (H258) and the acceptor (Et) fluorophores. The donor emits in the blue region of
the visible spectrum (Figure 5.4) whereas the acceptor emits in the red region of the same.
H258 and Et, being well known DNA minor groove binder [24] and DNA intercalator [1617] respectively, and both being cell permeable [9, 25], stain the nuclei of the cells. Upon
specifically exciting the donor dye molecules under UV light at 360 nm we observe only
the red (acceptor) emission from the nuclei of the cells, which emphasizes the FRET from
the donor to the acceptor. However, as shown in Figure 5.10, upon the addition of caffeine
(+ caffeine), we find the red emission from the acceptor changes to the blue emission of
the donor with time, showing significant perturbation in the FRET efficiency between the
two. Photobleaching of the donor (H258) and acceptor (Et) molecules both in absence and
presence of caffeine have been monitored by us in our control studies (data not shown)
where we find no signature of acceptor photobleaching both in absence and presence of
caffeine within the experimental time frame. Donor H258 molecules also do not undergo
photobleaching in presence of caffeine but significant photobleaching of the donor
molecules in absence of caffeine has been observed. It has to be noted that the emission
intensity of the donor even after 800 seconds of caffeine treatment is less than that in
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absence of the acceptor (image not shown) most probably due to the fraction of acceptor
molecules that still remained associated with the DNA in the nuclei even after the addition
of caffeine. Possibility of removal of some of the donor molecules from the nucleus cannot
be ruled out. Whereas, in the control experiment, in which the cells were treated only with
the phosphate buffer saline (PBS) without caffeine (- caffeine), we find no significant
change in the red emission from the nuclei with time. To highlight the observed
perturbation in FRET efficiency from H258 to Et in presence of caffeine in a more
quantitative manner, the average intensity of the red (acceptor) and blue (donor) emission
from the nuclei in each micrograph has been plotted against time for both test (+ caffeine)
and control (- caffeine) experiments as shown in Figure 5.11 (a) and (b), respectively. In
Figure 5.11 (a), the drop in emission intensity of the acceptor with time has been fitted
biexponentially (within ±10% error) with the characteristic time constants of 122 and 550
seconds, which exactly coincides with that of the biexponential fit of the rise of the donor
emission intensity with time within the error limit. As shown in Figure 5.11 (b), in control
experiment (- caffeine) there is a slight decrease in the red emission intensity of the
acceptor due to the partial detachment of Et from the cell nuclei by the PBS buffer which
leads to the sight increase in the blue emission intensity of the donor. As we observe slight
increase in the blue fluorescence intensity of the donor it can be concluded that the donor
H258 molecules undergo photobleaching at a much slower rate compared to the buffer
mediated release of non-specifically bound EtBr. The respective decay and rise of the
acceptor and donor can be fitted single exponentially within the same error limit with a
characteristic time component of 550 seconds, which coincides with the slower time
component obtained in presence of caffeine. Thus this slower time component of 550
seconds can be assigned to the caffeine independent release of Et from the cell nuclei by
the buffer itself and the faster time component (122 second) is achieved solely due to the
presence of caffeine. Therefore, the caffeine-mediated release of the bound Et from cell
nuclei is almost 5 times faster compared to the solvent alone. It has to be noted that the
time constant for the release of Et from the nuclei of squamous epithelial cells reported
here, is much slower than that proposed in our earlier work [9], which accounts for the
lower caffeine concentration purposely used in our present work to vividly show the
alteration of FRET.
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Figure 5.10. Fluorescence micrographs of squamous epithelial cells doubly stained with H258 and
Et after 30, 390 and 800 seconds upon treatment with caffeine (+ caffeine) along with the control
sets (- caffeine) treated with PBS without caffeine.

Figure 5.11. Rate of change in the intensity of red and blue emission from the doubly stained
squamous epithelial cells (a) upon treatment with caffeine (+ caffeine) and (b) upon treatment with
PBS without caffeine (- caffeine) taken as control.
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5.3. Conclusion:
Our study finds caffeine as an efficient drug for the removal of a model DNA-intercalator
Et from both negatively charged SDS and positively charged CTAB micelles without or
with negligible perturbation of their structural integrity. However, caffeine fails to show
such activity in case of neutral (polar) TX-100 micelles. The FRET study focuses on the
efficacy of caffeine molecules in altering the association between two DNA binding
ligands H258 and Et residing on a micellar surface. However, in our system, standard
FRET fails to provide an explicit picture of such alteration in the association between the
two DNA-binding ligands on the biomimetic system in presence of caffeine. Our analysis
of the experimental results employing the well established kinetic model developed by
Infelta and Tachiya, helps to recognize the efficacy of caffeine molecules in the
detachment of Et from the biomimetic system. The result of our cellular studies further
emphasizes on the perturbation of FRET efficiency from H258 to Et in presence of
caffeine. Our study may help to carry out further experiments in the fields of medicine
where caffeine can be taken as an active ingredient to protect cells from various cell
damaging agents like DNA-intercalators.
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Chapter 6
Spectroscopic Studies on the Interaction of Caffeine
Molecules with a Potential Mutagen in DNA in vitro
and ex vivo Conditions:
6.1. Introduction:
Molecular recognition of DNA in in vitro condition by small ligands/drugs in presence of
caffeine, a widely consumed stimulant, is well studied [1-3]. Earlier, a set of studies have
indicated that caffeine can diminish the cytotoxic/cytostatic effects of doxorubicin,
ethidium (Et) bromide [4-5] and reverses cytotoxic effect of the antitumor agent
mitoxantrone, eilipticine and doxorubicin analogues [6]. Spectroscopic studies on the deintercalation of Et, a potential mutagen [7] from genomic DNA in solution at room
temperature is also reported in the literature [8]. Such studies essentially intended to
conclude the therapeutic use of caffeine, a xanthine alkaloid, in animal model. However, a
detail molecular picture of the de-intercalation mechanism and the universal application of
such xanthine alkaloids in the extraction of Et from the nucleus of various cell lines are
missing from the reported studies and is one of the motives of our present report. The
mechanism of de-intercalation both within and beyond the temperatures of physiological
interest is also sparse in the reported literature and is one of the motives of the present
study.
In this study, we have used steady state and picosecond resolved fluorescence
spectroscopy and time gated fluorescence microscopy in order to investigate the
detachment of mutagenic Et from synthesized DNA of specific sequences in vitro and
various types of cell lines including squamous epithelial cells collected from the inner
lining of the human mouth, A549 (lung carcinoma), A375 (human skin), RAW
(macrophage) and Vero (African green monkey kidney epithelium) cells in ex vivo
conditions. For the investigation of the efficacy of the caffeine induced detachment of the
intercalative mutagen from the DNA within and beyond the physiological temperature, we
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have performed temperature dependent spectroscopic measurement on the Et-DNA
systems in presence and absence of caffeine molecule. A detail structural analysis
employing NMR experiments followed by dynamic light scatteing (DLS) studies on the
caffeine-Et complex explores the molecular picture of such complexes. Our time gated
fluorescence microscopic studies on various live and fixed cell lines indicate that the
efficiency of Et extraction by the xanthine alkaloid is inconsistent and not very much
intuitive from the above mentioned in-vitro studies.

6.2. Results and Discussion:
6.2.1. Ultrafast Spectroscopic Study on Caffeine Mediated Dissociation of Mutagenic
Ethidium from Synthetic DNA and Various Cell Nuclei [9]:
6.2.1.1. Detachment of mutagenic Et from synthesized DNA: Temperature dependent
study. In Figure 6.1 steady state and time resolved studies on the Et intercalated to the
synthetic DNA are presented. As shown in the Figure 6.1 (a) Et in water produces an
emission peak at 623 nm (excited at 409 nm) [10]. In presence of 100 mM caffeine, the
peak exhibits a blue shift to 615 nm with a subsequent increase in the intensity. The blue
shift of the emission peak signifies a hydrophobic environment experienced by Et which
might be due to the caffeine-Et hetero-association as evidenced by some previous works
[10-11]. When completely intercalated in the DNA oligomer at [DNA]:[Et] = 8:1 [10], the
emission of Et exhibits substantial blue shift to produce the fluorescence maximum at 600
nm with an order of magnitude increase in the intensity with respect to that in water. The
observed blue shift and enhanced intensity is due to strong intercalation of Et into the
hydrophobic interior of the DNA [10]. As 100 mM caffeine solution is added into the
DNA-Et complex, the emission intensity decreases with a little red shift to 605 nm. The
red shift can be explained in terms of the de-intercalative property of caffeine that releases
certain amount of Et from the DNA bound state either to the caffeine bound state or to the
free form in the buffer. Our steady state fluorescence emission results strongly corroborate
with earlier studies [8]. However, conclusive spectroscopic evidences of the de-intercalated
Et in the hetero-association with caffeine was absent in the earlier studies [8].
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Figure 6.1. (a) Steady state emission of ethidium in various environments. (b) Time resolved
fluorescence transients of ethidium (from bottom) in buffer, caffeine ([caffeine] = 100 mM), DNA
([DNA]:[Et] = 8:1) in presence and absence of caffeine.

Deconvolution of the emission spectra of Et in DNA in presence and absence of caffeine
suggests ~ 40% of the bound Et releases from DNA upon addition of caffeine but whether
the released Et gets bound to caffeine or remains free in the solution cannot be concluded
from the steady state results within such a narrow shift of emission maxima. A similar
picture evolves from the time resolved study (Figure 6.1 (b), Table 6.1). Et in buffer shows
single exponential fluorescence decay with a time constant of 1.6 ns which is close to the
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Table 6.1: The lifetime components (1, 2, 3) with corresponding amplitudes (A1, A2, A3) of
Et in various environments. Error ± 5%
Sample

τ1 (ns)

A1%

τ2 (ns)

A2%

Et in buffer

1.6

100

Et in 100 mM
caffeine

7

84.5

2.3

15.5

[Et]:[DNA] = 1:8

1.5

2

21

98

[Et]:[DNA] = 1:8
in presence of 100
mM caffeine

7

22

23

74

τ3 (ns)

A3%

1.8

4

earlier reported values [8, 10]. In caffeine solution the decay pattern becomes
biexponential with time constants of 2.3 ns (15.5%) and 7 ns (84.5%). When intercalated
in DNA, the decay pattern of Et emission gets considerably slower with time constants of
1.5 ns (2%) and 21 ns (98%). Note that the insignificant contribution of the fast component
in the transient confirms the presence of a very low fraction of Et free in buffer. On the
other hand the longer time component 21 ns is assigned to the lifetime of Et molecules
intercalated to DNA [10]. When 100 mM caffeine is added to Et-DNA complex the decay
process becomes faster and can only be fitted triexponentially with time constants of 1.8 ns
(4%), 7 ns (22%) and 23 ns (74%). These time constants can easily be identified with those
of Et in buffer, hetero-association with caffeine and intercalation with DNA, respectively
and fits to the heterogeneous model of Et in the aqueous solution of DNA in presence of
caffeine. The triexponential nature of the decay pattern signifies the presence of at least
three different environment of residence of Et in the solution. If the contribution from each
environment is assumed to add up linearly in the total decay process, then it can be inferred
that addition of caffeine reduces the fraction of Et molecules bound to DNA from 98% to
74% and the released Et mostly gets bound to caffeine as indicated by the 7 ns component
(22%) and a small fraction (2%) goes into the buffer. The uncertainty range in the lifetime
measurements is ± 7%. Our experimental result strongly upholds the de-intercalative
activity of caffeine reported by Johnson et al. [8]. However, our work finds inimitability in
characterising the 7ns component (characteristic lifetime of Et complexed with caffeine)
which further clarifies the process. By measuring the relative weightage of the 21 ns
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component, which is a signature of the total population of Et bound to DNA, and knowing
the total concentration of Et and DNA molecules in the solution, we calculate the binding
constant (K) of the ligand Et with DNA using the following equation [10].
K

[ Et  DNA]
([ Et ]  [ Et  DNA])  ([ DNA]  [ Et  DNA])

(6-1)

Where [Et-DNA], ([Et]-[Et-DNA]), ([DNA]-[Et-DNA]) represents concentration of EtDNA complex, free Et and free DNA in the solution respectively. The binding constant of
Et with DNA is calculated to be 15.4 ± 1.1 x 104 M-1 which is comparable to the binding
constant value of Et with genomic DNAs reported earlier [10, 12]. In presence of caffeine
the binding constant value reduces to 7.6 ± 0.5x 103 M-1 as part of the free Et is
sequestered by free caffeine leading in this way to a shift of the equilibrium between Et not
bound to DNA and Et bound to DNA, whereas the value for caffeine solution is calculated
to be 54.6 ± 3.8 M-1 which is also in close approximation of that reported earlier [12]. We
calculate the free energy change associated with the complex formation using the equation
(4-7) and it is found that the difference in the free energy between the intercalated Et (-29.6
± 0.2 KJ mol-1) and Et-DNA-caffeine complex (-22.15 ± 0.15 KJ mol-1) is more than
compensated by the binding of Et with caffeine (-9.9 ± 0.2 KJ mol-1), which makes the deintercalation process of caffeine energetically favourable.
To determine the thermal stability of the caffeine-Et complex we perform
temperature dependent time resolved experiments (Figure 6.2). We first monitor the
release of DNA intercalated Et into the buffer with rise in temperature as depicted in
Figure 6.2 (a). As the temperature rises DNA melts with subsequent release of the
intercalated Et into buffer as evidenced through the rise in amplitude of the faster lifetime
component of ~2 ns from 3% to 45% as temperature rises from 18 to 71oC (Table 6.2).
Upon addition of 100 mM caffeine in the DNA-Et system we monitor the temperature
dependent change in the lifetime of the Et as shown in Figure 6.2 (b) and Table 6.3. While
in the absence of caffeine, Et is released from the intercalated to the free state in buffer
with the progress in DNA melting, in presence of caffeine most of the released Et, from the
DNA intercalated state, heteroassociates with the available caffeine in the solution as has
been observed from the rise in the amplitude of the lifetime component of Et characteristic
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Figure 6.2. Temperature dependent time resolved fluorescence transients of (a) [DNA]:[Et] = 8:1
in absence and (b) in presence of caffeine ([caffeine] = 100 mM) and 12.5 M Et in presence of
caffeine (inset (b)).

of its hetero-association with caffeine, with minor rise in the amplitude of the faster
component of ~ 2 ns from 5% to 14% over the same range of temperature. Since most of
the released Et from the DNA bound state remains in a strong hetero-association with the
caffeine molecules in the solution even at high temperature at around 71oC it can be
concluded that the complex that forms between caffeine and Et is thermally stable and
caffeine can perform its de-intercalative activity even at high temperature. For further
confirmation of the thermal stability of the caffeine-Et complex we monitor the
temperature dependent fluorescence transient of Et in presence of high caffeine
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concentration (Figure 6.2 (b) inset and Table 6.4). As depicted in Figure 6.2 (b) (inset) and
Table 6.4 the amplitude of the faster component of ~ 2 ns, which represents the fraction of
free Et present in buffer, does not change with rise in temperature which reconfirms the
high stability of caffeine-Et complex both within and beyond the physiological
temperatures.
Table 6.2: Variation of fluorescence transients of DNA bound Et ([DNA]:[Et] = 8:1) with
temperature:represents the time constant and A represents relative contribution of the
component. Error ± 5%
1(ns)
22
22
21
20
19
18

Temperature (oC)
18
30
42
52
61
71


97
95
95
91
79
55

2(ns)
2.1
2.1
1.6
1.5
1.4
1.4

A2%
3
5
5
9
21
45

Table 6.3: Variation of fluorescence transients of DNA bound Et ([DNA]:[Et] = 8:1) with
temperature in presence of 100 mM caffeine:represents the time constant and A represents
relative contribution of the component. Error ± 5%
Temperature
(oC)
18
30
42
52
61
71

1(ns)



2(ns)



3(ns)



22
22
22
22
22
22

60
57
46
35
21
10

7
6.4
6.05
5.67
5.5
4.68

35
38
48
58
65
76

1.7
1.5
1.35
1.36
1.69
1.5

5
5
6
7
14
14

Table 6.4: Variation of fluorescence transients of Et (12.5 M) with temperature in presence
of 100 mM caffeine:represents the time constant and A represents relative contribution of
the component. Error ± 5%
Temperature (oC)
18
30
41
50
61
71

1(ns)
7.15
6.6
6.06
5.56
5
4.4


88
89
89
88
88
88

2(ns)
2
1.8
1.7
1.7
1.6
1.5


12
11
11
12
12
12

6.2.1.2. Exploration of the molecular picture of caffeine-Et complex. The mode of
interaction of caffeine with the DNA intercalator Et was studied using NMR spectroscopy.
All observable protons in Et and caffeine were assigned and were followed in a NMR
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experiment where 1.78 mM Et was titrated with caffeine. The changes in the chemical shift
of Et protons (obs = with caffeine - no caffeine) are shown in Figure 6.3 (a). All proton signals
(the Et CH2 signal overlapped with H2O signal and was not monitored) exhibited a
hyperbolic change indicating Et-caffeine binding. Changes in obs of individual 1Hchemical resonances in Et, upon titration with caffeine, were fitted with Eq. (6-2) [13]

Figure 6.3. 1H-chemical shift changes observed during titration of Et (1.78 mM) by caffeine (pH
7.0, 25°C): a) Et, b) caffeine. 1H resonance signals are annotated with atom numbers,
corresponding to the molecules shown in the panels. The continuous lines in panel (a) correspond
to the best fits with Eq. (6-2) with the corresponding Ka values reported above each fit. Panel (c)
shows changes in caffeine 1H-chemical shifts for early data points (0-6 M) of panel (b) along with
1
H-chemical shift changes in caffeine due to self-association (concentration dependence) in the
same concentration range. Atom numbering (colors) in panel (c) is identical to that in panel (b).

(which is a modified form of the Eq. (4-5)) for obtaining the association constant Ka ([C]T
and [E]T are the total concentrations of caffeine and Et respectively and max is the value
of obs for a large excess of [C]T).
obs 



 max
2K a [E]T


1 K a [C]T  [E]T  



1 K a [C]T  [E]T   4K a2[C]T [E]T
2
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(6-2)

As can be observed from Figure 6.3 (a), Ka values were different depending on which
protons one monitored; Ka ~ 12 M-1 (positions 4 and 7), ~ 20 M-1 (positions 2 and 9), ~ 30
M-1 (positions 1 and 2) and ~ 65-73 M-1 (for CH3 and the ortho proton of Et benzene ring);
the latter matching best with the estimate from time-resolved data (this work) and a

Figure 6.4. a) Inter-converting caffeine dimers (stacked on each other). b) A model for interconverting 1:1 complex of caffeine and Et, compatible with NMR titration data. 1H-resonances
that exhibited upfield shift upon complex formation (positions 8 and 14 in caffeine, and o and Me
in Et; Figure 6.3) are shown as ball and stick model (magenta). c) A model of 2:2 caffeine:Et
complex compatible with caffeine:caffeine stacking (panel a) and caffeine:Et stacking (panel b).
The structures were energy minimized to remove steric clashes.

previous report based on UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy. The range of Ka values obtained
from NMR spectroscopy reflects structural heterogeneity of the Et:caffeine complex,
undetected by optical spectroscopy. This is consistent with the broad distribution observed
from DLS studies around a dominant conformation (discussed later; see Figure 6.5 (a)).
The nature of the dominant conformation can be understood by a careful analysis of ring
current shifts observed in Et as a function of added caffeine. During Et-caffeine
interaction, the degree of change in ∆δobs (and Ka) varied in a symmetric fashion
(equivalence of 1-10, 2-9 and 4-7 positions) across Et molecule. In addition, while
positions 1, 10, 2, 9, 4 and 7 exhibited a negative ∆δobs, the benzyl ortho position and the
CH3 protons of Et showed a positive ∆δobs. The major cause of chemical shift change in Et,
due to interaction with caffeine, must originate from ring current shifts, producing positive
and negative ∆δobs. Placement of an Et proton directly above the caffeine ring (stacking)
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will produce a negative ∆δobs while positioning of Et protons in the plane of the caffeine
ring will produce a positive ∆δobs.
Based on the NMR data (symmetry of Ka and |obs|) and the assumption that the
sign of obs originates from the ring current effect, a model for a 1:1 complex of
caffeine:Et was constructed as shown in Figure 6.4 (b). Caffeine and Et molecules are
stacked in the 1:1 model where the CH3 and the ortho-benzyl protons of Et (shown as
magenta spheres in Figure 6.4 (b)) protrude towards the plane of the caffeine ring giving
rise to the observed positive obs. The stacked caffeine can flip, effectively making its
effect on the Et symmetric. The flipping is consistent with a model of caffeine dimer where
two forms of caffeine dimers (flipped and un-flipped stacking, Figure 6.4 (a)) have been
observed [14]. Our model suggests that two protons in caffeine, positions 8 and 14 (shown
as magenta spheres in Figure 6.4 (b)), should also exhibit a positive obs (ring current
effect from Et). To validate this, caffeine chemical shifts were monitored in the Et titration
experiment of Figure 6.3 (a) and are shown in Figure 6.3 (b). Indeed positions 8 and 14 of
caffeine showed a positive obs as expected from the model. This becomes more clear in
Figure 6.3 (c) where the early data points are shown (up to 4:1 caffeine:Et ratio) along with
caffeine self association data (all resonance in the self association show negative obs).
In order to determine the size of the complex formed between caffeine and Et, we
performed DLS experiments and the results are shown in Figure 6.5 (a). The DLS data,
with broad peaks for caffeine, in presence and in absence of Et, indicate a distribution of
populations around a dominant structure and consistent with NMR data. The DLS-derived
hydrodynamic diameter (corresponding to the peak of the distributions) of 100 mM
caffeine is 8.4 Å. This increases to 14.2 Å upon addition of 25 μM Et. Fluorescence
anisotropic studies on Et (Figure 6.5 (b)), in presence of caffeine, yielded a hydrodynamic
diameter of 12.3 Å, slightly lower than the DLS-derived value. To compare with the
experimental values, hydrodynamic diameters of caffeine dimer (Figure 6.4 (a)) and the
2:2 caffeine-Et complex (Figure 6.4 (c)) were estimated using the program Hydropro[15].
The calculated diameters, 8.9 Å for caffeine dimer, and, 13.0 Å for the 2:2 caffeine-Et
complex, are compatible with the experimental data. The above analysis shows that the
major component of pure caffeine is the dimeric form. In presence of Et, caffeine:Et
complexes with a 2:2 (or higher) stoichiometry dominates. Incidentally, no peaks were
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obtained at higher hydrodynamic radii indicating the absence of any higher order
aggregation.

Figure 6.5. (a) Dynamic light scattering of 100 mM caffeine with (blue squares) and without (red
circles) 25 M ethidium. (b) Fluorescence anisotropy of Et in water (○) and in presence of 100 mM
(∆) caffeine. The base line for anisotropy of Et in caffeine solution has been shifted vertically by
0.3 for better clarity.

6.2.1.3. Efficiency of caffeine in the expulsion of Et from various cell lines: Time gated
fluorescence microscopic studies. Our spectroscopic results reflecting the efficacy of
caffeine in the extraction of Et upon forming a caffeine-Et complex with it provoke us to
get a microscopic view of such activity of caffeine molecules. In order to study in
biological milieu we have used some animal cell lines. Figure 6.6 (a) shows the
fluorescence micrographs of both live and fixed A549 cells stained with Et and
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Figure 6.6. (a) Fluorescence micrographs of both live and fixed Et stained A549 cells initially and
after 60 seconds upon treatment with caffeine (+ caffeine) along with the control sets (- caffeine)
treated with PBS without caffeine. (b) Rate of leaching out of Et from nucleus of live A549 lung
carcinoma cells when treated with caffeine. It and Io represents the emission intensity of Et at time t
and initially, respectively.

subsequently treated with caffeine (+ caffeine) and for control experiment identical sets of
stained cells were treated with PBS without caffeine (- caffeine). Comparing the
fluorescence micrographs of both live and fixed ‘+ caffeine’ and ‘- caffeine’ cells after 60
seconds of treatment we observe there is a significant drop in the emission intensity of Et
from the nucleus of the live A549 cells treated with caffeine. The drop in emission
intensity of Et can be explained in terms of the efficiency of caffeine molecules in removal
of Et from the nucleus of those live cells. As evident from the fluorescence micrographs of
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Figure 6.7. (a) Reduction in intensity of red colour with time when squamous epithelial cells
treated with caffeine and PBS as control (inset). (b) Rate of leaching out of Et from nucleus of
squamous epithelial cells when treated with caffeine. It and Io represents the emission intensity of
Et at time t and initially, respectively. Upper right inset shows the fluorescence micrographs of Et
stained same cells initially, after 8 seconds and after 18 seconds upon treatment with caffeine
along with the control sets. Lower left inset shows the morphology of the same cell line before and
after 5 minutes upon caffeine treatment under bright field (I) and fluorescence micrographs of the
same stained with DAPI (II) and Merocyanine 540 (III).

Figure 6.6 (a), the efficacy of caffeine in the extraction of Et from the nucleus of fixed
cells is less compared to the live ones. In order to get an insight on the kinetics of the
extraction process we plot I(t)/I(0) against time (Figure 6.6 (b)), where I(t) represents
emission intensity of Et in nucleus at time t and I(0) represents the same initially just after
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the addition of caffeine to the live A549 stained cells. We fit the curve with single
exponential decay and find the extraction of Et from the cell nucleus of live A549 cells by
caffeine with a characteristic time constant of 38 seconds.
After monitoring the effect of caffeine on A549 cells we proceed with squamous
epithelial cells taken from human mouth. Et being a potential intercalator of DNA[16],
binds only in the nucleus of the cell and the red emission observed in the micrographs
(Figure 6.7 (b) upper right inset) are due to the Et that emits in the red region (~ 600nm)
[10]. As can be observed from the Figure, when the stained cells are treated with caffeine
(+ caffeine), Et is released from the nucleus at a very fast rate. The intensity of red colour
of the cells is blurred with time which indicates release of Et from the nucleus. In control
experiment (- caffeine) cells retain almost the entire amount of Et in their nucleus. In order
to highlight the de-intercalative property of caffeine in a more quantitative manner, the
intensity of the red colour of Et from cell nucleus, which is proportional to the amount of
Et present, has been plotted at regular time interval for both the systems (‘- caffeine’ and
‘+ caffeine’) where the x-coordinate represents distance in the horizontal plane where the
cell lies (Figure 6.7 (a)). As evident from the Figure the intensity of red colour is
considerably high at the position that corresponds to the cell nucleus and it falls rapidly
after 8 seconds (blue line) upon treatment with caffeine solution, whereas a negligible
change is produced in control set (- caffeine) within the same time scale (Figure 6.7 (a),
inset). After 18 seconds, ‘+ caffeine’ cells show negligible amount of Et left in their
nucleus (green line) while no significant change has been observed in ‘- caffeine’ cells. As
a control study to rule out the possibility of cell disruption upon treatment with caffeine,
we have taken the cell images (Figure 6.7 (b), lower left inset) under bright field before
and after treating them with caffeine and found no change even after 5 minutes. In
addition, we stained the cell nuclei with a fluorescent dye, DAPI and found that cell nuclei
remain intact over the same time span upon treatment with caffeine. Furthermore, we
checked the membrane integrity of the cells by staining them with another fluorescent dye,
merocyanine 540 and found that the cell membranes remain unperturbed upon treatment
with caffeine. The plot of I(t)/I(0) against time (Figure 6.7 (b)), gives the characteristic time
constant for extraction of Et from these cells by caffeine as 8 seconds. However no
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significant result has been observed in the removal of Et from A375, RAW and Vero by
caffeine (Figure 6.8).

Figure 6.8. Fluorescence micrographs of Et stained A375 and RAW cells (both live and fixed)
along with Vero (live) cells treated with caffeine (+ caffeine) and images taken at 0 second and 60
seconds interval. The control sets (- caffeine) treated with PBS without caffeine.
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6.3. Conclusion:
Our steady state and time resolved fluorescence studies with synthetic DNA emphasize the
interceptive role of well consumed caffeine molecules, forming heterocomplexes with Et.
Temperature dependent picosecond resolved fluorescence experiments highlight the
thermal stability of such complexes within and beyond the physiological temperature.
Results from NMR and DLS studies were used to construct a model of caffeine-Et dimer
representing the dominant structure of Et:caffeine complex in solution. Our cellular studies
reveal the precise nature of the xanthine alkaloid in the exclusion of mutagenic Et from the
cell nucleus. The specific molecular interaction of caffeine with Et molecule underlying
the “interceptor” action of caffeine can be considered as one of the potential mechanism of
Et release in our present study. For the physiological activity of the drugs in presence of
caffeine another mechanism of action called “protector”, can also occur, in which there is a
competition between caffeine and Et for the binding sites on DNA. It is likely that both
mechanisms can act simultaneously and therefore must be taken into consideration when
analysing a three-component equilibrium of the Et, caffeine and DNA. We believe that our
studies may find relevance in the therapeutic use of caffeine as the non-invasive
antimutagenic agent particularly for the prevention of oral cancers / squamous cell
carcinomas which arises due to the activation of oncogenes as a result of DNA mutation.
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Chapter 7
Spectroscopic Studies on a Model Food Carcinogen
in Various Restricted Environments: Exploration of
the Molecular Basis for the Carcinogenic Activity:
7.1. Introduction:
Benzo[a]pyrene (BP), a polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH), is one of the most potent
carcinogens to which people are frequently exposed [1-3]. Its evolution during fuel and
tobacco combustion and presence in grilled and smoked food products has made it the
most studied carcinogen since its isolation [3-8]. The accepted hypothesis for carcinogens
is that they are first converted to electrophilic metabolites which react covalently with the
nucleophilic DNA. Such DNA adducts are the ultimate molecular lesion leading to the
activation of oncogenes and ultimately giving rise to neoplasia [9]. Earlier studies [10]
indicate the significance of one electron oxidation as a possible primary step in the
chemical carcinogenesis of BP. ET reactions are well known for their importance in DNA
damage [11] and recent findings suggest the role of ultrafast ET in inducing single strand
and double strand breaks in DNA through reductive DNA damage [12]. Previous reports
investigating BP-DNA complexes through fluorescence and triplet flash photolysis
techniques have proposed that majority of the fluorescence in these complexes originates
from BP bound to GC-GC intercalation sites [13]. Such conclusions are supported by the
relative quenching efficiencies of BP by mononucleosides dissolved in aqueous ethanol
mixtures suggesting 2’-deoxythymidine as an efficient quencher compared to cytidine, 2’deoxyguanosine and -adenosine. Furthermore, it has also been reported [13] that the
fluorescence of BP in aqueous BP-DNA complexes gets strongly quenched upon the
addition of Ag+ ions which bind predominantly to guanosine in DNA, validating the fact
that fluorescence of BP in BP-DNA complexes originates from GC sites. However, the
study does not preclude the possibility of BP binding at AT rich sites. The same study
reports shorter lifetime of BP in DNA complexes compared to that in degassed benzene
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suggesting strong fluorescence quenching of BP upon complexation with DNA. BP
fluorescence quenching by nucleoside solutions shows no association between the
quencher and BP in the ground state, while a short lived charge transfer complex is formed
when an excited state BP collides with a nucleoside [13]. In such charge transfer
complexes, determination of the electron donor and acceptor is based on the relative
ionization potentials and electron affinities of the two molecules forming the complex. The
ionization potentials of the aromatic hydrocarbons are generally lower than the nitrogenous
bases [13] and calculations indicate that pyrimidines are better electron acceptors than
purines. However, strong experimental evidences highlighting the electron transfer (ET)
reaction from BP to DNA are still lacking in the current literature.
Earlier studies [14] report that genotoxic carcinogens not only interact with DNAs
but also with proteins. In this regard, serum proteins are particularly important because
hepatocytes are not only the cells in which serum proteins are synthesized but also the cells
in which most xenobiotic metabolism, including microsomal oxidations which activate
carcinogens, takes place. Among serum proteins, serum albumin being abundant and
because of its role as a carrier of fatty acids, endobiotics and xenobiotics, there is a high
probability that it will bind and form covalent adducts with ultimate carcinogens. There
have been extensive studies on the adduct formation of BP with serum albumin [15-16] yet
there is no information regarding the ET reaction between the two in the present literature.
Moreover, it is of great interest to investigate the effect of temperature on such ET reaction
between BP and biological macromolecules like DNA and protein.
Apart from chemical carcinogens, ionizing radiations play a significant role in the
induction of cancer [17-18]. Certain radiations like UVA are also known to cause DNA
damage through ET in the presence of certain photosensitizers [19]. Earlier studies have
shown how coexposure to BP and UVA induces double strand breaks (DSBs) in DNA, in
both cell-free system (in vitro) and cultured Chinese hamster ovary (CHO-K1) cells [2021], resulting in phototoxicity and photocarcinogenesis. A singlet oxygen scavenger
sodium azide (NaN3) effectively showed inhibition in the production of DSBs, suggesting
singlet oxygen is the principal ROS generated by BP and UVA both in vitro and in vivo
[21]. It has also been suggested that the mechanism of DNA damage by BP in presence of
UVA differs in cell and cell-free systems. In spite of such extensive reports, the
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exploration of photophysics lying behind the co-exposure of DNA to BP and UVA
radiation is lacking in the literature to the best of our knowledge.
Recently, an ultrasensitive photoelectrochemical immunoassay comprising
bifunctional gold nanoparticles modified with PAH antigen and horseradish peroxidise
(HRP) on nanostructured TiO2 electrode decorated with antibodies has been proposed as a
means to quantify PAH, based on the changes in photocurrent with respect to the control
(without PAH) [22]. However, studies emphasizing the application of nanostructure based
photodevices in the detection of ET reaction, where flow of electrons can be directly
monitored in the form of photocurrent, are sparse in the literature.
In our present study, we have used a well known electron acceptor [23], parabenzoquinone (BQ) as an organic molecule to emphasize the electron donating efficiency
of BP upon excitation with UVA radiation, using a laser source of 375 nm. Both DNA and
protein have been used as biological macromolecules to monitor the ET from BP in
presence of UVA radiation. In addition, we have used zinc oxide (ZnO) nanorods (NRs)based photodevice to directly monitor such photo-induced ET reaction from BP to the
NRs. In order to study ET reaction from BP to organic molecules and macromolecules
along with inorganic NRs, we have used both steady-state and picosecond-resolved
fluorescence spectroscopy. Structural perturbation of DNA in the presence of BP has been
investigated through temperature-dependent circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy.
Furthermore, to monitor the effect of temperature on ET from BP to biological
macromolecules, we have performed temperature-dependent steady-state and timeresolved fluorescence spectroscopic studies.

7.2. Results and Discussion:
7.2.1. UVA Radiation Induced Ultrafast Electron Transfer from a Food Carcinogen
Benzo[a]Pyrene to Organic Molecules, Biological Macromolecules and Inorganic
Nano Structures [24]:
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7.2.1.1. Electron transfer reaction from BP to BQ. Figure 7.1 (a) shows the steady-state
fluorescence quenching of benzo[a]pyrene (BP) in DMSO with increasing concentration of
para-benzoquinone (BQ), which is a well-known electron acceptor [23, 25]. The
fluorescence spectrum of BP in absence of the quencher strongly corroborates with the
spectral nature of BP emission reported earlier in different solvents [26]. While BP
monomers produce three well characterized emission peaks around 410, 430 and 455 nm
and a weak band near 485 nm due to different vibrational bands, BP aggregates are known
to produce an emission feature that peaks around 490 nm [26]. Since a very low
concentration of BP (1 M) has been used in our sample, the contribution of aggregates
does not appear to be significative. The observed decrease in fluorescence intensity of BP
in the presence of BQ can arise either due to collisional/dynamic or static quenching or
both or even through non-molecular mechanisms where fluorophore itself or other
absorbing species attenuates the incident light [27]. For a better insight on the mechanism
of the observed quenching, the relative change in fluorescence intensity of BP has been
plotted as a function of the quencher (BQ) concentration at the different vibronic peaks of
410, 430 and 455 nm as shown in Figure 7.1 (b), (c) and (d), respectively. For collisional
quenching the decrease in fluorescence intensity is described by the well-known SternVolmer (SV) equation [27],

F0
 1  k q 0 [Q]  1  K SV [Q]
F

(7-1)

F0 and F are the fluorescence intensities in the absence and presence of quencher,
respectively; kq is the bimolecular quenching constant; τ0 is the lifetime of the fluorophore
in the absence of quencher, and [Q] is the concentration of quencher. The Stern-Volmer
quenching constant is given by KSV = kq τ0. In case of dynamic quenching, the SV plot
(F0/F vs [Q]) becomes linear with an intercept of one on the y-axis and a slope equivalent
to the dynamic quenching constant (KD) [27]. However, as evident from Figures 7.1 (b), (c)
and (d), the SV plots for the fluorescence quenching of BP by BQ (monitored at different
wavelengths) appear as an upward curvature, concave towards the y-axis. Such curved SV
plots are typical for fluorophores which are quenched simultaneously by collisions
(dynamic quenching) and non-fluorescent ground state complex formation (static
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quenching) with the same quencher [27]. When both static and dynamic quenching occur
for the same fluorophore, the SV equation gets modified as [27],
F0
 1  K D [Q]1  K S [Q]
F

(7-2)

where KS represents the static quenching constant. The modified form of the SV equation
being second order in [Q], accounts for the upward curvature in our SV plots shown in
Figures 7.1 (b), (c) and (d).

Figure 7.1. (a) Fluorescence quenching spectra of 1M benzo[a]pyrene (BP) in DMSO with
increasing concentrations of benzoquinone (BQ) (0, 1.25, 2.50, 3.75, 5.0, 6.25, 7.5, 8.75, 10 and 11
mM). Plots of F0/F vs. BQ concentration at 410 nm (b), 430 nm (c) and 455 nm (d). F 0 and F
represent fluorescence intensity of the fluorophore (BP) in absence and presence of the quencher
(BQ), respectively. Excitation wavelength (ex= 375 nm).

The dynamic portion of the observed quenching has been determined by lifetime
measurements. Fluorescence transients of BP in the absence and presence of different
concentrations of BQ monitored at 410, 430 and 455 nm are presented in Figure 7.2 (a), (b)
and (c), respectively. The lifetime components of the transients are tabulated in Table 7.1.
As evident from Table 7.1, a fast component of 2 ns appears in the fluorescence transients
of BP at emission wavelengths of 430 and 455 nm both in the absence and presence of the
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quencher, which accounts for the presence of some BP aggregates in the experimental
solution, having higher contribution at 455 nm compared to that at 430 nm, while at 410
nm the fluorescence originates essentially from the BP monomers. Furthermore, it has also
been observed that the contribution of the 2 ns component in the fluorescence transient of
BP enhances with the increase in BP concentration due to the progressive formation of BP
aggregates. As BP monomers are known to produce a weak band near 485 nm [26], at 490
nm both the emission from BP monomers and BP aggregates have significant contribution.
However, as expected, the 2 ns component (due to BP aggregates) found to have higher
contribution (27%) in the fluorescence transient of BP at 490nm compared to that at 430
(7%) or 455 nm (15%). The relative contribution of 2 ns component in the fluorescence
transients of BP further increases at 520 (31%) and 560 nm (33%), due to the relatively
higher contribution of BP aggregates (data not shown). For dynamic quenching, the
average lifetimes in the absence (τ0) and presence (τ) of quencher are given by [27],

0
 1  k q 0 Q  1  K D [Q]


(7-3)

The numerical values of 0 and  at three different wavelengths are given in Table 7.1. 0
values are obtained as 19.32, 18.75 and 17.53 ns at 410, 430 and 455 nm, respectively.
Plots of 0/ vs quencher concentrations for the lifetime quenching of BP with increasing
concentrations of BQ, yield a straight line with an intercept of one as shown in Figures 7.2
(d), (e) and (f) for emission wavelengths (em) 410, 430 and 455 nm, respectively. The KD
values are obtained as 0.21 ± 0.01, 0.21 ±0.01 and 0.29 ±0.02 mM-1 and the corresponding
values of kq are 10.87 x 109, 11.20 x 109 and 16.54 x 109 M-1 s-1 while monitoring lifetime
quenching at 410, 430 and 455 nm, respectively. The kq values obtained for BP are
comparable to that of hypericin fluorescence quenching by the same quencher BQ,
reported previously [28]. As shown in Figures 7.1 (b), (c) and (d), upon fitting the plots of
F0/F vs [Q] with equation (7-2) considering the KD values obtained from time-resolved
studies, the values of KS obtained at 410, 430 and 455 nm are 0.57±0.08, 0.51±0.08 and
0.38±0.06 mM-1, respectively. The quenching in lifetime being a measure of the rate
process that depopulates the excited state can arise either due to energy transfer or electron
transfer (ET) reactions. Since there is no overlap between the emission spectrum of BP and
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Figure 7.2. Picosecond-resolved fluorescence transients of BP in DMSO in absence and presence
of different BQ concentrations and the corresponding plots of 0/ vs. BQ concentration monitored
at (em) 410 nm (a and d), 430 nm (b and e) and 455 nm (c and f). 0 and  represent lifetimes of the
fluorophore (BP) in absence and presence of the quencher (BQ), respectively. Excitation
wavelength (ex= 375 nm).

the absorption spectrum of BQ, the possibility of energy transfer from BP to BQ can be
neglected, attributing the quenching to ET reactions. As evident from Table 7.1, at low
quencher concentrations (1.25, 2.50 and 3.75 mM) the fluorescence transients of BP
exhibit an ultrafast component around 500 ps while at higher BQ concentrations (5 to 11
mM) the fluorescence transients of the same exhibit two ultrafast components (~100 and ~
800 ps) comparable to the ET components reported earlier in porphyrin-BQ models
separated by different distances [29]. Such multiple ET components in the fluorescence
transients of BP at different BQ concentrations strongly corroborate with the nonexponential nature of ET reactions and those components are attributed to the various
modes of association (side to side or face to face) along with the different distances
between BP and BQ in the solvent which control the ET rates [29]. As evident from earlier
studies [25], BQ has a positive electron affinity of 1.89 eV and forms a stable negative ion
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through charge transfer collisions. Furthermore, pyrene class of molecules are known to
have a lower electron affinity (0.59 eV) [30] compared to BQ that further supports the ET
from BP to BQ leading to the observed quenching in the fluorescence lifetime of BP with
increasing BQ concentrations.
Table 7.1: The lifetime components of BP, at its characteristic emission peaks in presence of
different quencher (BQ) concentrations ([Q]). emrepresentstheemission wavelength.
represents the time constant in ns and the numbers in the parenthesis represent relative
contribution of the component. av represents the average lifetime in ns and is equivalent to 0
at [Q] = 0. av =  at [Q] ≠ 0. Error ±5%
[Q]
mM
0.00

1.25

2.50

3.75

5.00

6.25

7.50

8.75

10.0

11.0

em

1 (ns)

2 (ns)

3 (ns)

19.32 (100%)
2.00 (7%)
2.00 (15%)
0.50 (10%)
0.50 (4%)
0.50 (8%)
0.5 (12%)
0.50 (6%)
0.50 (12%)
0.5 (16%)
0.50 (6%)
0.50 (14%)
0.10 (4%)
0.10 (8%)
0.10 (9%)
0.10 (8%)
0.10 (8%)
0.10 (11%)
0.05 (14%)
0.05 (14%)
0.05 (21%)
0.05 (15%)
0.05 (15%)
0.05 (21%)
0.04 (20%)
0.04 (21%)
0.04 (26%)
0.04 (21%)
0.04 (18%)
0.04 (28%)

20.01 (93%)
20.27 (85%)
16.67 (90%)
2.00 (9%)
2.00 (16%)
14.72 (88%)
2.00 (10%)
2.00 (18%)
13.22 (84%)
2.00 (14%)
2.00 (20%)
0.80 (14%)
0.80 (8%)
0.80 (13%)
0.80 (15%)
0.80 (8%)
0.80 (15%)
0.80 (16%)
0.80 (9%)
0.80 (18%)
0.90 (17%)
0.80 (12%)
0.80 (20%)
0.80 (17%)
0.80 (11%)
0.80 (20%)
0.80 (18%)
0.80 (15%)
0.80 (21%)

4 (ns)

av (ns)



19.32
18.75
17.53
15.05
15.27
13.46
13.01
13.12
11.15
11.19
11.37
9.55
10.01
9.28
7.82
8.70
8.51
6.70
7.29
7.14
5.18
6.67
6.34
4.67
5.71
5.43
3.84
5.24
5.07
3.38

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.28
1.23
1.30
1.49
1.43
1.57
1.73
1.65
1.84
1.93
2.02
2.24
2.22
2.20
2.62
2.65
2.63
3.38
2.90
2.96
3.75
3.38
3.45
4.57
3.69
3.70
5.19

(nm)
410
430
455
410
430
455
410
430
455
410
430
455
410
430
455
410
430
455
410
430
455
410
430
455
410
430
455
410
430
455
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17.32 (87%)
17.24 (76%)
15.34 (84%)
15.33 (70%)
13.83 (80%)
13.76 (66%)
12.06 (82%)
2.00 (12%)
2.00 (19%)
11.13 (77%)
2.00 (13%)
2.00 (20%)
10.22 (70%)
2.00 (13%)
2.00 (16%)
9.57 (68%)
2.00 (12%)
2.00 (16%)
8.84 (63%)
2.00 (13%)
2.00 (18%)
8.34 (61%)
2.00 (13%)
2.00 (18%)

12.46 (72%)
12.42 (59%)
11.52 (71%)
11.42 (54%)
10.62 (64%)
10.46 (45%)
9.83 (61%)
9.72 (43%)
9.23 (55%)
9.20 (36%)
8.68 (54%)
8.61 (33%)

7.2.1.2.

Ultrafast

charge

transfer

reactions

between

BP

and

biological

macromolecules. Upon monitoring the ET reaction from BP to BQ molecule as shown in
Scheme 7.1 (a), another macromolecule, calf-thymus DNA (CT-DNA), has been
considered to investigate the mode of interaction between BP and CT-DNA upon exciting
the former with UVA radiation (Scheme 7.1 (b)). It has to be noted, as CT-DNA absorbs
weakly above 300 nm [31], it will have negligible effect on the emission property of BP
upon exciting the solution of BP-CT-DNA complex at 375 nm. Figure 7.3 (a) shows the
temperature-dependent fluorescence spectra of BP-CT DNA complex. Emission spectra of
BP in the presence of CT-DNA, show that the relative emission intensities of BP at the
resolved peaks (410, 430 and 455 nm) are much higher compared to that of the aggregate
peak around 490 nm. The relatively lower emission intensity of the aggregate peak
compared to that of the monomer BP peaks in presence of CT-DNA is clear evidence of
association between the two, particularly at low temperatures where the solubility of BP in
aqueous medium is negligible being at around 10-8 M. As shown in the Figure 7.3 (a), the
emission intensities of BP in CT-DNA enhance with the increase in temperature. Figure
7.3 (a) inset shows the emission intensities of the same, monitored at 410 nm as a function
of temperature, where the enhancement in the emission intensity appears to initiate at about
25°C. To selectively monitor the interaction between BP monomers and the CT-DNA,
fluorescence transients have been monitored at 410 nm where the contribution of BP
aggregates is minimum or negligible. Figure 7.3 (b) shows the picosecond-resolved
fluorescence transients of BP-CT-DNA complex at 20 and 87°C. The purpose of choosing
high temperature around 87°C was to attain the melting temperature of genomic DNA,
which has earlier been reported [32] to be 83°C. The corresponding lifetime components of
the complex have been tabulated in Table 7.2. The ultrafast time components of 50 and
900 ps being comparable with the ET components observed in the fluorescence transient of
BP undergoing ET reaction with BQ, are attributed to the UVA radiation induced ET
between BP and DNA. Ionisation potential of aromatic hydrocarbons being lower than the
nitrogenous bases in DNA [13] and pyrimidines being better electron acceptors than
purines, it can be concluded that in the ET complex between BP and CT-DNA, electron
flows from BP to DNA through the pyrimidine bases. As evident from Figure 7.3 (b) and
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Scheme 7.1. UVA radiation induced electron transfer (ET) from benzo[a]pyrene (BP) to (a)
organic molecule, benzoquinone (BQ) and (b) biological macromolecule, DNA. (c) Schematic
representation of a model ZnO NR (gray)-based photodevice. BP (purple) molecules are anchored
on ZnO NRs by surface adsorption. The charge separation and interparticle charge migration
processes of the entire photodevice structure are shown.

Table 7.2, the relative contribution of the ET components of 50 and 900 ps decreases from
40 to 4% and from 33 to 11%, respectively, with the increase in temperature from 20 to
87°C. The time-resolved studies strongly corroborate with the temperature-dependent
steady-state emission results of BP in CT-DNA as shown in Figure 7.3 (a), endorsing the
fact that with the melting of DNA, the ET pathway from BP to DNA gets interrupted
resulting in the enhancement of emission intensity of BP along with its excited state
lifetime. The interruption in ET pathway from BP to DNA with the DNA melting can arise
either due to the release of BP from DNA or due to the binding of BP to single stranded
DNA in an orientation unfavourable for ET. As evident from Figure 7.3 (b) and Table 7.2,
the fluorescence transient of BP in CT-DNA at 87°C can be fitted triexponentially with
time components of 100 ps (4%), 800 ps (11%) and 22.04 ns (85%) while BP in buffer at
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87°C produces a single lifetime component of 23 ns. Therefore, upon comparing the
lifetime of BP in CT-DNA with that in buffer at 87°C, it can be concluded that at such high
temperature, 85% of the DNA bound BP molecules get released to the surrounding buffer.

Figure 7.3. (a) Fluorescence spectra of BP in CT-DNA at different temperatures. Inset shows the
fluorescence intensity of the same at 410 nm as a function of temperature and the bold line is the
cubic polynomial fit. The broken line is the extrapolated linear fit of the exponentially rising part of
the plot, where the intercept at x-axis represents the initiation temperature for such rise in the
fluorescence intensity. (b) Picosecond-resolved fluorescence transients of the same at 20° and
87°C. Excitation wavelength (ex= 375 nm).

The observed perturbation of ET from BP to CT-DNA, with the increase in
temperature, motivated us to investigate the structural change of the latter associated with
such thermal enhancement. Figures 7.4 (a) and (b) show the absorption spectra of CT-
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DNA at different temperatures in absence and presence of BP, respectively. As evident
from the Figures 7.4 (a) and (b), the absorption spectra of CT-DNA do not show any
significant change while enhancing the temperature upto 700C. The corresponding melting
curves of CT-DNA, constructed from the absorbance at 260 nm [33] while increasing the
Table 7.2: Fluorescence lifetime components (of BP in buffer and upon interaction with
CT-DNA at different temperatures along with the rotational time constants (r). Emission
wavelength (em) and excitation wavelength (ex) are 410 and 375 nm respectively. The
numbers in the parenthesis represent relative contribution of the component. av represents
the average lifetime in ns. Error ±5%
Sample

BP in
CT-DNA

BP in
buffer

Temperature
(°C)

1 (ns)

20

0.05 (40%)

87

0.10 (4%)

87

23.08 (100%)

Fluorescence lifetime
2 (ns)
3 (ns)
0.90
(33%)
0.80
(11%)

av

5.61 (27%)

(ns)
1.52

22.04 (85%)

Anisotropy

r (ns) Offset
0.14

(r0)
0.15

18.83

0.07

0.01

23.08

0.05

0.00

temperature upto 900C are shown in the insets of Figures 7.4 (a) and (b) respectively. As
evident from the insets of Figures 7.4 (a) and (b), both the curves look alike and do not
reach the saturation at 900C (upto which the temperature was enhanced) which suggest that
BP induced structural changes in CT-DNA cannot be manifested through temperature
dependent absorption spectroscopy. Hence we have used the temperature dependent CD
spectroscopy to monitor the BP induced structural changes in the CT-DNA. Insets of
Figures 7.5 (a) and (b) show the temperature-dependent optical rotation of CT-DNA in the
absence and presence of BP, respectively. As evident from the insets of Figures 7.5 (a) and
(b), at low temperatures, a positive peak around 270 nm and a negative peak around 245
nm in the far UV spectrum are in accordance with the average secondary structure of DNA
[32] and the corresponding UV absorption spectra are dominated by the DNA absorption
as shown in the Figures 7.4 (a) and (b). Therefore, it is difficult to infer the structural
perturbation of CT-DNA in the presence of BP at low temperatures. It is clear from the
insets of Figures 7.5 (a) and (b) that the peak at 270 nm is mostly affected by the
temperature induced melting of the DNA. The change in the optical rotation associated
with this peak has been monitored to construct the temperature-induced melting of the CT157

DNA in the absence and presence of BP, as shown in Figures 7.5 (a) and (b), respectively.
As evident from the Figures, the corresponding DNA melting curves do not reach the
saturation level at 90°C, up to which the temperature of the DNA has been raised. Thus,
melting temperatures of CT-DNA in the absence and presence of BP cannot be calculated
from the respective melting curves following the standard procedures. However, the

Figure 7.4. Temperature dependent absorption spectra of CT-DNA as a function of wavelength in
absence (a) and presence (b) of BP. Insets show the respective optical density (O.D) at 260 nm
with increase in temperature where solid lines are the guide to the eye.

temperature at which the melting initiates for either case can be approximated, by
extrapolating the exponential part of the melting curves on x-axis. Though the
temperatures are deduced from only three data points in each case, the overall nature of the
temperature dependent change in the optical rotation of CT-DNA at 270 nm is completely
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different in absence and presence of BP, as shown in Figures 7.5 (a) and (b). The
uncertainties in the temperature, at which the DNA melting initiates, being same for both
the cases (in absence and presence of BP), have not been considered. The corresponding
temperatures, at which DNA melting initiates in the absence and presence of BP, have
been found out to be 65 and 59°C respectively. The initiation of DNA melting at

Figure 7.5. Difference in optical rotation (mdeg) of CT-DNA at 270 nm with increase in
temperature in absence (a) and presence (b) of BP. Insets show the respective temperaturedependent optical rotation of the CT-DNA as a function of wavelength. Solid lines are the cubic
polynomial fit. The broken lines are the extrapolated linear fits where the intercepts at x-axis
represent the initiation temperature of the corresponding melting processes.

comparatively lower temperature in the presence of BP is a clear signature of the
association of BP with DNA, leading to the weakening of hydrogen bonds between the two
DNA strands. Thus, lower thermal energy is required to initiate DNA melting in the
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presence of BP compared to that in its absence. Here, it has to be noted that the initiation
temperature observed for the enhancement in emission intensity of BP in CT-DNA (Figure
7.3 (a) inset) is much lower compared to that of BP assisted DNA melting, which signifies
that perturbation in ET from BP to CT-DNA initiates at some lower temperature prior to
the DNA melting. Such perturbation in ET before the onset of DNA melting can arise due
to some changes in the orientation of DNA bound BP molecules, interfering in the ET
pathway.
For better understanding of the fate of BP with the melting of DNA, the
fluorescence anisotropies of BP have been monitored in the presence of DNA at 20°C and
at DNA melting temperature (~87°C), as shown in Figures 7.6 (a) and (b), respectively.

Figure 7.6. Fluorescence anisotropy of BP in CT-DNA at (a) 20°C and (b) 87°C and in 50 mM
phosphate buffer at 87°C (inset of b). Solid lines indicate exponential fitting of the experimental
data points.
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The rotational time constants (r) of BP in DNA have been calculated from the respective
fluorescence anisotropies and have been compared with that of BP in phosphate buffer at
87°C (inset of Figure 7.6 (b)). The values of the respective r have been tabulated in Table
7.2. The fluorescence aniosotropy of BP in CT-DNA at 20°C produces a r value of 140 ps
which corresponds to the rotational motion of the probe BP in the DNA, along with a
residual offset of 0.15. The origin of such offset is due to the overall motion of the DNA
which does not decay within the experimental time window. Using the time-resolved
fluorescence anisotropy study, Ghiggino and co-workers [34] have documented the
dynamics of energy transfer in multiporphyrin functionalized dendrimers where they
observed a fast decay (~80 ps) in the anisotropy profile with a residual offset similar to our
observation. As shown in Figure 7.6 and Table 7.2, the rotational time constant of BP in
CT-DNA decreases from 140 ps to 70 ps and the residual offset becomes negligible as the
DNA reaches its melting temperature. The r value calculated for BP in CT-DNA at 87°C
is close to that calculated for BP in buffer at the same temperature, indicating the release of
BP to buffer with the melting of DNA. Here it has to be noted that the solubility of BP in
aqueous medium at low temperatures being extremely low, experiments could not be
performed with the aqueous solution of BP at low temperatures. However, the solubility of
the same in aqueous buffer medium increases from 10-8 M to 10-7 M, with enhancement in
temperature from 20 to 870C. Therefore, with the dilute aqueous solution of BP at 870C in
0.05 M phosphate buffer, anisotropy experiments have been performed which gives the
rotational time constant of 50 ps without any offset. The higher solubility of BP in buffer at
elevated temperature further supports the release of BP from DNA at the DNA melting
temperature around 87°C. Thus, unlike ethidium (Et), a well known DNA intercalator
which significantly remains bound to single stranded (ss) DNA upon DNA melting
producing a characteristic lifetime component [35] of about 18 ns and a DNA minor
groove binder, Hoechst 33258 (H258) which also remains associated with DNA at high
temperatures [32], BP almost completely dissociates from DNA at high temperature
(beyond the melting temperature of DNA) with no signature of binding to ss DNA.
After investigating ET reaction from BP to CT-DNA in a temperature-dependent
manner, we further investigated such interaction with another biological macromolecule,
human serum albumin (HSA), as carcinogens are known to interact not only with DNAs
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but also with proteins [14, 36]. Figure 7.7 (a) shows the emission spectra of BP in HSA at
20 and 87°C upon excitation with UVA radiation. The relatively lower emission intensity
of BP at the aggregate peak around 490 nm compared to the monomer peaks at 410, 430
and 455 nm, similar to our observation for BP upon complexation with CT-DNA (Figure
7.3 (a)), is again a clear evidence of association between the carcinogen and HSA. As
evident from the Figure 7.7 (a), the emission intensity of BP in the presence of HSA also
enhances with the increase in temperature from 20 to 87°C similar to that observed for BPCT-DNA complex. However, the extent of enhancement in the emission intensity of BP in
the presence of HSA is much lower compared to that in the presence of CT-DNA.
Therefore, with the increase in temperature the ET pathway of BP in the presence of HSA
gets perturbed to some lower extent, compared to our previous observation in the presence
of CT-DNA. Figure 7.7 (a) inset shows the time-resolved fluorescence transients of BPHSA complex at 20 and 87°C while exciting with UVA radiation. The corresponding
lifetime components have been tabulated in Table 7.3. The ultrafast time components of 70
and 870 ps in the lifetime of BP upon association with HSA strongly corroborate with the
ET components observed in the fluorescence transients of BP while participating in ET
reaction with BQ and DNA, mentioned above and thus have been attributed to the UVA
radiation induced ET from BP to HSA. Amino acids in HSA possessing lower oxidation
potential compared to BP can be involved in such ET reaction from BP to HSA. For
example, the oxidation potential of tryptophan in HSA being lower (~1 V) [37] than that of
BP (~1.18 V) [38], supports the flow of electrons from BP to HSA in the observed ET
reaction between the two. In contrast to our previous observation in the presence of CTDNA, the contribution of ET components of 70 and 870 ps in the fluorescence transient of
BP in the presence of HSA found to get decreased from 39 to 37% and from 23 to 13%,
respectively, with the similar increase in temperature from 20 to 87°C. The major
contribution of the ET components in the fluorescence transient of BP in HSA even at
87°C, where the protein gets significantly unfolded [39], suggests that BP remains bound
to unfolded HSA unlike CT-DNA at high temperature. For further confirmation regarding
the association of BP with unfolded HSA, the fluorescence anisotropy of BP at 87°C has
been compared with that at 20°C as shown in Figures 7.7 (b) and (c). At both the
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Figure 7.7. (a) Fluorescence spectra of BP in HSA at 20° and 87°C and inset shows the
corresponding time-resolved fluorescence transients. Fluorescence anisotropy of the same at (b)
20°C and (c) 87°C. Solid lines indicate exponential fitting of the experimental data points.

temperatures 20 and 87°C, the anisotropy exhibits biexponential decay with a residual
offset of 0.22 and 0.16, respectively. The corresponding r values are tabulated in Table
7.3. The offset observed in BP-HSA complex at 20°C and 87°C is due to the overall
motion of the protein HSA which does not decay within the experimental time window.
The ultrafast time component ~70 ps with a huge offset, observed in the temporal decays
of the rotational anisotropy of BP bound to HSA at 20 and 87°C, is comparable to the
electronic energy transfer component in the anisotropy profile of multiporphyrin
functionalized dendrimers [34] mentioned before. The presence of electronic energy
transfer component along with a significant residual offset in the rotational anisotropy of
BP in unfolded HSA at 87°C confirm the association of BP with unfolded HSA unlike
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denatured CT-DNA. The association of BP with unfolded HSA strongly corroborates with
one of our earlier studies [39], where it has been shown that an extremely hydrophobic
probe can reside in the subdomain IIIA of the protein even at its thermally unfolded states.
Table 7.3: Fluorescence lifetime components (of BP upon interaction with HSA at
different temperatures along with the rotational time constants (r). Emission wavelength
(em) and excitation wavelength (ex) are 410 and 375 nm respectively. The numbers in the
parenthesis represent relative contribution of the component. av represents the average
lifetime in ns. Error ±5%
Sample Temperature
(°C)
BP in
HSA

20
87

Fluorescence lifetime
1 (ns)
2 (ns)
3 (ns)
0.07
(39%)
0.07
(37%)

0.87
(23%)
0.90
(13%)

19.09
(38%)
20.12
(50%)

av

(ns)
7.48
10.20

Anisotropy
Offset
r (ns)
(r0)
0.07
2.99
0.22
(46%)
(54%)
0.06
1.89
0.16
(76%)
(24%)

7.2.1.3. Investigation on the ET reaction from BP to zinc oxide (ZnO) nanorods
(NRs). Our investigation on the ET reaction from BP to organic molecules and biological
macromolecules (shown in Scheme 7.1 (a) and (b)) has been further extended with
inorganic zinc oxide (ZnO) nanorods (NRs). The purpose of this study is to probe whether
ET from BP to ZnO NRs is achieved in terms of photocurrent. By making the use of basic
working principle of a dye-sensitized solar cell, we have designed a photodevice, as
schematically shown in Scheme 7.1 (c). Figure 7.8 (a) left inset shows the scanning
electron micrographs (SEM images) of ZnO NRs. Morphological characterization by SEM
(Figure 7.8 (a) left inset) indicates the formation of arrays of ZnO NRs with a preferential
growth along the polar facets [002 direction] of the hexagonal wurtzite crystal. The NRs
Table 7.4: The lifetime components of BP monitored at 410 nm (em) on thin film in presence
ZnO NRs. represents the time constant in ns and the numbers in the parenthesis represent
relative contribution of the components. Error ±5%.
Sample
ZnO NR anchored BP

1 (ns)
0.05 (89%)

2 (ns)
0.88 (6%)
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3 (ns)
39.64 (5%)

growing perpendicular to the substrate are nearly uniform in length (~3 m) and possess a
characteristic hexagonal cross-section with diameter in the range of 180 nm. For the
investigation of UVA radiation induced ET reaction between BP monomers and ZnO NRs,
picosecond-resolved fluorescence transient of BP has been monitored at 410 nm on thin
film in the presence of ZnO NRs as shown in Figure 7.8 (a) and it is fitted with the values
given in Table 7.4. As evident from Figure 7.8 (a) and Table 7.4, ultrafast components of
50 and 880 ps appear in the fluorescence transient of BP in presence of ZnO NRs, along
with a long component (~39 ns) comparable to the lifetime of BP in degassed benzene
[13]. To differentiate the ultrafast component of 50 ps from IRF, the fluorescence transient
of ZnO NR anchored BP is shown over a narrow time window of 0.7 ns in Figure 7.8 (a)
right inset. The ultrafast components in the fluorescence transient of BP in the presence of
ZnO NRs being comparable with the ET components observed in the fluorescence
transients of the same while undergoing ET reaction with organic molecules and biological
macromolecules (mentioned before) validate the ET from BP to ZnO NRs. Here it has to
be noted that the observed ET components in the lifetime of BP in different systems are
similar but they are exactly not the same and this difference can be attributed to the
difference in redox properties of the systems. Moreover the picosecond resolved lifetime
measurements were all done in time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) setup
having instrument response function (IRF) of 80 ps hence very fine variations (in
femtosecond time scale) of the ET process are beyond the resolution of the used setup. The
ET from BP to ZnO NRs has been further confirmed by monitoring the flow of electrons in
terms of photocurrent. Figure 7.8 (b) shows the wavelength dependent variation in
photocurrent, monitored in ZnO NR fabricated photodevice in the presence and absence of
BP. As shown by the broken lines in the Figure 7.8 (b), the photocurrent vs. wavelength
curve in the presence of BP can be deconvoluted into three characteristic peaks at 350, 382
and 400 nm similar to the absorption peaks of BP [40] while that in absence of BP
produces a single peak corresponding to the absorption peak of ZnO at 382 nm. The
enhanced photocurrent obtained in the presence of BP from ZnO NR fabricated
photodevice confirms the role of BP as the photosensitizer. Inset of Figure 7.8 (b) indicates
that in the wavelength range of 300 to 380 nm, power remains almost constant while there
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is a constant enhancement in photocurrent, suggesting that the photocurrent measured is
solely dependent on the flow of electrons irrespective of the power.

Figure 7.8. (a) The time-resolved fluorescence transient of BP-ZnO complex in thin film and the
right inset shows the same in a narrow time window, the left inset shows the scanning electron
micrographs (SEM images) of ZnO NRs, (b) the wavelength-dependent photocurrent obtained from
ZnO NR fabricated photodevices in the presence and absence of BP. Bold lines represent the
Gaussian fits of the respective plots and the broken lines represent the deconvoluted plots of BPZnO complex having peaks at 350, 382 and 400 nm. Inset shows the variation of power over the
same wavelength range where the bold line is the guide to the eye.
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7.3. Conclusion:
Electron transfer (ET) reactions are well known for their importance in DNA damage and
cancer biochemistry. In the present study, we explored the strong affinity of the carcinogen
benzo[a]pyrene (BP) to donate electrons to different class of molecules like parabenzoquinone (BQ), biological macromolecules like calf-thymus DNA and human serum
albumin (HSA) and inorganic nano structures like zinc oxide (ZnO) nanorods (NRs).
While steady state and time resolved fluorescence spectroscopy results reveal the
quenching of the emission of BP in presence of organic molecules, biological
macromolecules and nano structures, CD spectroscopy results monitor the BP induced
structural changes in the CT-DNA and ZnO-NR based photodevice confirm the charge
transfer reaction from BP by directly monitoring the flow of electrons in terms of
photocurrent. Our ultrafast electron transfer studies from BP to four different types of
molecules suggest BP as a strong electron donor which can be considered as one of its vital
characteristics responsible for its carcinogenic activity. Therefore, our work hints that the
ET pathway from BP can be targeted to prevent BP mediated carcinogenesis. It has to be
noted that carcinogenesis of BP may involve other modes of interaction with biological
macromolecules apart from ET which our objective does not include. We emphasize one of
the key aspects of BP which can assist in further research on this carcinogen.
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Chapter 8
Ultrafast Spectroscopic Studies on the Nonradiative
Energy Transfer from Various Vibronic Bands of the
Food

Carcinogen

Biologically

Relevant

Benzo[a]pyrene
Environments

in

Various

in

Aqueous

Medium:
8.1. Introduction:
Pyrene molecules belonging to a class of polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) have several
appealing photophysical properties which make them suitable for use as effective
fluorescence probes [1-4]. One of those properties is the sensitivity of their spectral
parameters, such as change in vibronic structure (especially intensity ratios of ﬁrst and
third vibronic bands) to the change of the environment [5]. The effects of temperature and
solute-solvent interactions on the various vibronic fine structures in the emission spectra of
pyrene class of molecules have been well explored [2, 6-7] and reveal the differential
perturbation of the individual vibronic bands. Benzo[a]pyrene (BP), one of the well-known
pyrene derivatives and a potential carcinogen to which humans are most frequently
exposed [8], exhibits differential shifts of its individual vibronic structures as a function of
the refractive index of the surrounding solvent [6]. BP is a by-product of grilled foods [9]
and tobacco [10] and fuel combustion and has long been linked to various human cancers,
particularly lung and skin. Though there have been extensive studies on the environmental
effects on the steady-state florescence spectrum of pyrene [2], solvatochromism of BP
manifested through their excitation and emission peak shifts in a wide variety of solvents
[6], the effects of different solvents on the excited state lifetime at the different vibronic
bands of such molecules, highlighting the consequence of solvent dipole/dielectric constant
on the non-radiative rates are less attended.
Another important aspect is the dipolar interaction of the pyrene class of dyes with
other molecules manifested in Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET). The differential
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behavior of the individual vibronic bands, in the emission spectra of pyrene and its
derivatives, in response to change in temperature [7], polarity2 and refractive index [6] of
the host solvent is well known while reports on such behavior of these bands while
undergoing dipolar interactions with different molecules is still lacking in the literature.
FRET, which is also known as “spectroscopic ruler” [11-13], is very often used to measure
the distance between two sites on a macromolecule [14]. As pyrene and its derivatives are
known to interact with biological macromolecules [6, 15], FRET can serve as an efficient
tool for the investigation of the biomolecular recognition of these molecules. In one of the
earlier studies [16], attempts to use FRET from pyrene class of molecules to perylene have
been made for nucleic acid assays under homogeneous solution conditions using steadystate spectroscopy. In another recent study [17], FRET has been used as a tool for the
detection of PAH’s antibody binding using a hydroxyl derivative of BP as a FRET donor
and sulforhodamine B as the energy acceptor employing both steady-state and time
resolved spectroscopy. However, investigation of the vibronic bands under dipolar
coupling, was beyond the scope of the studies. It has also to be noted that estimation of DA distance from steady-state FRET studies is found to be inconclusive [18].
Here, we have studied excited state fluorescence relaxation dynamics of BP in a
number of solvents with various dipole moments/refractive index. We have compared the
relaxation dynamics of the vibronic bands in the solvents in order to investigate the effect
of solvent polarity, dipole moment on the excited state lifetime of BP at various emission
wavelengths. Steady-state and time resolved experiments of BP in the anionic micellar
solutions confirmed the location of the probe BP. In order to study the dipolar interaction
of BP with another organic dye, we have monitored FRET from BP to a well-characterized
acceptor (and potential mutagen [19]) ethidium (Et), which selectively binds to the surface
of the micelle [20-21]. Steady-state and picosecond resolved studies on the FRET between
BP and Et from various vibronic bands have been analyzed using conventional and
differential methods. The differential method introduced in this study relies on the
individual spectral overlap of the vibronic bands with the absorption spectrum of acceptor
Et and found to be more realistic for the estimation of D-A distance. We have also studied
FRET between BP and acridine orange (AO) in the micelle to establish generality of the
technique for the estimation of D-A distance. Unambiguous confirmation of the introduced
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technique is revealed from the FRET from BP to crystal violet [22] (CV) in the nanoenvironments. CV is observed to offer significant and negligibly small spectral overlap
with the band 3 (emission peak at 455 nm) and band 1 (emission peak at 410 nm),
respectively. The differential behaviour of the vibronic bands of BP undergoing dipolar
interaction with energy acceptors in the micellar solution has been compared with that of
different dyes in a model system of ‘dye-blend’ (mixture of dyes) representing different
electronic systems undergoing FRET with CV in toluene. In this regard, three different
quantum dots (QDs), QD480, QD570 and QD625 having emission maxima at 480, 570
and 625 nm, respectively have been considered as the components of the ‘dye-blend’.
Theoretical framework employing well known ‘Infelta-Tachiya model’ [21] and D-A
distance distribution analysis have also been considered in our study in order to further
establish the validity of the introduced differential technique of FRET calculation.

8.2. Results and Discussion:
8.2.1. A Potential Carcinogenic Pyrene Derivative under FRET to Various Energy
Acceptors in Nanoscopic Environments [23]:
8.2.1.1. Effect of different solvents on the excited state lifetime of BP. Normalized
absorption and emission spectra of BP in various solvents are presented in Figure 8.1 (a).
Solvent dependent shifting of both the absorption and the fluorescence spectra of BP is in
close agreement with earlier studies [6] suggesting solvent sensitive changes in the ground
as well as the excited state electronic properties of BP. The picosecond resolved
fluorescence transients of BP in different solvents are shown in Figure 8.1 (b) and the
multiexponential fitting parameters are tabulated in Table 8.1. Figure 8.1 (b) and Table 8.1
indicate that the lifetime of BP varies with solvents without much deviation at the different
vibronic fine structures. As evident from Table 8.1, BP shows biexponental decays with
time constants of 2-5 ns and 12-20 ns in all the solvents. It has to be noted that the
absorption and emission spectra of BP in all the solvents are consistent with those of the
monomeric form of BP [6]. No clear correlation of the excited state lifetime with the
polarity/proticity of the solvents is evident from the Table 8.1. For example the lifetime
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Figure 8.1. (a) Normalized absorption and emission spectra of BP in different solvents, DMSO,
acetonitrile, dioxane and ethanol and (b) the time resolved fluorescence transients of the same at
410 nm (em) upon exciting at 375 nm (ex).

values of BP in DMSO (polar aprotic) and dioxane (non-polar aprotic) are similar.
Similarity of lifetime values in ethanol (polar protic) and acetonitrile (polar aprotic) is also
noticeable. In an earlier study using steady-state spectroscopy, it has been shown that
spectral shifts of the vibronic bands of BP depend on the polarizability (rather dielectric
constant) of the host solvents [6]. We have also investigated the polarizability dependence
of radiative rate constants of BP in various solvents with different refractive indices. The
excited state lifetime values of BP in various solvents are tabulated in Table 8.2. It is
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evident from Figure 8.2 that the experimental values of radiative rate constants (kr) (blue
dots) of BP in different solvents are way off from the theoretical estimation (solid line)
following different theoretical models [24]. Therefore, a distinct correlation of the spectral
shift/lifetime of the vibronic fine structures with the dipole moment/dielectric constant/
refractive index is not evident from our studies and invites more studies, which are
motivations of our future works. However, the excited state photophysics including
fluorescence lifetime of BP in various solvents are found to be useful to conclude the
location of the probe BP in micro heterogeneous environment. The comparison of the
emission spectra and excited state lifetime of BP in dioxane (non-polar and aprotic) with
that in the sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) micelle (Figure 8.3) clearly reveals that probe
BP prefers to stay in the hydrophobic core of the micelle which is in close agreement with
the earlier studies [6].

Table 8.1: The lifetime components of BP at its characteristic emission peaks in various
solvents. represents the time constant in ns and the numbers in the parenthesis represent
relative contribution of the component. av represents the average lifetime in ns. Error ±5%
Sample

Wavelength (nm)

1 (ns)

2 (ns)

BP in DMSO

410

2.00 (5%)

20.10 (95%)

19.20

430

2.00 (10%)

20.10 (90%)

18.30

455

2.00 (20%)

20.50 (80%)

16.80

BP in

410

2.10 (12%)

12.50 (88%)

11.30

acetonitrile

430

1.80 (14%)

12.60 (86%)

11.10

455

1.60 (26%)

12.60 (74%)

9.70

410

5.00 (9%)

20.30 (91%)

18.90

430

5.00 (11%)

20.40 (89%)

18.70

455

5.00 (20%)

20.70 (80%)

17.60

410

3.60 (10%)

14.20 (90%)

13.20

430

3.30 (11%)

14.20 (89%)

13.00

455

3.30 (20%)

14.00 (80%)

11.90

BP in dioxane

BP in ethanol

3 (ns)

av (ns)

8.2.1.2. Photophysical characterization of the excited BP molecules. Upon excitation
with the laser source of 375 nm, the BP molecules are typically excited to S 1, usually to an
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excited vibrational level. The multiple peaks in the absorption spectrum of BP in SDS
solution at 330, 349, 368 and 388 nm, as shown in Figure 8.3 are assigned to the individual
Table 8.2:he fluorescence lifetime components 1 and 2 represent fluorescence lifetimes of
BP in different solvents. Figures in parentheses show relative contribution. Error ±5%
Solvents

Refractive Wavelength
index (n)
(nm)

DMSO

1.479

Acetonitrile

1.346

Dioxane

1.4224

Ethanol

1.3624

Acetone

1.359

Benzene

1.5011

Cyclohexane

1.4262

Diethyl ether

1.3497

Dimethyl
formamide
(DMF)
Ethylene
glycol

1.4305

Methanol

1.3284

Heptane

1.387

1.4318

410
430
455
410
430
455
410
430
455
410
430
455
410
430
455
410
430
455
410
430
455
410
430
455
410
430
455
410
430
455
410
430
455
410
430
455

1 (ns)

2 (ns)

av (ns)

kr (ns-1)

2.00 (5%)
2.00 (10%)
2.00 (20%)
2.10 (12%)
1.80 (14%)
1.60 (26%)
5.00 (9%)
5.00 (11%)
5.00 (20%)
3.60 (10%)
3.30 (11%)
3.30 (20%)
1.30 (7%)
1.00 (9%)
1.30 (14%)
1.50 (9%)
1.40 (11%)
1.60 (20%)
1.10 (9%)
1.10 (11%)
1.30 (20%)
1.10 (9%)
1.20 (11%)
1.50 (20%)
0.80 (7%)
1.00 (5%)
1.30 (9%)
0.70 (9%)
0.70 (9%)
0.90 (11%)
0.70 (11%)
0.60 (13%)
1.30 (16%)
1.30 (9%)
1.30 (11%)
1.20 (17%)

20.10 (95%)
20.10 (90%)
20.50 (80%)
12.50 (88%)
12.60 (86%)
12.60 (74%)
20.30 (91%)
20.40 (89%)
20.70 (80%)
14.20 (90%)
14.20 (89%)
14.00 (80%)
26.00 (93%)
26.00 (91%)
24.80 (86%)
11.70 (91%)
11.60 (89%)
11.40 (80%)
13.10 (91%)
13.20 (89%)
12.80 (80%)
13.10 (91%)
12.80 (89%)
12.60 (80%)
16.50 (93%)
16.60 (95%)
16.30 (91%)
27.00 (91%)
27.00 (91%)
26.30 (89%)
11.60 (89%)
11.60 (87%)
11.50 (84%)
8.10 (91%)
8.10 (89%)
8.10 (83%)

19.20
18.30
16.80
11.30
11.10
9.70
18.90
18.70
17.60
13.20
13.00
11.90
24.30
23.70
21.60
10.80
10.50
9.40
12.00
11.80
10.50
12.00
11.50
10.40
15.40
15.90
14.90
24.50
24.50
23.40
10.40
10.20
9.90
7.50
7.40
6.90

0.05
0.05
0.06
0.09
0.09
0.10
0.08
0.09
0.14
0.09
0.09
0.12
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.10
0.10
0.11
0.08
0.09
0.10
0.08
0.09
0.10
0.07
0.06
0.07
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.13
0.14
0.15
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electronic transitions of BP as reported earlier [25]. The molecular symmetry of BP [25]
being Cs allows infinite possible moment directions for electric dipole allowed transitions:
perpendicular to the molecular plane (e.g. σ→π*) or along any direction in it (π→π*). The
angles  formed by the moments of observed transitions with a specific, well-defined
molecular axis in the plane is reported [25] to be 30o for the electronic transition at 330,
349, 368 and 388 nm. The orientation factor Ki , the average cosine square of the angle
between the moment of transition and the molecular orientation axis has also been reported
with a value of 0.56 for the above electronic transitions [25].

Figure 8.2. Plot of kr/n2 vs. refractive index (n) of the solvents at different vibronic bands of BP
having emission maxima at (a) 410, (b) 430 and (c) 455 nm. kr represents radiative rate constants
of BP. Solid line represents estimation from theoretical models [24] while blue dots are the values
obtained from experiments.
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Figure 8.3. Normalized absorption and emission spectra of BP in SDS micelle. Lower inset shows
the normalized excitation spectrum of the same. Upper inset shows femtosecond resolved
fluorescence transient of BP at one of its emission peaks (455 nm) upon excitation at 375 nm.

An interesting consequence of emission to higher vibrational ground states is that
the emission spectrum is typically a mirror image of the absorption spectrum of the S0 →
S1 transition (Figure 8.3). This similarity occurs because electronic excitation does not
greatly alter the nuclear geometry [26]. Figure 8.3 upper inset shows the femtosecond
resolved fluorescence transient of BP in SDS micelle at 455 nm, upon exciting the probe at
375 nm. The transient can be fitted biexponentially with the time constants of 1.33 ps
(61%) and 30 ns (39 %). The slower component of 30 ns has been obtained from
picosecond resolved experiments (see later) and has been fixed in the above fitting. The
faster time constant (1.33 ps) is close to the time constant of ~ 2 ps which is assigned to the
vibrational cooling of the S1 local pyrene state, initially formed with excess vibrational
energy [27]. Lower inset of Figure 8.3 shows the excitation spectra of BP in SDS micelle
which is identical for each vibronic structure, thus, rules out the possibility of
accumulation of different excited states.
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8.2.1.3. Differential behaviour of the vibronic bands of BP under FRET. To monitor
the characteristic behaviour of different vibronic bands of BP while undergoing dipolar
interactions, we employed Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) studies. For
accomplishment of such studies, we have used a well-characterized FRET acceptor
ethidium (Et) at the surface of the anionic micelle [20-21]. Figure 8.4 (a) shows spectral
overlap between the emission spectrum of the BP (donor) and the absorption spectrum of

Figure 8.4. Spectral overlap of BP emission and Et absorption in 100 mM SDS (~1.48 mM
micellar concentration) without (a) and with (b) the deconvolution of the emission spectrum of BP
at three specific wavelengths 410, 430 and 455 nm. (c) The emission spectrum of BP in SDS
micelle before and after the addition of the acceptor Et. Picosecond resolved fluorescence
transients of the donor BP molecules bound to SDS micelles with (red) and without (green)
acceptor Et at (d) 410 nm, (e) 430 nm and (f) 455 nm. em denotes emission wavelength. Excitation
wavelength (ex) is 350 nm for (a) and (b) and 375 nm for (c, d e and f).
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the Et (acceptor) in SDS micelle. At this juncture it is worth mentioning that the FRET
analysis considering overall overlap integral (J()) of BP emission with Et absorption
spectrum, unable to rationalize following two observations as evident from Figure 8.4.
Firstly, different vibronic bands are undergoing different degrees of fluorescence
Table 8.3: Comparison of the Förster distance (R0), overlap integral J() (between donor BP
emission spectrum and acceptor Et absorption spectrum) obtained at the three deconvoluted
emission peaks of the donor along with the energy transfer efficiency (E) and donor-acceptor
distance (r) calculated from the time resolved experiments in presence of the acceptor Et.
Emission wavelength of
donor BP (nm)
410
430
455

R0 (nm)

J((M-1 cm-1 nm4)

E

r (nm)

2.16
2.59
2.47

1.09 x 1013
3.44 x 1013
1.12 x 1014

64%
81%
84%

1.96
2.03
1.87

quenching (Figure 8.4 (c)). Secondly, the picosecond resolved non-radiative energy
transfer rates from various vibronic bands are also found to be significantly different
(Figure 8.4 (d), (e) and (f) and Table 8.4). The estimated D-A distance with this analysis
process also reveals significant fluctuation in the values reported from different vibronic
bands. The above anomaly can easily be taken care if the individual J() for each vibronic
band with Et absorption spectrum is considered. The deconvoluted emission spectra of BP
at its three well characterized emission peaks at 410, 430 and 455 nm are shown in Figure
8.4 (b). Here, it has to be noted that BP monomers also produce a weak emission band at
around 480 nm [28] which has not been considered in the present study. The overlap
integral, J(λ), between the deconvoluted emission spectrum of the donor and the absorption
spectrum of the acceptor, has been characterized for each vibronic band and the
corresponding overlaps are shown in red, green and blue colors for emission maxima at
410, 430 and 455 nm respectively. The corresponding values of J(λ) are tabulated in Table
8.3. The energy transfer takes place from the donor to the acceptor, as indicated by the
quenching of fluorescence intensity (Figure 8.4 (c)) as well as the faster decay (Figure 8.4
(d), (e) and (f)) of the donor in the donor-acceptor complexes in micelles compared to that
of only donor in the micelle. To compare the energy transfer efficiency of the donor from
its various vibronic bands, the fluorescence transients of the donor at its different emission
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peaks, 410, 430 and 455 nm have been monitored in absence and presence of the acceptor
Et (Figure 8.4 (d), (e) and (f) and Table 8.4).
As evident from the Figure 8.4 (d), (e) and (f) and Table 8.4, the average lifetime of
BP at 410, 430 and 455 nm is 29.92, 29.46 and 27.84 ns respectively. The slower
component of 30 ns in the fluorescence transients of BP in SDS micelle, as given in Table
8.4 has been confirmed upon repeating the experiments with longer time window of 400
ns. Details of the FRET parameters from various vibronic bands are tabulated in Table 8.3.
Here it has to be noted that the vibrational relaxation timescale as observed from our
femtosecond resolved experiments is much faster than the energy transfer rates from the

Table 8.4: The lifetime components of the donor BP in SDS micelle in absence and presence
of the acceptors Et, AO and CV. represents the time constant in ns and the numbers in the
parenthesis represent relative contribution of the component. av represents the average
lifetime in ns. Error ±5%
Sample

Wavelength (nm)

1 (ns)

2 (ns)

3 (ns)

av (ns)

BP in SDS
micelle

410
430
455

4.80 (3%)
2.90 (5%)
2.50 (10%)

30.70 (97%)
30.90 (95%)
30.70 (90%)

BP in SDS
micelle +
acceptor (Et)

410
430
455

0.50 (28%)
0.10 (59%)
0.10 (56%)

4.50 (36%)
4.20 (23%)
2.30 (30%)

25.40 (36%)
24.90 (18%)
27.00 (14%)

10.90
5.50
4.50

BP in SDS
micelle +
acceptor (AO)

410
430
455

0.10 (21%)
0.10 (63%)
3.50 (96%)

2.10 (24%)
2.50 (22%)
15.50 (4%)

28.20 (55%)
25.20 (15%)

16.00
4.40
4.00

BP in SDS
micelle +
acceptor (CV)

410
430
455

4.90 (3%)
0.10 (81%)
0.10 (89%)

30.70 (97%)
1.90 (3%)
2.20 (1%)

29.90
29.50
27.80

24.80 (16%)
24.70 (10%)

29.90
4.10
2.60

vibronic bands. Thus, FRET is expected to occur after the thermalization process in the
excited state. It is clear that the energy transfer efficiency (E) is higher at 455 nm
compared to that at 410 nm and consistent with the overlap integral, J(λ), between the
deconvoluted donor emission at the corresponding wavelengths, with the absorption
spectrum of the acceptor (Et), as shown in Figure 8.4 (b). From our time resolved studies
the donor-acceptor distance (r) can be estimated to be 1.95±0.08 nm and the fluctuation
(0.8 Å) is well within the experimental error limit.
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Upon finding the different energy transfer efficiency of the individual vibronic
bands of BP undergoing FRET with the acceptor Et molecules, another acceptor acridine
orange (AO) has been chosen to find the consistency of such observation. AO, a cationic
dye, is known to interact with SDS micelle through both hydrophobic and electrostatic

Figure 8.5. Spectral overlap of BP emission and AO absorption in 100 mM SDS (~1.48 mM
micellar concentration) without (a) and with (b) the deconvolution of the emission spectrum of BP
at three specific wavelengths 410, 430 and 455 nm. (c) The emission spectrum of BP in SDS
micelle before and after the addition of the acceptor AO. Picosecond resolved fluorescence
transients of the donor BP molecules bound to SDS micelles with (orange) and without (green)
acceptor AO at (d) 410 nm, (e) 430 nm and (f) 455 nm. em denotes emission wavelength.
Excitation wavelength (ex) is 350 nm for (a) and (b) and 375 nm for (c, d e and f).
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interactions as the hydrophobic aromatic rings of the AO molecule remain within the
hydrophobic core of the SDS micelle, and the charged intracyclic imino group and the two
terminal polar amino groups remain outward directed toward the stern layer [29-31].
Figure 8.5 (a) and (b) respectively show the overall and deconvoluted spectral overlap
between the emission spectrum of the BP (donor) and the absorption spectrum of the AO
(acceptor) in the micelle. The overlap integral, J(λ), between the deconvoluted emission
spectrum of the donor and the absorption spectrum of the acceptor AO, has been
characterized for each emission peak and tabulated in Table 8.5. Quenching of the
fluorescence intensity of the donor in presence of the acceptor AO is shown in Figure 8.5
(c). The picosecond resolved FRET is clearly evident from Figure 8.5 (d), (e) and (f) and
Table 8.4. As evident from Figure 8.5, Table 8.4 and Table 8.5, the steady-state quenching
and temporal behavior of the vibronic bands distinctly follows the individual overlap
integral of the bands with the absorption of AO in the micelle. The estimated D-A distance
2.48 nm is also found to be comparable to that of BP-Et distance.
Table 8.5: Comparison of the Förster distance (R0), overlap integral J() (between donor BP
emission spectrum and acceptor AO absorption spectrum) obtained at the three deconvoluted
emission peaks of the donor along with the energy transfer efficiency (E) and donor-acceptor
distance (r) calculated from the time resolved experiments in presence of the acceptor AO.
Emission wavelength of
donor BP (nm)
410
430
455

R0 (nm)

J((M-1 cm-1 nm4)

E

r (nm)

2.68
3.08
2.99

3.99 x 1013
9.59 x 1013
3.46 x 1014

46%
85%
86%

2.75
2.31
2.21

The energy acceptors Et and AO considered so far offer different degree of spectral
overlap with all the vibronic bands of BP. The consequence of the differential J() with the
vibronic bands are described in the earlier section. Unambiguous evidence of the effect of
differential J() with the vibronic bands on the corresponding FRET efficiency from the
bands can be achieved in a control experiment, where the acceptor offers essentially no
overlap with some bands and partial with others. Use of crystal violet (CV) as potential
acceptor offers essentially no overlap with band 1 (emission peak at 410 nm) and
significant overlap with band 3 (emission peak at 455 nm). The interaction of CV probe
molecules on SDS micelle has been investigated previously and concluded to reside at the
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surface of the micelle [22]. The overall and deconvoluted J()s are shown in Figure 8.6 (a)
and (b), respectively. The overlap integral, J(λ), between the deconvoluted emission
spectrum of the donor and the absorption spectrum of the acceptor CV, has been
characterized for each emission peak and tabulated in Table 8.6. For the better view of the
mentioned areas of overlap, between deconvoluted emission spectrum of the donor BP and
absorption spectrum of acceptor CV, the overlapped region has been magnified and shown
in Figure 8.6 (b) inset. The steady-state fluorescence quenching of the donor BP in
presence of the acceptor CV is shown in Figure 8.6 (c). As evident from the Figure 8.6 (c),
steady-state fluorescence quenching of BP occurs at all the vibronic bands of BP which
can be due to formation of non-radiative donor-acceptor complexes in the ground state or
due to energy transfer and hence steady-state fluorescence quenching is inconclusive as
reported earlier [18, 26]. It has to be noted that band 3 is differentially quenched compared
to others, as a consequence of larger J() with the acceptor CV. To compare the energy
transfer efficiency of the donor from its various vibronic structures, the fluorescence
transients of the donor at its different emission peaks, 410, 430 and 455 nm have been
monitored in absence and presence of the acceptor CV (Figure 8.7 and Table 8.4). The
corresponding FRET parameters are tabulated in Table 8.6. As evident from the Figure 8.6
(b) inset, there is negligible or almost no overlap between the emission spectrum of BP at
410 nm and the CV absorption spectrum, which consequently produces no fluorescence
lifetime quenching of the donor BP at 410 nm in presence of the acceptor CV. However,
there is significant lifetime quenching of the fluorophore at the other two vibronic bands
(430 and 455 nm). The observation is consistent with our previous results considering
other two acceptors showing overlap integral dependent fluorescence lifetime quenching of
the individual vibronic bands. Furthermore, the present observation, where we find no
quenching at vibronic band 1 due to negligible overlap with the absorption of the acceptor
CV, highlights the conclusive evidence of differential FRET from the vibronic bands of the
donor BP.
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Figure 8.6. Spectral overlap of BP emission and CV absorption in 100 mM SDS (~1.48 mM
micellar concentration) without (a) and with (b) the deconvolution of the emission spectrum of BP
at three specific wavelengths 410, 430 and 455 nm. Figure 8.6 (b) inset is magnified view of the
overlapped region marked by a rectangle on Figure 8.6 (b). (c) The emission spectrum of BP in
SDS micelle before and after the addition of the acceptor CV [excitation wavelength (ex) is 350
nm for (a) and (b) and 375 nm for (c)].
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Figure 8.7. Picosecond resolved fluorescence transients of the donor BP molecules bound to SDS
micelles with (violet) and without (green) acceptor CV at (a) 410 nm, (b) 430 nm and (c) 455 nm.
em denotes emission wavelength. Excitation wavelength (ex) = 375 nm.
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Table 8.6: Comparison of the Förster distance (R0), overlap integral J() (between donor BP
emission spectrum and acceptor CV absorption spectrum) obtained at the three deconvoluted
emission peaks of the donor along with the energy transfer efficiency (E) and donor-acceptor
distance (r) calculated from the time resolved experiments in presence of the acceptor CV.
Emission wavelength of
donor BP (nm)
410
430
455

R0 (nm)

J((M-1 cm-1 nm4)

E

r (nm)

1.03
1.32
1.66

1.26 x 1011
6.04 x 1011
1.02 x 1013

0%
86%
91%

0.75
1.13

8.2.1.4. Comparison of the differential behaviour of the vibronic bands of BP under
FRET with that of different dyes in a ‘dye blend’ representing different electronic
states. From our studies, the differential FRET from various vibronic bands of BP can be
compared with the case of ‘dye-blend’ (mixture of dyes) under FRET to an energy
acceptor in solution. In this regard, we have investigated FRET of a mixture of three
quantum dots (QDs) having different emission maxima, to an energy acceptor CV. Figures
8.8 (a) and (b) respectively show the overall and deconvoluted spectral overlap between
the emission spectra of the QDs (donor) and the absorption spectrum of the CV (acceptor)
in toluene. The overlap integral, J(λ), between the deconvoluted emission spectrum of the
donor QDs and the absorption spectrum of the acceptor CV, has been characterized and
tabulated in Table 8.7. The picosecond resolved FRET is clearly evident from Figure 8.8
(c) and Table 8.8. As evident from Figure 8.8, Table 8.7 and 8.8, temporal behavior of the
QDs in presence of the acceptor CV in toluene is comparable to the overlap integral
dependent quenching behavior of the individual vibronic bands of BP with different
acceptors in the micelle.

8.2.1.5. Verification of the introduced method of differential FRET calculation
employing the standard theoretical framework and D-A distribution. The suitability of
the differential over integral analysis procedure introduced in the present study in the
standard theoretical frame work for the FRET to estimate average number of
quenchers/quenching constants developed by Infelta and Tachiya [21] has also been
investigated. We have determined the values of the parameters m, kq, and k0 as described
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Table 8.7: Comparison of the Förster distance (R0), overlap integral J() (between donor QDs
emission spectra and acceptor CV absorption spectrum) obtained at the three deconvoluted
emission peaks of the donor QDs along with the energy transfer efficiency (E) and donoracceptor distance (r) calculated from the time resolved experiments in presence of the
acceptor CV.
Emission wavelength of
donor QDs (nm)
480
570
625

R0 (nm)

J((M-1 cm-1 nm4)

E

r (nm)

5.2
6.0
6.4

7 x 1015
16.7 x 1015
22.5 x 1015

95%
97%
99%

3.2
3.4
2.9

Table 8.8: The lifetime components of various QDs at their characteristic emission peaks in
absence and presence of acceptor CV. QDs mixture consists of three quantum dots QD480,
QD570 and QD625 having emission maxima at 480, 570 and 625 nm,
respectively.represents the time constant in ns and the numbers in the parenthesis
represent relative contribution of the component. av represents the average lifetime in ns.
Error ±5%
Sample

Emission
Wavelength (nm)

1 (ns)

2 (ns)

3 (ns)

av (ns)

QDs mixture

480
570
625

0.80 (36%)
1.10 (25%)
1.10 (17%)

12.70 (64%)
11.40 (75%)
16.20 (83%)

-

8.40
8.70
13.60

QDs mixture
+CV

480
570
625

0.10 (72%)
0.10 (85%)
0.10 (93%)

0.90 (24%)
0.70 (13%)
0.50 (6%)

4.40 (4%)
4.80 (2%)
3.00 (1%)

0.40
0.30
0.10

under materials and methods section by fitting the equation (2-54) to the decay curves of
the donor BP molecules in the absence and presence the acceptors Et, AO and CV (Figure
8.9 left panel and Table 8.9).
Figure 8.9 left panel shows the time resolved fluorescence transients of BP
monitored at its different emission peaks, 410, 430 and 455 nm in absence and presence of
Et, AO and CV fitted with equation (2-54). Since our time resolved studies (Figure 8.7 (a)
and Table 8.4) show that CV does not quench the fluorescence lifetime of the donor BP at
410 nm, the corresponding fluorescence transient has not been fitted with the equation of
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Figure 8.8. Spectral overlap between the emission of mixed QDs (donor) and the extinction of CV
(acceptor) without (a) and with (b) the deconvolution of the emission spectrum of mixed QDs at
three specific wavelengths 480, 570 and 625 nm. (c) Picosecond resolved fluorescence transients of
the donor (mixed QDs) monitored at 625 nm (blue), 570 nm (green) and 480 nm (red). The
quenching of the fluorescence transients in presence of acceptor CV has been shown where cyan
represents the decay transient of donor in presence of CV when monitored at 480 nm, yellow
represents the decay transient of donor in presence of CV when monitored at 570 nm and magenta
represents the decay transient of donor in presence of CV when monitored at 625 nm. Excitation
wavelength (ex) is 375 nm for all the cases.
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the kinetic model (equation 2-54). As evident from the Figure 8.9 left panel, the model
describes the decay curves reasonably well. The quenching parameters are summarized in
Table 8.9. Upon fitting the decay curves of BP with the kinetic model mentioned before, it
is apparent that the distribution of acceptor molecules on the micellar surface does not
change with the wavelength at which the donor emission is monitored.
As summarized in Table 8.9, the mean number of acceptor molecules associated
with the micelle (m) remains same as 0.8, 1 and 0.7 respectively for Et, AO and CV at the
three wavelengths corresponding to the three emission peaks of BP. The value of ‘m’ being
independent of the vibronic structure of the donor provides authenticity of the analysis
procedure. However, the value of quenching rate constant (kq) due to the acceptors depends
on the wavelength at which the donor emission is monitored, being maximum at 455 nm
and minimum at 410 nm with an intermediate value at 430 nm. The nature of change in kq
being similar to that of energy transfer efficiency mentioned before, holds well to the fact
that kq is also proportional to the overlap integral between the donor emission and acceptor
absorption. Further studies are required for the better understanding of the observed
variation of kq with the emission wavelength of the donor BP molecules. The total decay
constant (k0) of the excited probe in absence of a quencher, remains same at all the three
monitored wavelengths with a value of 0.032 ns-1.
The above mentioned kinetic model has also been applied for the quenching of
QDs by the acceptor CV in toluene. We have determined the values of the parameters mt,
kqt, k0, m, and kq by fitting equation (2-55) and (2-56) to the decay curves of QDs in the
absence and presence of acceptor (as described in materials and methods section) and
tabulated in Table 8.10. The corresponding fitting curves are shown in Figure 8.9 right
panel.
In order to get idea of the probability distribution of donor-acceptor distance, we
have analyzed the time resolved decay transients of donor BP in presence and absence of
acceptor Et, as shown in Figure 8.10 (a) to construct the distance distribution function, P(r)
(see experimental section for details). As evident in Figure 8.10 (b), (c) and (d), the half
width (hw) of the distance distribution is found to be 3.3 Å for all the three vibronic bands
under consideration. Similarly, for QDs the fluorescence transients of donor QD480,
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QD570 and QD625 in toluene in absence and presence of the acceptor CV have been fitted
upon considering the distance distribution between donor and acceptor in toluene as shown
in Figure 8.11 (a) and the hw of the distance distribution has been found to be 3.3, 4.4 and
3.3 Å for QD480, QD570 and QD625, respectively as shown in Figure 8.11 (b), (c) and
(d).

Figure 8.9. Left panel shows the fluorescence transients of the donor BP molecules bound to SDS
micelle with (red, orange and pink circles) and without (green circles) acceptors Et, AO and CV
molecules monitored at different wavelengths 410, 430 and 455 nm. Red, orange and pink colours
in the fluorescence transients of BP represent the presence of Et, AO and CV acceptors in the
micelle respectively. Right panel shows the fluorescence transients of the donor QDs (a) QD480
(blue) (b) QD570 (dark green) and (c) QD625 (dark red) in toluene in absence and presence of the
acceptor CV. All the transients are fitted with the kinetic model developed by Infelta and Tachiya
(see text). The Y-axis (Normalized Fl. Intensity) is presented in log scale and the baselines of the
transients are vertically shifted for clarity.
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Table 8.9: Values of the quenching parameters using the simplified version of the kinetic
model developed by Infelta-Tachiya
K0 (ns−1)
0.032
0.032
0.032
0.032
0.032
0.032
0.032
0.032
0.032
0.032
0.032

em (nm)

Sample
BP in SDS micelle

BP + Et in SDS micelle

BP + AO in SDS micelle

BP + CV in SDS micelle

410
430
455
410
430
455
410
430
455
430
455

Kq (ns−1)
0.24
0.35
0.64
0.07
0.27
0.30
8.97
9.23

m
0.8
0.8
0.8
1
1
1
0.7
0.7

Table 8.10: Overview of the value of quenching parameters for quantum dots in absence and
presence of acceptor CV using kinetic model developed by Infelta-Tachiya. em represents
emission wavelength.
Sample
QDs mixture

QDs mixture + CV

em

ko[ns-1]

mt

kqt[ns-1]

m

kq[ns-1]

(nm)
480
570
625

0.07
0.095
0.03

0.41
0.21
1.12

0.67
0.50
0.06

-

-

480
570
625

0.07
0.095
0.03

3.31
2.86
4.03

0.38
0.62
0.99

0.93
1.43
1.56

6.40
8.46
8.20
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Figure 8.10. (a) Fluorescence transients of BP in SDS micelle in absence and presence of the
acceptor Et, monitored at 410, 430 and 455 nm and fitted upon considering the distance
distribution between donor and acceptor in SDS micelle. The probability of distance distribution
(P(r)) with respect to mean distance between donor BP and acceptor Et for different vibronic
bands under consideration having emission maxima at (b) 410, (c) 430 and (d) 455 nm.

Figure 8.11. (a) Fluorescence transients of QD480, QD570 and QD625 in toluene in absence and
presence of the acceptor CV and fitted upon considering the distance distribution between donor
and acceptor in toluene. The probability of distance distribution (P(r)) with respect to mean
distance between the donor QDs (b) QD480 (c) QD570 and (d) QD625 and acceptor CV in
toluene.
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8.3. Conclusion:
Here we have investigated the effect of excited state lifetime of a well known biological
probe and food carcinogen benzo[a]pyrene (BP) in various solvents of different degrees
polarity/proticity/dielectric constants and polarizabilities. Although the steady-state
spectral shift is expected to follow the theoretical models, the time resolved studies on a
number of solvents clearly invite better theoretical understanding of the photophysics of
BP. Our present study also highlights the importance of the consideration of differential
spectral overlap of the vibronic bands of BP undergoing FRET as a consequence of dipoledipole interaction with an organic molecule in a confined environment. The differential
behavior of the vibronic bands of BP under FRET has been compared with the behavior of
a dye molecule in a dye-blend under FRET which shows reasonable similarity. Finally we
have shown that the differential J() analysis is equally acceptable to the standard
theoretical frame work for further interpretation of FRET data including the InfeltaTachiya model and P(r) analysis techniques. Our reported studies may find importance in
the FRET analysis of biologically relevant pyrene class of molecules.
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